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Colm Coyne left his Galway home in 1969 to seek
employment in Manchester. He was fortunate enough
to get fixed up at Kelloggs in Trafford Park. Ironically,
his local club Milltown won the Galway Senior
Championship as soon as Colm had left in the same
year he arrived in England. Colm was introduced to
Oisin GAA club and agreed to play for them but Joe
Cahill failed to pick him up before his first game and
that’s where his affiliation with the club ended.
With his home town club crowned champions in his
absence and Oisin’s failing to meet him as planned
Colm could be forgiven for wondering if his luck
would ever change. Before long, however, it did. As
Colm was making his way up the steps of the Carousel
Dancehall in Plymouth Grove an eagle eyed Tadhg
Meehan was coming the other way. Tadhg may have
had his dancing shoes on that night but it didn’t mean
he was blinkered to spotting new talent. Within
seconds a deal was struck that would ensure St.
Brendan’s had secured the services of one of the most
gifted footballers of a generation.
Colm joined the club in 1970 and represented the boys
in maroon and white with style, grace and guts for
over a decade. He was an immense talent and a
wonderful find. A naturally fit athlete and a complete
all round performer Colm would often play soccer in
the morning for the Holy Name, hurling later for St.
Michaels before remarkably playing for St. Brendan’s
in the afternoon. Three codes all in one day. He won
a few hurling medals with St.
Michaels and a host of silverware
with St. Brendan’s including
Senior Championships in 1971,
72, 75, 78, 79 and 80. One thing is
for sure Colm was never left
waiting for a lift with the likes of
Tadhg and Tony Mongey more
than committed to picking him up
on time, every time from the Big
Whalley in Chorlton.
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Brendan Burke and Jimmy McKnight as the best
players he played with for St. Brendan’s. Good
company for the great man indeed. In terms of
daunting opponents he quickly recognises the four
Mahoney brothers and Billy Connell from the Mighty
Kingdom of London and Michael McDonagh from
Young Irelands in Yorkshire as the most formidable.
Michael McDonagh was, without doubt, a massively
respected talent and yet Coyne single handedly
marked him out of the 1976 Durkin Cup Final with a
show of handling that is still discussed in Brendan’s
quarters to this day. Tony Mongey’s voice still retains
the passion of that occasion when he recalls how
Coyne outjumped his decorated opponent on every
occasion with power and grace.
Remarkably, Colm never toured with St. Brendan’s
(he didn’t need all that beer) and was part of the much
documented cull in 1983. He left with all our good
wishes and joined a young St. Peter’s team whilst also
going on to fulfill the role of Chairman of the County
Board. Above all else, however, he was, without
question, one of the greatest players ever to wear the
maroon and white of St. Brendan’s.
Thanks for the memories Colm!!

With his playing days behind him
Colm reflects on Jackie Quinn,

Colm pictured with Jimmy McKnight and Noel Hickey
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It was a lovely summer’s day and St. Brendan’s were
playing Oisin’s in Brooklands, we were getting a
hammering when John Clifford crossed the brook in
Brooklands. I was the first person he spoke to, he was
a tall well built young man in his early 20’s, I could see
rebel written on his forehead and I thought to myself
this man means business. He wanted to know who we
were playing, it was half time and I introduced him to
Michael Mangan and the rest is history. I could write
a hundred pages about Corkie and how he changed
St. Brendan’s.
We had some wonderful years after John joined the
club. Before his arrival we were never properly
coached for football or hurling but John Clifford
changed that. Before a game especially a
championship game John would get the blackboard
and set out each player’s task and what job he had to
do. He was so thorough in everything he did; he was
well before his time. We trained very hard Tuesdays
and Thursdays for two hours at a time, any player who
missed or was late for training was made to run
around the pitch several times before he could join in
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a practice game. One person who comes to mind was
Jackie Quinn, he was nearly always late. But John
Clifford always called him over when he was late and
Jackie had some explaining to do, to be fair, he was
some footballer who was as quick soloing with the ball
as he was without it.
Down the years the club had some great players but
too many to name, but I would just like to name one
or two. One comes to mind was Tosh Gibney, he was
some player, a great free taker and a great fielder of a
high ball. I was often amazed at how well he played on
a Sunday afternoon because the night before you
would see Tosh going up the steps of the Carousel
Dance floor aided by two women one either side
propping him up. Another great player and friend was
Jimmy McKnight. He came over to Manchester aged
17 years, I saw him play at White City Stadium for
the first time for St. Brendan’s in the early 60’s and I
knew then that if he stayed for the club he would be a
great asset and also a good clubman. He was very
strong and had a great pair of hands and anyone who
got in his way did not forget McKnight for a long time.
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I never saw Jimmy having a bad game. He played
fullback for St. Brendan’s for most of his career and
very few people got the better of him. Jimmy also
played hurling and was quite good at it, he always
gave 100%. I always remember the fullback line of St.
Brendan’s for a good many years, Brendan ‘Stack’
Carroll right fullback, Jimmy McKnight full back and
JJ McGuire left fullback. I used to play right halfback
for many years and I enjoyed playing there. It was
very enjoyable playing with a great bunch of lads. We
trained hard and played hard under John Clifford and
on match days we were raring to get out onto the pitch
as most of the time we were very fit.
I remember the first game we played under John
Clifford, it was against Oisin’s. We trained very hard
as most of us never did physical stuff like that before.
When John Clifford was naming out the team he
called my name at right half back and I thought it was
a mistake as I would be marking Tommy Brennan a
Sligo man who also played county football for
Lancashire, I went up to John Clifford and asked if he
had made a mistake to play me there as I was a
forward but John said no he didn’t as he knew what
he was doing. At half time we were leading by 8 points
and went onto win the game comfortably. It was a
great start for John Clifford and it was onwards and
upwards after that. It was just the beginning of a great
era. We travelled all over England, Scotland and
Ireland over those great years with a lot of success, we
won so many championships and leagues under John
that on some occasions some players wouldn’t turn up
as they were spoilt with success. My good friend Pat
Conway RIP was a wonderful athlete, hurler and
footballer, he was naturally fit. We had so many great
times and memories training and playing football and
hurling, not to forget playing 5 a side in the gym. He
was not a tall man but he was like a bird in the air the
way he went up for a high ball, he is sadly missed.
Colm Coyne joined the club in the late 60’s, a young
man from Milltown in Galway, fresh after playing U21
with Galway. A fantastic player, he always read the
game well, especially at seven a side, he was always fit
and looked after himself and ended up playing well
into his 40’s. He had three sons Sean, PJ & Liam who
all played underage for St. Brendan’s. It was great to
see so many of that team’s sons representing St.
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Brendan’s at underage in future years. As I look back
from the mid 60’s to the mid 70’s especially playing
with brilliant players like Brendan Burke, Jackie
Quinn, the Murphy brother from Down, John
Gilmartin from Sligo, Owen Tansey from Sligo, PJ
McGowan from Donegal, John Waterson from
Down, Michael Hughes from Tyrone, Gerry and Noel
Beirne from Roscommon, Larry McElinn from Mayo,
Pat Donellan & Larry O’Brien both county men and
many more great players, too many to mention!
I would also like to mention Tadhg Meehan who has
spent most of his spare time involved in St. Brendan’s
GAA club. No one in the club did more than Tadhg,
he was constantly picking up players for training and
matches through the years and always through a
smile. He found numerous new players for the club
and also wrote out many a successful objection. I feel
that the club was indebted to him for all that he has
done through the years and I don’t think anyone could
have done more.
Hurling
I arrived in Manchester November 1962 in Moss Side;
I stayed with my uncle John for a while and then
branched out on my own after getting to know my
way around. I was not long here when I met John
Madden from Menlough near me at home. After a
while and some talking it was music to my ears when
John mentioned St. Brendan’s were forming a hurling
team and I joined straight away, we were really
struggling for players at the beginning but down the
year we got better and better and at one time we had
a decent team with players like the Cunningham’s Tom
and brother Catch RIP, James Kennedy, Martin
Boran and his brother Michael RIP, all 6’5” of him,
Pat Russell, Sean Mulvehil, Packie Carolan from
Mullagh, the Ferncombe brothers from Tipperary,
Michael Jordan from Wexford, Tony Fletcher from
Dublin and many more. During those years we won
the league and Roy Clarke cup a number of times, we
could not carry on playing as most of the players went
home to Ireland; some men immigrated to South
Africa i.e. Tom Cunningham and Alfie Madden and
others travelled around the UK with their work. It
was great to know those people as we formed a great
bond and comradeship. It is nice to know that most of
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us are still here thank god. I’m still in touch with most
of the above players mentioned and reminisce about
the good old days. I hope to meet up quite a lot of the
players at our dinner dance in March.
The Underage
One day I went out to Hough End to watch an
underage football match where St. Brendan’s were
playing John Mitchell’s of Liverpool, I was amazed of
the skill factor of those young lads, how they could
pick the ball up with their toe and some of them could
even chip it up especially as most of these lads were
born adjacent to Old Trafford or Maine Road. I went
home that evening thinking to myself that some day
I’d like to get involved with coaching the underage.
A couple of years previously in 1978, St. Brendan’s
were the first club in Lancashire to form an underage
team under the guidance of Michael Mangan, Kevin
Kilcoyne, Johnny Kildunne and Sunny Mangan
(RIP). Around 1980 I got involved helping out with
coaching the underage with Jimmy McKnight. I went
up to Crumpsall to see Jimmy McKnight coaching
under 10’s one evening, he had about 30 young lads
learning the game and that was the first time I got
involved that evening. Shortly afterwards my own two
sons were born Mark and Christopher and that
probably gave me more of an incentive to get further
involved in the underage.
I have a lot of memories with been involved in the
underage, but there is one instance to talk about when
I brought U10’s in my minibus down to Newsham
Park Liverpool to play John Mitchell’s U10’s.
McKnight was in charge of the team when the game
was on about 5 minutes when Fergus Burke blocked
a ball with his face after the goalkeeper tried to clear
it and the ball went into the net. Fergus was on the
ground holding his face and McKnight ran in and
lifted Fergus up of the ground and told him he was
after scoring the best goal he’d ever see. (Fergus was
only 7 at the time) Fergus almost immediately
afterwards got the ball and buried it in the net for a
second goal, St. Brendan’s went onto win the game
easily. It’s only McKnight that would have that kind of
wisdom.
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My first involvement on my own was with St.
Brendan’s U10’s, I was very fortunate that my two
sons Mark and Christopher went to St. John’s in
Chorlton as most of our players at that time came from
that Primary School which proved to be a great
foundation for many years to come. I was grateful that
the Head Teacher Mr. Dillon who was of Irish
ancestry allowed me in to coach one evening a week.
The coaching led to the recruitment of numerous
players each year for our U10 squad which kept the
production line of underage players from the club
moving along.
St. Brendan’s had some great underage teams down
the years, but I think the first under 10 team we got
from St. John’s Primary School was the strongest
team I ever managed at underage level. I have so many
great memories from matches, too many to mention
but there is one I will have to mention as it sticks out
in my mind which was the U12 final in 1994 where we
played against St. Lawrence’s; I was after having an
operation on my left foot, as I was sitting down on the
sideline watching the game instead of being my usual
animated self. At Half Time we were leading by 10
points as the outstanding John Paul Hughes was
scoring points for fun, the second half followed the
same path as the first with John Paul chipping the ball
up at full speed and putting it straight between the
posts. It was a memorable game of football as we were
much the underdogs against a much fancied St.
Lawrence’s team; most of the team were also soccer
players and had missed most of the league games in
the early spring. We had only scrapped through
against Oisin’s by a point in the semi final. Early in
the second half Tommy Carragher arrived and came
up to me and asked me how much we were losing by
as I was so quiet, Tommy couldn’t believe it when he
found out we were winning by 10 points.
Another game that stands out is the U10 Championship final at Turn Moss against St. Lawrence’s in
1986, Stephen Madden was the captain and St.
Lawrence’s were red hot favourites to beat us. We
won that game by 7 points to 6, you should have seen
John Madden’s face with joy and happiness after the
game especially as his son Stephen was captain. The
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father of the captain of St. Lawrences went over to
John Madden before the match and said “they’d go
easy on us as I wouldn’t like Chris Connolly to be too
disappointed as we beat you to much.” We had a U10
player that day from Levenshulme which we
nicknamed Maradona who was also outstanding and
scored 2 fantastic points from impossible angles. For
some unknown reason he seemed to be smelling of
alcohol but whatever he took it really worked.
One of the most outstanding underage players that I
coached was Kevin Madden, his first match was an
U14 game against St. Lawrences, as I had never seen
him play Gaelic Football before I didn’t know what to
expect but I really should have known with his
experience of Irish dancing. He twinkle toed through
the St. Lawrence’s defence time and time again and it
was no surprise with a display like that we won the
game.
We had another outstanding player but with a name
like his you wouldn’t have thought he’d have been
much of a player but Daniel O’Donnell proved me
wrong time and time again. When we were playing
Inter County games especially at the U14 level I had
to carry his birth certificate around in my pocket as
he was 6’4” and with shoulders to match nobody
would believe his age. One game against London
U16’s really stands out as he was only 14 at the time.
He outplayed and out fielded Paul O’Hehir who later
went onto represent Co. Clare at senior level. Danny
played all age groups for the club including Junior
and Senior football. (Danny where are you now?)
The club have been very fortunate over the years to
be blessed with so many gifted underage players, but
I would like also not to leave out my own two sons
who have contributed a lot over the years to the club
and I hope during the coming years that they will able
to carry on injuries forbidding with St. Brendan’s. I
hate mentioning names of players as all players have
contributed so much to the club over the years, but
there‘s another player I have to mention who is James
Mulligan. I was very fortunate to meet James’ Dad
Brendan at Old Bedians after a match one night, he
asked me if we could accommodate James and his
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brother within the club. Meeting James that evening
was a great coup. Everybody knows what James has
contributed to the club for the last 14 years; James’
enthusiasm for the sport is second to none. He took to
Gaelic Football like a duck to water and in no time at
all he was the best player in his team. At every
opportunity James wishes to further his education
and science of Gaelic games. He has been an
outstanding coach for the club at all levels for a
number of years and has very bright future with the
club. For a man born in Manchester with all the
distractions surrounding him he is a role model for any
aspiring GAA man, James is also an outstanding
hurler for Fullen Gaels.
I would like to thank all those people who helped me
with the underage for all those years especially
Tommy Carragher whose two sons Damien and Sean
gave great service for the club. Tommy and I didn’t
always see eye to eye but what you expect with two
passionate people desperate to win every game.
In 1997 I decided to give up my roll as underage coach
and manager as I had other commitments. As I
enjoyed coaching the underage so much it left a great
void in my life. It was only right and proper after so
many years of service to the club that I spent more
time with my family as 3 or 4 evenings a week were
spent out at Hough End.
I have so many great memories down the years, too
many to mention but I’d like to thank Paddy Farry,
Frank Keane and many others who helped out on trips
with the Lancashire U14’s and U18’s to many parts of
Ireland.
Maroon and white Abu
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I was born in 1944 in the last lockhouse (46th Lock)
on the Royal Canal in Clondra, Co. Longford where
my father Mick was a canal worker. My mother
Kathleen had 14 children (9 boys and 5 girls) and I
was the second eldest. We cooked on an open fire and
cut our own turf from the peat bog. Candles and
parrafin lamps were used for lighting and when I was
about 13 I recall we got electricity in Clondra. I
remember how the whole village was astonished at the
brightness.

In Christmas 1964 a major decision regarding my
future beckoned. Much of my childhood was spent
walking to school in bare feet and at my 20th birthday
the future looked as bleak as the past. Times were
tough and with little prospect of employment in
Longford I borrowed five pounds from a friend and
headed off for a new life in Manchester. Upon arrival
I secured a job at Dunlops on Cambridge Street where
I met a great man from Fermangh, Mick Comac. As
with all young Irishmen arriving in Manchester
getting digs was a job in itself and Mick and his
beautiful wife Monica (Dublin) looked after me
brilliantly and thankfully they agreed to take me in for
a couple of weeks. Little did either of us know but it
would be many years before they married me off.
Gaelic games in Longford were very limited and my
sporting background was mainly as a supporter of
Longford Town Soccer Club. I played soccer as a
goalkeeper for six years in Manchester and during one
match at Turn Moss in Stretford 1970 (and to my
amazement) I saw a Gaelic match being played in the
distance. The first person I met on the sideline was
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Galway man Chris Connolly who enquired if I had
digs and employment. I told him I was fine and that
for the first time in my life I had money in my pocket.
I was in fact in the process of buying my own home in
Middleton and had become engaged to my lovely
fiance Jackie whom I had met in Whitefield in 1968.
Chris then got straight down to business and asked if
I could use both feet or use a hurley. Chris signed me
up for St. Brendan’s in 1971 and I went on to keep
goal for 14 years and become part of the what became
the clubs most successful era. I won 8 Senior Co.
Championship medals and was in the Lancashire team
that won the 1977 All Britain Final. I was also selected
with Galway man Colm Coyne to play for the Rest of
Britain against London in Birmingham. I am delighted
to have this opportunity to share some of my favourite
memories spanning 14 golden years....
1971
One of my first matches saw me receive the hardest
knock I ever had to take during my time playing sport.
Mayo man Walter O Malley was a body builder and
played for Brian Borus, Ashton-in-Makerfield. I was
also to find out why he was runner up in the Mr.
Universe competition and had also just won Mr. UK.
A high ball was dropping almost onto the crossbar and
I instinctively jumped to catch it. I was in the air when
O Malley made contact and I landed about 5 yards
behind the goals. I recall coming round about 15
minutes after the collision dazed and very sore only to
hear a St. Brendan’s voice shout, “Don’t worry Noel,
no harm done.” The referee had given a free out. No
harm done? Every bone in my body was rattling and
it took me 3 weeks to recover. I didn’t blame him as I
would have done exactly the same had I been 7 stone
heavier.
1973
I recall one match at Hough End when the ball rolled
out into the road and underneath an oncoming car.
The ball became stuck and the driver, clearly unaware
of what had happened, just drove off into the distance
with our ball attached to his underside. We had to wait
half an hour for somebody to drive home, collect
another ball and come back to Hough End. When you
think of all the spare balls that are seen at games
nowadays it is amazing to think that in those days
there was only one between 2 teams.
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Jackie Quinn was a fabulous talent and he used to
always tell us that the rules state that you are only
allowed four steps when on the ball, but it doesn’t say
how long the strides have to be. He would fly down
the field with the longest strides I have ever seen in a
long time watching football.
Brendan Burke was a master forward and yet in 14
years I never saw him use his right foot. He would
twist and turn defenders inside out in a bid to get the
ball on his left foot. I was always amazed how
opposing defenders never worked him out after all the
scores he got for us.
1975
I recall a seven a side tournament at De La Salle
College in Middleton. The college is very near to my
house so my wife Jackie decided she would use the
opportunity to take in her first Gaelic match with our
first baby Gary being pushed in a pram. We were
playing Oisin’s and when Jackie arrived I was in the
top goal away from the action. As she passed the goals
at the other end all hell broke loose in the goal mouth.
Jimmy McKnight was in full flow and there were
bodies and blood everywhere. Jackie sped away from
the melee towards the half way line and as soon as the
game restarted more fighting broke out right where
she was stood. I can still recall the look on her face as
she eventually made it to the sanctity of my goal and
said, “That’s it. I’m off.” She never attended another
match after that. Gary, however, grew up to spend his
childhood following Brendan’s and still attends
functions with me to this day.
I recall a Lancashire Co. Board initiative to combat
Teams starting games late. It meant that if a Team was
not on the pitch within 15 minutes of the alloted start
time then the referee would throw in the ball and the
offending team would forfeit the points. In one match
against St. Kent’s we had just six men to their 15 on
the field when the ball was thrown in. We played for
15 minutes with 6 against 15 and remarkably were
only two points down when the rest of the lads came
on!!! The six warriors on that day were myself,
Jimmy Mcknight, Colm Coyne, Ronan Diranne,
Gerry Byrne and Pearce McGuinnes.
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1976
One Sunday we travelled over to Leeds to play Hugh
O Neill’s and they fielded an ex-De La Salle player
called Pat McPartland. He had a magnificent side
step. In the first few minutes he waltzed through our
defence and planted the ball past me into the back of
the net. I pulled Jimmy McKnight to one side and
expressed my concern that this guy was going to make
fools of us pretty quickly. I suggested that the next
time he attempts a side step Jimmy should stick out
his right arm and see what happens. Sure enough,
when McPartland descended on us at breathtaking
speed only to be met, right on cue, by Jimmy’s
forearm. He turned a backward somersault in the air
was down for some time receiving treatment. The
incident knocked the wind out of their sails and we
went on to victory.We termed this “attention to detail.”
1978
Trips to Leeds usually saw us visit Scott Hall Road
but on one occasion a new team emerged and had their
own pitch in a different part of the city. Someone
clearly didn’t like the idea of it being used for GAA as
when we arrived we learned that a lorry load of
broken glass had been dumped on the pitch. Our hosts
worked tirelessly to clear the glass but the pitch was
clearly unplayable. Just to prove a point we played
our part in a timid friendly with large portions of the
pitch deemed out of bounds.
I drove a Reliant Robin and would often drive over to
Haslingden to collect Sean White before a match. I
would then pick up Ronan Diranne and Vinny
Jennings (brother of the great Pat Jennings) in
Rochdale before trying to squeeze in Kieron McGlone
in Middleton. When the Robin came through the
lights at Hough End it would bring a huge smile to the
face of Tadhg Meehan and Michael Mangan. It was
like something from only Fools and Horses with so
many players leaping out of a tiny three wheeled car.
Corkman John Clifford was a great motivator and he
made sure everyone played to their strengths. John
realised that most of the teams we played against had
a big solid centre back so instead of playing the
weakest player on the team at corner forward, John
would play him at centre half forward. His job would
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then to pull the defender way out of position leaving a
gaping hole in the middle of defence.
Michael Hughes was another astute manager who
always had a plan A, B, C and D. His philosophy was
simple. Don’t wait for something to happen, go out
there and make it happen. He was a pleasure to play
for. Lots of the Brendan’s lads were dual players and
many were excellent hurlers. I remember as hurling
was fading out there was a 9 a side competition at
Hough End. There were 4 teams and I was on the St.
Michael’s panel. I had never hurled in my life so I was
quite content with my place on the bench as the
tournament progressed. We won the semi-final when
my luck took a turn for the worse as one of our lads
had to go home which meant my first game of hurling
ever would be off the bench as a substitute. I was like
a fish out of water and up against some quality
opposition. I recall a superb hurler John Dinan came
to mark me and despite being in the twilight of his
career was still one of the best talents on the pitch. I
recalled John Cliffords tactics relating to the weakest
player and did what I did best and just started to run.
Dinan chased me everywhere and I never touched the
ball once during the game but more importantly neither did he. John McCann, Martin and Michael
Brennan along with Jimmy McKnight saw us to
victory. John Dinan was renowned for never having
a day off work but he was off the next day claiming
every muscle in his body was aching having been run
into the ground by myself. I think it was his last ever
game of hurling - it was definitely mine!
1980
In 1980 I started running and most Sundays before a
game at Hough End I would do a half marathon
before turning out for St. Brendan’s. I did an 18 mile
training run on the morning of the Centenary
Championship semi-final and then played in the
afternoon. On the morning of the final I set off from
Middleton for a short run to Rochdale. I felt good and
decided to continue to Littleborough where I ran
around Hollingworth Lake and then all the way back
home - a distance of 23 miles. I didn’t even have any
water with me. After a quick bath and a feed I set off
for Hough End to play the final in front of a big
crowd. I rarely told people about how much running
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I was doing and during the final Jimmy McKnight
turned to me and said, “Wake up Hickey, you look
half asleep!”
Looking back I probably was.
1981
We went across to play an exhibition match at Ashton
Under Lyne Rugby Club and shared the top billing
with stunt rider Eddie Kidd. His mission was to jump
over a huge line of buses and he did it easy. We too
were successful and we won the St. Christopher Cup.
A brilliant commentary on our match was done by
Tadhg Meehan over a PA to an enormous crowd.
1984
In 1984 we travelled to Ireland and had some great
games on tour. Yet it was here in Lancashire that we
cleaned up. We won the Senior Championship, Senior
League, Wolfe Tone Cup and no fewer than 4 sevena-side competitions. All in Centenary year.
My playing days ended in the winter of 1984 when I
suffered an achilles tendon injury cross country
running that effectively meant I had played my last
game for St. Brendan’s. For me, Hough End was not
just about football it was a meeting place where people
could arrange accommodation and work. I had 14
fabulous years and I often look back and recall that
chance meeting with Chris Connolly in 1971 and how
lucky I was to be part of a brilliant team and a
wonderful club.
Good luck to St. Brendan’s for the next 50 years.
Thanks for the memories!
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As many of you are aware, my father sadly passed
away in July 2008 after a long battle with illness. On
behalf of my family, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the players, ex-players and
officials of St. Brendan’s GAA club for their kind
messages of support at the time and help with the
funeral arrangements.
Although more widely known as a hurling county, in
my Dad’s parish (Burncourt/Clogheen) and in most
other parts of South Tipperary, football was the
number one game. With his club Dad excelled at all
levels and helped the club to win a county
championship title in 1960. His talent was such that
he was selected to play for Tipperary at Minor, Under
21, Junior and Senior Levels, from 1958 up to 1966.
Among the many highlights was playing at Croke
Park against Dublin in the Bloody Sunday
Anniversary game, which was an annual event at the
time.
Although his football career was now at its peak,
letters from friends already in England, telling of
plentiful work and good times, convinced Dad to give
Manchester a try. At the time, St. Brendan’s Social
Club was one of the focal points of the Irish
community in Manchester and Dad joined the football
team that was based there, more importantly for
myself and my sister Angela, it was also where Dad
met my mother Maureen.
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After the ban was over, Dad decided to join a new
fledging team called St. Kentigern’s. Indeed my own
earliest memories of Dad playing football were not for
the maroon of St. Brendan’s but for the green of St.
Kentigern’s.
Also around this time Dad was a key member of the
Lancashire team that won the All Britain
championship in 1977. After a few seasons the St.
Kent’s team folded and Dad rejoined St. Brendan’s
despite being in his fortieth year.
The St. Brendan’s team of the early eighties was a very
successful one, winning several senior championships.
Only a leg break in 1984 forced Dad to retire from
senior football but even after recovering he continued
to play junior football and hurling for two or three
more seasons.
All in all, Dad loved all sports and was never happier
than when watching his beloved Manchester United
or trying to pick a winner on the horses.
Even now whenever I pass Hough End playing fields,
I can’t help but think back to when I was a young boy
watching my Dad play and seeing him leap up to catch
another high ball. There was no prouder son than me.
By John Conway

The St. Brendan’s team of the late sixties and early
seventies were fairly successful and won various
senior championships and league titles. They were also
seven a side specialists and won various Lancashire
and national championships.
Family holidays at that time were usually timed to
coincide with important games for Dad’s hometown
team, but on one occasion the team picture which
appeared in the local Tipperary newspaper was
spotted by an eagle eyed official from a rival
Lancashire team and Dad was banned from the game
for a year.
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My initial contact for Brendan’s was in Sept 1993
through a guy I was staying with in Eccles - Mick
Melia.

We had the All Britain Canon Stritch to play for next
and we bounced back well from the Oisin’s loss to get
a couple of wins and get in to the semi-final.

Mick ‘set me up’ one night in the Talbot club, for a
meeting with Brendan Burke (Burky) and Mickey
Conway. I had just come over to work in Eccles, and
actually my team back home in Meath - Rathkenny
were in the semi-final of the intermediate
championship. I was playing on that team, and was
going home for that match.

Oisin’s were the opposition and the match was at
Hough End - our ground.

Burky asked me to sign a form. I laughed, and told
him I would play but I could not sign anything.

In all the football I have played over the years, this
was one of my sweetest wins.

We lost our semi-final back home and I do remember
playing a few games alright for Brendan’s, but we did
not win anything in that period towards the end of
1993.

We really wanted to beat Oisin’s, after losing to them
in the county semi-final.

1994 was a great year for me with the Brendan’s club.

There was a big crowd at the game, and with 20 mins
left we were a couple of points down.
But we finished strongly and won by a couple of
points in the end.

I was thrilled for Burky, Micky Conway and Seamus
Gray who had done so much for Brendan’s, and for
us to get football in Manchester.

I struck up a great friendship with John Broderick
from Mayo.

We played the final down in Leeds and won well.

We played plenty of football with Brendan’s through
the spring and summer of 1993 - from Hough End to
Birmingham to London

It was a great day for the Brendan’s club, and one or
two drinks were taken that night. Myself, John
Broderick and Kevin Fitzsimmons were on slimline
water of course.

Myself and John trained together and both made the
Lancashire team that won the All Britain Junior
Championship in Ruislip, beating London in the final.

Great days!

Norman Maloney from Slane Co. Meath also made
that team.

I played a couple of games in spring 1995, but I went
back home in March 1995.

There were more from the Brendan’s club on that
team or panel, Tommy Gumley, Kevin Madden, John
Fitzpatrick.

I did play some football in 1996 with Brendan’s down
in Birmingham.

We played Galway in the All Ireland Junior semi-final
in Old Bedian’s ground, in front of a big crowd. We
lost by seven points if I remember correctly.
Back to the club scene with Brendan’s.
We lost to our old rivals Oisin’s in the Lancashire
semi-final.
This was a huge disappointment to us at the time, as
we had trained hard for that game and felt we had a
team to win that championship.
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We also won the Wolfe Tone championship that year.

John Broderick would know more about this.
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St. Brendan’s always had a lot of dual players (ie
players who played hurling as well as Gaelic). Jimmy
McKnight (Westmeath), Patsy Conway (Tipperary)
and Chris Connolly (Galway) were adept at both
codes. The lads from the hurling counties like
Kilkenny, Tipperary and Wexford tended to play at
junior level for Brendan’s but were excellent hurlers.
One of these lads was Tommy Molloy.
Tommy came to Manchester in the Summer of 1968
and en-route at Dunlaorie he chanced upon a lady
who advised him that if he was destined for
Manchester he should go to the St. Brendan’s club on
City Road and upon arrival the Priest would look after
him. How right she was. The Priest was able to
support Tommy with digs and a job in no time at all.
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Gardener’s in Rusholme to celebrate. It’s worth
remembering that back in the days that St. Michael’s
were dominating hurling in Manchester the pubs
closed at 2pm on a Sunday. They banged on the door
with the cup being held aloft only to be met by the
landlady (with whom they had encountered numerous
scrapes in the past) who bellowed from an upstairs
window, “Ye only come here ’cos no-one else will have
ye. You’d rather be playing hurling so F*** Off.”
Not even Champions have it all their own way at
times!
October 1976 Hough End Manchester. Lancashire
Hurling Champions, St. Michaels.

Tommy played a bit of hurling when he met Martin
Brennan in the Gardeners Arms in Rusholme. In 1974
Martin (who’s brother Tommy had played many times
for Tipperary) with his other brother Michael decided
to start another team. In order to protect the mother
team St. Brendan’s from any misdemeanours they
decided to call the team St. Michael’s.
Martin put a great team together and with Eddie
Butler (Kilkenny) and Willie Hogan in the side it
wasn’t too long before they were successful. In the
final of 1975 Tommy Molloy and fellow Tullaroan man
Liam Fitzpatrick were corner backs when an Eire Og
forward scored a point followed almost immediately
by a goal. Tommy turned to Liam and snarled, “Come
on Liam, that’s your man, do something!” Liam
replied calmly, “Don’t worry Tommy, that’s his last
score today!”
The next time the ball came in towards Liam both men
ended up in the back of the net with Liam’s hands
around the goal machines throat!!! After much rolling
around both men were given their marching orders
and on passing Tommy, Liam remarked, “I told ye he
wouldn’t score again today!”
In 1976 a superb St. Michael’s team won the treble
Championship, the League and the McInerney Cup.
After the Championship win the victorious lads
headed to their favourite watering hole The

Back row L to R Pat Booth (Limerick), John McCann (Antrim)
Shem Molloy (Kilkenny) TBC, Tommy Molloy (Kilkenny) John
Booth (Limerick), Johnny Moore (Limerick), Liam Fitzpatrick
(Kilkenny), Dick Burke (Tipperary), Joe Donnelly (Offaly),
Sean Glenn (Galway), Chris Connolly (Galway), Pat Connell
(Tipperary).
Front Row L to R Jimmy Mullins (Tipperary), Child, Noel
Hickey (Longford), Patrick McGinley (Antrim), Martin Brennan
(Tipperary), Michael Brennan (Tipperary), Child son of Michael
Brennan, Patsy Hayes (Tipperary).
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I came over to Manchester to attend my sister’s
wedding at St. Dunstan’s near Moston Lane. It was
1964 and I was just 16 years of age. St. Brendan’s
founder member Michael Mangan always had his ear
to the ground and he soon came knocking at No 6
Ebsworth Street. He was riding a Honda 50 motor
cycle and wore a big overcoat and no helmet. Michael
was one persuasive man and I decided almost
immediately he was the sort of person I wanted to play
for.
He called for me on the Sunday and we caught a few
buses out to Brooklands. I had no boots or togs but
Michael assured me he would fix me up. We beat St.
Anne’s in the Championship semi-final and then
Oisin’s in the final. Regrettably, injury forced me out
of the final but I can recall much of the victorious lads
from that day. Leading us to glory were Fr. Fullen
(RIP), Tom Killeen (RIP), Fr. Hough, Joe Lagan,
Michael Hughes, Joe Garvey, Chris Connolly, Packy
Murphy and Tommy Hurst.
Like most people in those days I was back and
forward to Ireland and played for Ballymore against
Athlone in the Westmeath Senior Championship Final
of 1965 when I was just 17. I played for Westmeath
Minors in 1966 and went on to represent them at
under 21 and senior level. Around 1970 an All Britain
team played a game at Wembley Stadium where our
own Jackie Quinn took part. Myself and Colm Coyne
had trials but unfortunately just missed out on the final
selection.
Years later I was one of nine St. Brendan’s players to
win the All Britain Championship with Lancashire.
We lost to Cavan at Breffni Park and had a wonderful
weekend. One of my proudest moments with St.
Brendan’s was in 1977 when we won the All Britain 7a-side competition. In the final we beat the reigning
All Ireland Champions The Kingdom of London who
were crowned in 1976. They had four Mahoney
brothers and Billy O’Connell who were brilliant
footballers. The St. Brendan’s squad that day was
Noel Hickey, Colm Coyne, Terry McWilliams, Ronan
Diranne (RIP), Jimmy McKnight, Jackie Quinn,
Brendan Burke, Patsy Conway (RIP) and PJ
McGowan.
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We went over to Dublin for the All Ireland sevens and
played at Kilmacud Crokes. We stayed at the Tara
Towers Hotel and three of our lads went “missing”
which was a shame as we gave an unbelievable
account of ourselves that day. We enjoyed many trips
home and it was a pleasure to see Noel and Gerry
Beirne’s huge smiles as we beat their home town team
Frenchpark in Roscommon. Vinny Gilraine enjoyed
that one too!
We had a great game against Sean Mullins and Colm
Coynes club Miltown in Galway. My own heart was
pounding as I proudly led St. Brendan’s out for a
classic game against my beloved Ballymore on my
home pitch near where I was born. Personal moments
like that are very special and I will never forget that
St. Brendan’s gave me that opportunity.
I believe our finest championship win was in 1983
when a mass exodus from the club to the newly
formed Tir Chonaill Gaels left us with only 16 players
and many of these were very young and
inexperienced. With pure blood and guts we beat a
much fancied St. Peter’s in the final on a bitterly cold
and rainy day at Hough End. Outstanding
performances in maroon and white that day came
from Noel Hickey, Noel and Gerry Beirne, Vinny
Gilraine, Paul Lowry, Gerry Hughes, Brendan Burke,
and Jackie Quinn. I like to think that a few bounced
off my shoulder too in that emphatic win.
I can recall travelling to Liverpool to play John
Mitchell’s who had in their side that day the legendary
Kerry footballer Brendan Lynch. He scored eleven
points from placed balls but not a one from open play.
He made many attempts to break through but all to
no avail as he bounced off the the shoulders of myself,
the Beirne brothers, Mickey Murphy, Colm Coyne,
Michael Conway and even our keeper Noel Hickey.
Maurice could take a good wallop and was a
magnificent footballer. Our forwards were in fine form
that day and we went on to achieve another stunning
victory.
For all our successes on the field we had an equally
good time off it. Behind the scenes were lads like the
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Mangan brothers Sonny and Michael who kept the
club running smoothly through some challenging
times. They were ably supported by Tadhg Meehan,
Michael Hughes, John Waterson, John Clifford,
Patsy Martyn, Kevin Kilcoyne, Sean White, Tony
Mongey, Michael Conway, Chris Connolly, Noel
Fitzmaurice, Jim Fitzsimmons and Seamus Grey.
I played with some great lads over the years and
names I can still recall many years on are Armagh and
All Star Colm McKinstry, Noel Hickey, George Carr,
Brendan Carroll, Collie Woods, PJ. McGowan,
Jackie Quinn, Colm McNamee, Toss Gibney,
Brendan Burke, John Clifford, John Gilmartin,
Michael Conway, Owen Tansey, Dermot Walsh,
Chris Healy, Dinny Johnson, Norman Maloney,
Seamus Breslin, Niall McCrainer, Peter McGrath,
Tommy Gumley, Berney Vesey, Michael Flannagan,
the McErlean brothers, the Harkin brothers, the
Beirne brothers, the Murphy brothers, Vinny
Jennings, Vinny Gilraine, Olly Farrelly, Ray
McLoughlin, Kieran McClone, Pearse McGuinness,
Patsy Reilly (RIP), John McKevitt, Brendan Hamill
and Tommy Hughes and of course our Manchester
born lads Patrick Murphy, Mickey Murphy, Sean
McColgan and Kevin Madden.
I was responsible for training the Lancashire under 21
team that won the All Britain title. The St. Brendan’s
players on that team were Breslin, McCrainer,
McGrath, Murphy, Collie, Patrick Murphy, Paul
Croke, and Mickey McCann.
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went to houses looking for a new player and if there
were non players in the house he looked after them
just as much as the player himself. Few people could
claim to have done more for new arrivals than Tadhg
and it’s true he helped many grateful people on their
way.
Indeed, the Lancashire GAA as a whole can take a
bow for the sterling work done in ensuring the welfare
of the Irish community and keeping some on the
straight and narrow through sport.
We always had great support at dinner dances and in
the early days the Manor Hey Hotel was a favourite
venue. We were lucky enough to get famous people
over from Ireland on our big nights. One that stands
out for me was the night I had the pleasure of meeting
Offaly star Matt Connor. He was in a wheelchair
following a bad accident but still made the effort to
join us. A great footballer and a remarkable man.
Nowadays, as I stroll along lifes pathway I meet
people from the past and only recently I was reminded
of the pride I felt when my sons Joseph and Brendan
first wore the St. Brendan’s jersey. Others talk about
our great friends who have passed on. God bless their
souls. On such occasions a feeling of loss is shared
among all the St. Brendan’s family.
On behalf of myself, my wife Eileen and sons Joseph
and Brendan we would like to say how we enjoyed
every minute of our involvement with St. Brendan’s
and wish you all every success for the future.

Hurling was a great passion of mine and St. Brendan’s
had a strong team for a few years. Players included
Packy Murphy, Pat Conway, Chris Connolly, Tommy,
Martin and Michael Brennan, John Clifford, Willy
Hogan, Liam Fitzpatrick, Tommy Molloy and John
McCann. I was privileged to be on the same side as
these great exponents of the game.
Tadhg Meehan worked for John Murphy at Golborne
in Wigan and between them they did trojan work for
St. Brendan’s helping new arrivals find
accommodation and employment. If you could play
GAA games then you were luckier still!! Tadhg often
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It might seem strange but Manchester United are the
reason I came to Manchester and ended up playing
for St. Brendan’s. My cousin was playing for Parnell’s
in London and kept on at me to come over with a
promise of work and digs. In March 1967 Cork were
playing Antrim in Belfast in the basketball senior
championship and I was chosen to play. I told the
County Board I had plans to visit London and they
allowed me to travel to Belfast with them and get the
ferry to Liverpool after playing the game. This I did
and upon arrival in Liverpool I realised how close I
was geographically to Manchester and decided to go
over and have a look at the stadium in Old Trafford. I
had a big breakfast in Victoria Station and walked to
the ground. I was amazed at the place and after a
couple of hours I ended up in the Gorse Hill pub. I
had never heard of mild or bitter so I stuck to
Guinness at 12p a pint.
A few lads from Limerick were rained off and came in
and we talked for hours about United, the G.A.A and
Cork G.A.A. At closing time I told them I was heading
for London and they suggested I stayed for the
weekend and travel down on Monday. They told me I
could get digs at 31 Derbyshire Lane where the
landlady said it was £3 for the weekend or £4 for the
week full board. Staying for the week was best value
and that’s what I did. I collected my belongings from
Victoria Station and ended up back in the Gorse Hill.
The pub was full of Irish lads and the place was
certainly lively. One chap was full of bruises from a
hurling game for Harp and Shamrock. It was then I
realised that G.A.A games were played all over Britain
and not just in London.
A Sligoman got me a start with the “Green Murphys”
on Talbot Road. I had no working gear but my kind
Sligo friend fixed me up with a donkey jacket and
pants. Within two days I was stiff as a board and my
hands were raw with blisters.
My new mates took me to St. Brendan’s Irish centre
where I met Father Emmet Fullen and he invited me
to play for St. Brendan’s. I was introduced to Michael
Mangan and in true Mangan style the next morning
he had me on the 99 bus to Brooklands for a game. I
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remember we beat St. Thomas’s by a point. At this
time the club was building for the future and as I was
going to London I promised to give them my all before
I left.
The Brendan’s boys were really nice and I was offered
a job by Chris Connolly doing suspended ceilings. I
jumped at Chris’s invitation as it was much easier than
digging trenches!! Training wasn’t much easier either.
We would meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays at
Whitworth Park opposite Manchester Infirmary
which was handy as some of the lads wore hobnail
boots and clothes covered in muck and concrete that
would rip you in half without warning. I played many
a hard game for my club Douglas in Cork but a
training match with Brendan’s was a real eye opener.
After a few weeks I was appointed trainer of the team
and we moved out to Turn Moss fields which had
decent pitches. I had never trained a team before but
I myself had trained under hard men in the Irish
Army. Dr. Eamonn Young, Jim Barry and Jim
Cronin were my role models from those days and the
tactics I employed certainly earned me the respect of
the players and the committee. We trained hard and
studied new tactics and before long managed to attract
new players. Some of the lads were talented but also
robust and I decided to combine the two in my game
plans and moulded them into a formidable team that
had class and could take care of themselves when
necessary. In those days players were allowed to
“block off” an opponent off the ball. In effect, you
could hit a player who was trying to tackle your player
and this was known as a third man tackle. Many a big
man lay prostrate on the ground after some of these
tackles. The rule was later abolished.
We won the 1967 Senior Championship and the final
was played in March 1968 beating St. Annes by a
point.
We had a new set of jerseys for the Club
Championship game at Glebe Farm in Birmingham.
We called at John Mitchell’s club in Sparkhill so as
they could lead us to the pitch. Some of their lads were
drinking so we used delaying tactics so they could
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drink a bit more. The plan worked and we won by a
point. We called in to the Irish Centre for a pint on
our way home. Later on we stopped the bus for a wee
and about twenty four fellas got out at the roadside
and did the business. The driver then pulled off
leaving four of us on the roadside by mistake.
Eventually we got back on but we got a fright. We
laughed about it and that’s how St. Brendan’s got on.
The next season we started training in February
because the Club Championship was being played
early. I wrote to each player advising them what to
wear. Most took my advice but a few from Cavan and
Meath ignored me and wore string vests and shorts.
The first evening was horrendous with hail, snow and
rain. I took them for a two mile run and the “string
vest lads” were blue in the face when we arrived back
at St. Bernadette’s Church Hall on Princess Parkway.
these guys soon learned to heed advice because they
didn’t know what training would consist of.
We had a good hurling team as well and with the
appearance of two brothers from Kilkenny it really
took shape. Harry Purcell (R.I.P) was a Wexford man
who roped in nearly all the Wexford lads that came
over for Harp and Shamrock. Our team were a very
cosmopolitan lot apart from the Kilkenny brothers
who I think were called the Bohans. We had a couple
of Galwaymen in Chris Connolly and John Madden.
We had a good Dublin player called Tony Fletcher
and Pat Conway (RIP) a left hander from Tipperary.
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I had played for Cork and we had a chap from Offaly
who could land a ball in a bucket from 70 yards. We
had one Wexfordman Pakie Murphy who practiced
with the famous Phil Wilson by pucking the ball
through the branches of a tree in a farmers field.
During the winter we turned to soccer to keep fit and
almost a complete St. Brendan’s team won the Roy
Clarke Cup beating New Mills in the final. One of our
players was called John Gilmartin who went back
home to Sligo and played against Galway in the
Connaught Championship.
Michael Mangan was a great leader for St. Brendan’s
and was secretary for many years. He worked for the
“Green Murphys” on the new North Sea Gas pipe
lines in the Lancashire area. Pakie Murphy and myself
worked alongside him and we talked about GAA all
day.
My Dad taught me a secretary’s role at my Douglas
club in Cork from the age of sixteen. As a trainer I
noted what players were turning up late for training
and for games often without gear. When I dropped
them a card regarding fixtures I would point out their
lack of interest and advise them to wake up or their
place would be in jeopardy. I always signed Michael
Mangans name because he was the Secretary. Soon
after players commented to me how efficient and
professional Michael was and how he didn’t miss a
trick. “Rightly so,” I’d tell them and leave them none
the wiser as to who was actually keeping an eye on
them.
As the years passed into the seventies St. Brendan’s
got some brilliant players and became a strong club
and were respected all over Britain for their strength
and capabilities on the field and as an organised body
off it. I hope my comments will enlighten you all as to
how we used to be and I’d like to wish everyone
“slainte” for the future.
It is incredible how a 3 mile walk from Victoria Station
to Old Trafford in 1967 changed my life when fate
took a hand and I never did catch that train to
London.

John Clifford reminiscing with Michael Hughes and
Jackie Quinn
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We headed to the West of Ireland with high hopes.
The competition was run in Leitrim, Roscommon and
Sligo. Our host club was St. Michael’s Cootehall Co.
Roscommon which is located between Carrick on
Shannon and Boyle. We received a warm Roscommon
welcome on arrival at the St. Michael’s club house on
a damp Thursday evening.
Our first match was at 3’o clock on Friday against our
host club St. Michaels. Lancashire took a while to
settle but eventually got the upper hand and ran out
easy winners in the second half. It was a young St.
Michael’s team who failed to deal with the stronger
Lancashire outfit. That evening we travelled to
Carrick on Shannon for the parade of the 151 teams
competing in the Feile. There were thousands on the
streets of Carrick on Shannon from all over Ireland.
The parade started and finished in the newly
refurbished Sean McDiarmad Park. We travelled
from the park into town and back out to the pitch
along the banks of the Shannon. The efficient
organisation of the parade was very impressive.
The Saturday started with an early match against
Aughavas of Leitrim. This was a better Lancashire
performance. After a good nights sleep and the
excitement of the previous day, Lancashire were
starting to find there feet. The game was more or less
in the bag by half time which give the Lancashire
management time to experiment with the team.
Lancashire ran out easy winners. There was a skills
competition before the final group match against
London. Lancashire entered Rory Breslin the
youngest member of the squad. After an impressive
performance Rory finished second. The setting was
now perfect for the do or die final match against
London where the winner would progress to the final.
Lancashire were on top from the word go with
Andrew Crompton controlling mid-field but our
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2007 brought us one of the best days in the history of
Lancashire GAA. Division 5 U-14 Feile peil na Nog
title was won in Leitrim. The team was backboned by
12 St. Brendan’s players. Early season preparation
went to plan with victory in All Britain U-14
provincial competition for the first time.
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shooting was letting us down. A perfect goal from
Colm Conway was disallowed but this didn’t affect
Lancashire’s control of the game. We went in at half
time a point up. London came out for the second half
all fired up and put Lancashire under pressure. With
Patrick Collins, Harry Long and Matthew Hassell in
control in defence London couldn’t get on level terms.
Actually it was the counter attack of Patrick Collins
that created the decisive score. A long ball out of
defence was picked up by Jack Lane who delivered a
first time ball to Colm Conway for him to side step the
keeper and fire the ball to the net. With London
raffled there was no stopping Lancashire. From the
kick out Conor Beard gained procession and put the
ball over the bar. The final whistle sounded shortly
afterwards and Lancashire were on there way to the
semi final.
The semi-final was at 6 o’clock in Croghan Co.
Roscommon where Lancashire met Arklow the
Wicklow County Champions. An exhibition of
football was to follow with Lancashire taking a strong
Wicklow side to the cleaners. The brilliant Tom Coen
at centre back and Lee Gavin at centre forward
controlled the game. The large crowd in the stand
warmed to the Lancashire team as they took Arklow
to the cleaners. By the time Cameron Clarke kicked
Lancashire 13’s point the result was tied up.
Lancashire were through to the final on Sunday in
Carrick on Shannon.
In the final Lancashire met Hertfordshire who had a
surprise victory over Tramore of Waterford in the
other semi final. From the impressive dressing rooms
to the carpet like surface on the pitch this was a special
day. The final never reached the heights of the Semi as
Lancashire had too much fire power for Herts. On a
wet surface Herts. persistent fouling was punished by
the accurate boot of Andy Crompton. Lancashire won
the match in style with a point from Michael Davies
and a rocket of a goal from Rory Breslin. There was
great excitement as the division 5 cup was presented
by President of the GAA Nicky Brennan to
Lancashire captain Tom Coen. The team arrived back
in Manchester on Sunday evening to a heros welcome.
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I grew up in Ballavary in Mayo and enjoyed a trade as
a butcher before moving to Manchester in 1964. GAA
games largely eluded me during my time in the city
until one night in 1983 when I attended a dinner dance
at O Donavon Rossa Club as a guest of Liam and Joe
McErlean. Jimmy Mcknight was sat on my table and
was upset that St. Brendan’s had no jerseys for the
underage teams at the club. I felt sorry for the young
lads and was fortunate enough that I was in a position
to offer some support. I provided some funding to kit
the lads out and this would be the beginning of a long
affiliation with the club.
It’s fair to say that in 1983 the club was on it’s knees.
Funds were not available at any level and the mass
exodus of players to emerging teams in Manchester
meant this was a real test of survival for everyone
involved in St. Brendan’s. Whilst I never actually
pulled on the maroon and white jersey myself I had a
network of contacts that I could utilise in order to
rectify the clubs appalling financial plight that it was
experiencing at this time. I suggested we design a club
calender and put it on sale to raise some capital. This
proved a major success and the idea was later copied
by other clubs. In my first few years behind the scenes
with St. Brendan’s I was part of a team that
masterminded a plan that took the club from an
overdrawn position to one in which it enjoyed a
healthy credit balance and resulted in a much happier
bank manager.
The following years saw me clock up many miles on
the “Brendan’s Bus” and I travelled to London in 1983
and also to Galway, Westmeath and Roscommon on
the 1984 tour. The Brendan’s journeys also threw up
some remarkable coincidences too. Like the time I was
in Disneyland in Orange County and met an elderly
lady who was from the same parish as myself. We
enjoyed a nice chat and did some reminiscing before
going our separate ways. In June 1986 I was watching
Mayo v London in Ruislip and chanced upon the same
lady again some 8000 miles from where we had
originally met.
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secure 24 kids tickets for a match at Old Trafford.
During the course of the afternoon two Parnells lads
went missing and I will never forget how the colour
drained from Brendan Burkes face as the tannoy
announcer asked “If the parents responsible for the
Parnell’s young Gaelic football team can please
contact the nearest steward.” Unbeknown to us the
missing duo had wandered into a VIP section and
been befriended by the then chairman Martin
Edwards who had treated the lads to a hospitality tour
of the stadium.
In 1988 Gallbally GAA toured Manchester and I
offered to put up a “couple” of their lads. In the
morning when my wife Mary woke up she went
downstairs to find eight bodies snoring away on her
living room floor. At Brendan’s we were nothing if not
hospitable....!
In 1989 on a trip to Dublin I was responsible for
locking Brendan Burke out of our digs for the night.
I can still hear him now attempting to get back in.
Honest Brendan, it was an accident!!
I remember being the ticket master for one 7’s trip to
Birmingham in the days when you got two points for
a free kick. We won the tournament with the last kick
of the game and laughed our heads off all the way
home.
* Footnote Micky Connor kindly took responsibility
for sponsorship and fund raising for St. Brendan’s in
one of the clubs darkest hours. His foresight,
innovation and astute financial acumen bred new life
into the club and is something all members, players
and supporters will remain eternally grateful.

The best craic with the club was in 1985 when Gerry
and Breffni O’Brien started up the ladies football. I
also remember some brilliant underage teams
representing the club. In the mid-80’s we hosted an
underage Parnells touring party and I managed to
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Over the last 50 years many words have been used to
capture the spirit of St. Brendan’s G.A.A. Many of
them are captured in this book and will serve as a time
capsule for all those who have represented this great
club. Committed, resolute, passionate, workmanlike,
dedicated, spirited, undaunted, fearless and loyal . . .
All of the above can be summarised in two words.
Tony Mongey.
Tony is a trojan behind the scenes for this club and
anybody who has not encountered the great man
personally cannot claim to have had the full
“Brendan’s experience.” Few deserve a chance to tell
their story more...
Like many of my generation I crossed the Irish Sea in
search for work leaving behind Grangegeeth, Slane in
Meath. The year was 1959 and Wolverhampton was
my destination. My first job was as a messenger boy
on a building site where I soon began to learn about
life in the big wide world. It wasn’t until 1970 that I
headed north and settled in Manchester finding work
in Rochdale with Casey’s. It was there in 1973 that I
met Gerry Beirne who asked if I could play. I enjoyed
two seasons playing football and hurling with the club
before a serious knee injury inflicted upon me in a
match against Oisin’s put a tragic and somewhat
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premature end to my playing career. Surgery wasn’t
quite as advanced back then and I had to content
myself with a career on the sidelines.
My time at the club has seen me hold many official
positions although I’m happy to be referred to as
“.. a general dogsbody...” as long as the job gets done.
After such a long affiliation with this club many of the
memories blur into one and as the years roll by it
becomes harder and harder to recollect all the golden
moments I have enjoyed. Interestingly, the clubs
present plight at senior level reminds me of one year
that I will never forget. 1983. We scraped a team
together and won the championship against all odds.
As I couldn’t play my part on the pitch I made sure I
contributed off it. There can’t be many lads I didn’t
pick up that season. Indeed, I wonder how many of
you reading this book have benefitted from a lift to
some match or other from “Mongey Cabs.” Sundays
that year (and more so today) are “find a player” day
for me and the sense of satisfaction I had when that
patched up team defeated the much fancied St. Peter’s
was overwhelming and worth every mile covered that
season. On the odd occasion I would arrive late having
picked up a player from somewhere in the north west
I was thankful that my wife Carmel would be on the
touchline. Carmel was well able to give me a full
report on how the lads were fairing the
minute I arrived.
Nowadays, with mobile phones and the
internet you would think it would be
easy to contact players and ensure a full
team come matchday. However, modern
times provide modern challenges and if
United or City are live on Sky my role
becomes almost impossible. I’d rather
forget the number of times I have been
let down or been victim of broken
promises and it amazes me how so many
mobile phones are suddenly “switched
off” on Sundays. Despite this I will not
be deterred and soldier on to ensure the
maroon and white flag continues to fly.
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My main motivation in our 50th year
has to be the underage teams at the
club. I am convinced they herald a new
era for St. Brendan’s and if we can
show the togetherness and resolve of
recent years I see no reason why the
golden periods of the seventies and
eighties cannot return to this great
club. To all those involved at underage
level I have one simple message. Thank
You. The future belongs to you and you
are paving the way as the main players
for the 75th anniversary book!!!
The St. Brendan’s sports days in
Stretford were always great family
days and with so many events going on
at the same time it was impossible to
get bored. There was something for
everyone with my personal favourite
being the tug-o-war. This was one hell
of a tough sport and I was part of some
great teams that competed and won at
events all over Britain. We would invite
the football sevens teams to take us on
and as they lacked the technique and
know how to win we had great craic
watching them blame each other when
it all went wrong.
I
cannot
sign
off
without
acknowledging the 15 players who won
the Durkin Cup in 1976. Without
doubt the best team performance I
have had the privilege to watch.
Heroes. Every one of them. The last 35 years watching
St. Brendan’s may seem like a blur to me now but it’s
the best blur I have ever experienced. I still commit to
supporting and organising the annual dinner dances
as it gives me an opportunity to catch up with the
many great and wonderful players and supporters
with whom I have shared the last 35 years with. With
the present under age system in place I will go on
record to say the future is not just rosy . . . it’s maroon
and white.

I would
li
St Bren ke to take this
dan’s G
AA ever opportunity to
and tha
y succ
wish
nks for
those wo ess in the futur
1985-19 nderful years e
95.
Go raib
h mile m
aith ag
aibh go
leir.
Dermot
Walsh
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Almost as soon as I’d decided to go to University in
Manchester the phone rang and Seamus Gray (Uncle
Jim, to me) asked me to transfer to St. Brendan’s. I
was delighted. I had played football and hurling since
I was 7, so I was completely wrapped up in the GAA.
My brother, Gerry, played for Brendan’s 10 years
earlier. Later, Martin came to Manchester for the
summer of 1986 ensuring that all three Breslin’s had
played with Brendan’s. Uncle Jim is proud of that one.
Very soon afterwards I got a call from an Enniskillen
man Joe Preshur, a nice guy and a former school
team-mate, asking me to join St. Peter’s. Too late!
Over the next few years the encounters between us
had a special flavour for me. I soon realised that many
in St. Brendan’s felt similarly about Peter’s for various
reasons, and our general dominance over them in my
years with Brendan’s was extra sweet.
In my first week in Manchester I met a few other Irish
students, mostly northerners, who were keen to keep
playing football. Niall McCreanor, a former Down
Minor joined and played full-back, while Colm
O’Neill a Derry Minor from the shores of Lough
Neagh was one of the best half-backs I ever played
with . . . I sure hated marking him in training!
Seamus Gray would do anything for Brendan’s, and
he and I scoured Preston to find another Fermanagh
man, Adrian McGuigan from Irvinstown. Aidie had
been on the Fermanagh Minor team with me and I
knew he was a flyer of a wing-forward, with a
determination that matched his flaming red hair. He
and I grew to have a great understanding, usually
playing at numbers 10 and 12.
Before I could play my first match I watched the
previous seasons’ Championship Final. I was standing
at the 50 yard line at Hough End when, in the dying
minutes, I witnessed Jackie Quinn solo past me down
the line before cutting inside along the end line and
firing a goal that won the match for Brendan’s. A
HERO!!
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me about the game on and off the field, and Liam
McErlean was an inspirational captain when we
narrowly lost the Great Britain Final in a replay.
Young guys, too like Paul Croke and Pat Murphy. Off
the field the Club was solid with Tadhg Meehan and
Seamus Croke marshalling things.
Seamus Gray tells a story about Jimmy McKnight.
Jimmy had hung up his boots (though he took them
back down a couple of times) and he was acting as
mentor. Now, I as a player liked to solo the ball,
usually at speed, and often ended up being brought
down. On one such occasion as I tumbled Jimmy
jumped up and shouted “Jesus they’ve killed him this
time!!”.
The GAA minted special Centenary Year medals in
1984 and I have 3 of them thanks to St. Brendan’s!
We won the Senior League and Championship, and
the U21 Championship. We won the Championship
again in 1985, the Wolfe Tone Cup in ’84 and ’85 and
I won a Great Britain U21 Championship with
Lancashire.
50 years as a GAA Club in England is a tremendous
achievement and a testament to the efforts and
sacrifices of those involved. I’m honoured to have had
a small part in the HUGE Club that is St. Brendan’s.
I have to mention two women here. I want to thank
Mary Conway for her time and determination in
chasing us up. Every great woman has some fella
standing in front of her blocking the view! And Mary
Gray, for feeding me so often and her great kindness.
I wish the St. Brendan’s Club well for the future and
I have no doubt that the next 50 years will be greater
again. Seamus Breslin, 2008.

Other heroes included both mentors and players. Our
midfield of Micky Conway and Seanie McColgan
would inspire any young lad. Brendan Burke, Michael
Hughes and Jimmy McKnight. Chris Connolly taught
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Seamus pictured with Sean McColgan and
Adrian McGuigan
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I arrived in Manchester in September 1993 to attend
Salford University to complete a degree course in
Civil Engineering. I had in my pocket a phone number
that would put me in contact with the Gaelic scene
over there. I was then as I am now a Gaelic football
fanatic so needless to say I rang that number. The
contact number was for the Oisin’s GAA club and I
then attended a couple of training sessions with them.
A transfer form was mentioned and as fate would have
it, it was not produced.
It was then that two Mayo men entered my life and
changed the course of my brief but cherished Gaelic
career in Manchester. I was minding my business
studying away in the halls of residences in Salford
when Brendan Burke and Michael Conway arrived to
visit. Introductions were made and if first impressions
meant any thing I knew I liked these guys straight
away. Their enthusiasm for the game was infectious. I
was impressed by how much research they had done
and how they had tracked me down from a small
article wishing me luck from the Belmullet GAA club
in the Erris Echoes of the Western People Newspaper.
Of course when the chit chat was over Burkey had
one question left! Have you signed a transfer form for
them yet? I hadn’t. He immediately quipped you can’t
sign with them, you have to sign with St. Brendan’s, its
all Mayo men that make up the team. I said I wouldn’t
sign anything yet, and that I would think about it.
Then Burkey asked what are you
at tomorrow night,
would I like to go to a
Manchester
United
game? Being a United fan
and never having seen
them live I was delighted
to go. United beat Leicester
5-1 that night and I made
my mind up to sign for St.
Brendan’s after the game
over a few pints with Michael
and Brendan. The following
night Burkey and Conway
were at the door again, this
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time with a transfer form which was duly signed.
Their dedication to the cause knew no limits. Their
scouting endeavours were something I was to witness
time and time again over the next four years. I joined
St. Brendan’s and never looked back. Of course
Michael Conway and myself were the only two mayo
lads on the team at the time . . .
On the playing fields we went through a very
successful period winning two Canon Stritch titles ,
the Wolfe Tone cup and the Lancashire championship
in 1996. We got through to the All Britain
Championship Final losing only by a couple of points
to Tir Chonaill Gaels London. I played for four years
with some of the best footballers I have ever played
with and at that time I am convinced we would have
given a lot of the better clubs in Ireland a run for their
money. Some of the best friends I have in football hail
from that era and I am still proud to be associated with
St. Brendan’s GAA Club Manchester.

Ar aghaidh leis an cluiche
John Broderick

John pictured with Fergus Burke
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The Burke family arrived in Manchester from Achill
Island, Co Mayo, in September 1967. Within a few
weeks of my arrival I chanced upon two Mayo lads in
the Astoria Dance Hall and they told me they were
playing football for St. Brendan’s. Austy Gibbons
from Kilmeena was a half back who had played for
Mayo Minors whilst Tommy Hurst was from Mayo
Abbey. I knew the lads from back home and Hursty
came to work in Achill and helped us win the Mayo
under 16 and Minors titles in 1964 and 1966. Tommy
was a fearless (some say mad) player whose motto was
“The ball is there to be won at all times...” After a few
beers and some reminiscing of the times back home
the lads asked me to join St. Brendan’s. Knowing the
lads as I did my options were pretty limited. I could
either play with them or risk getting killed playing
against them. So there it happened and in it was in
1968 that I first pulled on the maroon and white of
St. Brendan’s.
I could never have known what that chance meeting in
the Astoria Dance Hall would have led to in the
years to come. We won the Lancashire Senior
Championship in my first year with Hurst, Gibbons
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and we were lucky to play with some brilliant players
in the early days. Pat Conway (Tipperary) who sadly
passed away in July 2008 was class. I will never forget
the scenes at Pat’s funeral as over twenty Brendan’s
players past and present proudly formed a guard of
honour in the maroon and white shirt that Pat had
played so brilliantly in all those years before. He will
be sorely missed and this show of unity by the
Brendan’s lads was a fitting tribute to a great man and
servant to the club. John Clifford, Jimmy McKnight,
Ollie Farrelly, Tosh Gibney and club captain Joe
Garvey are some of the other players that spring to
mind from that winning team.
In 1969 Tadhg Meehan (Galway) joined the club and
as he lived near to myself we shared many a journey
and football related discussion on the way to training.
In 1970, 1971 and 1972 we won 3 Lancashire titles in
a row and these were without a doubt the best
Brendan’s teams I played in. I can recall a league game
in Brooklands in 1971 when half the team had played
for their home counties and most of the others had
done the same at under age level. The Team was:

Noel Hickey (Longford)
Brendan Carroll (Kerry)

Jim McKnight (Westmeath)

JJ McGuire (Caven)

PJ McGowan (Donegal)

John Waterson (Down)

John Gilmartin (Sligo)

Pat Conway (Tipperary)

Colm Coyne (Galway)

Jackie Quinn (Down)

Kevin McNamee (Meath)

Ollie Farrelly (Meath)

Brendan Burke (Mayo)

John Clifford (Cork)

Denis Johnston (Sligo)
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Now this team was a Managers dream come true if
ever there was one!
Coupled with all the success came the greatest
injustice I have ever witnessed in all my time in
football. This relates to the 1974 County Final when
we beat De La Salle College. Prior to the game the
football community in Lancashire had given us two
chances, slim and no chance at all. We really were up
against a magnificent young side. However, against all
the odds we took the lead with a couple of minutes to
go and amazingly went on to win the cup. The result
simply wasn’t in the script and to our utter amazement
the Co. Board officials ran away with the cup!!! In
the moments immediately after the final whistle I
realised that the thought of Brendan’s winning the cup
really upset a lot of Gael’s in Lancashire and it was at
that very moment I vowed to do anything (no matter
what) to keep St. Brendan’s at the top year after year.
Over the next 20 years as we went on to pack the
Brendan’s trophy cabinet to bursting point and we
could see the disappointment on those A.B.B.
(Anyone But Brendan’s) faces. This gave me more
satisfaction than winning itself. So to those men who
ran away with that trophy back in 1974 I say simply:
THANK YOU!
Michael Hughes took over the team in the mid
seventies and alongside Tadhg Meehan and Seamus
Grey led the club to the forefront of Britain. Sean
Maye was a fantastic treasurer for the club and his
impressive ability to extract money from anybody
ensured we always had a healthy bank balance.
In 1982 and ’83 a huge split divided St. Brendan’s as
a number of new clubs were formed in Lancashire. I
recall us losing around 30 players to opposing clubs
and remember the difficulties we faced to even field a
team. Any supporter, regardless of age or ability, who
came to Hough End to cheer us on ran the risk of
being asked to tog out. We always got a side together
but invariably, we were beaten by huge scores in every
game. Michael Mangan, our first Chairman in 1959,
was at this time in charge of the underage set up and
insisted that minor and under 16 training should be
combined with the seniors so we could at least have
enough players to start a match on a Sunday. How
right he was! By the time the Championship came
along five or six young lads were pushing for a place
in the team and to everybodys disbelief we found
ourselves in a County Final against St. Peter’s. I can
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honestly say that the Team of ’83 were the most
dedicated bunch of lads I have played with. What they
may have lacked in class compared to the “three in a
row” teams of the early seventies they made up with
will and sheer effort. We had a work ethic where
nobody would miss a training session for fear of letting
down your team mates.
On the day of the final the rain poured down and went
into the match as huge underdogs against a brilliant
St. Peter’s. Despite this, one of the biggest upsets of all
time was about to happen. Make no mistake, this was
the day that the true character of St. Brendan’s came
to the fore and urged on by their loyal supporters the
players young and old fought for every ball as if their
lives depended on it. The loyalty of the rain drenched
Brendan’s fanatics was rewarded when at the final
whistle Brendan’s had captured their 12th Co. title.
The jubilent scenes and sense of fulfillment in the rain
at the end is something I will never forget. I was lucky
enough to win 14 senior county titles with
St. Brendan’s but that was the greatest and sweetest of
them all. The panel of players who togged out deserve
to be mentioned in this 50th Anniversary book and I
hope their achievements are still recognised in another
50 years. The easy way out at the start of 1983 was for
the club to simply fold but the officers, management
and older players should be commended for keeping it
going. They should be proud that their efforts and
dedication against all the odds that year is the reason
this great club of mine is still here today celebrating
this remarkable anniversary.
The players who togged out in the 1983 final and beat
St. Peter’s 3 -5 to 1-9 were:
Noel Hickey (Longford)
Gerry Beirne (Roscommon)
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Jimmy McKnight (Westmeath)
Noel Beirne (Roscommon)
Mick O Shea (Manchester)
Liam McErlean (Derry)
Paul Lowery (Down)
Patrick Murphy (Manchester)
Mick Conway (Mayo)
Vinny Gilraine (Roscommon)
Pat Conway (Tipperary)
Tony Nolan (Longford)
Jackie Quinn (Down)
Brendan Burke (Mayo)
Sean McColgan (Manchester/Mayo)
Brendan McColgan (Manchester/Mayo)
Paul Kelly (Manchester)
Sean Killkenny (Manchester)
Seamus Breslin (Fermanagh)
Gerry Hughes (Tyrone)
Noel Fitzmaurice (Mayo)
Michael Hughes (Tyrone)
1984 was a special year as the GAA was celebrating its
Centenary year. St. Brendan’s, like most other clubs
in Britain toured Ireland to help celebrate the
milestone. That year we played in Galway,
Roscommon and Westmeath. The tour had a great
family feel to it with my son Fergus, Noel Hickeys son
Gary and also Tom and Anne Kileen’s children (John
and Francis) all enjoying the experience and all under
10. On Easter Sunday in 1984 we played against
Western Gael’s (Roscommon) who were the home
club of brothers Noel and Gerry Beirne. The Beirne
brothers had given years of commitment and loyal
service to St. Brendan’s and I can recall the proud
moment that they led their adopted club out on the
pitch where they had learned to play Gaelic football.
It was a proud moment for all the Brendan’s lads that
day as we watched Noel and Gerry turn and face the
tricolour for the National Anthem. A great memory.
On Easter Monday we travelled to Ballymore
(Westmeath) the home club of Jimmy McKnight,
another great St. Brendan’s stalwart. Michael
Mangan, one of our founding members and also the
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first chairman of our great club, travelled with us. We
all knew how proud Michael was that we made every
effort to ensure his beloved Brendan’s turned out in
his native Roscommon.
Everybody involved in the club in 1984 was desperate
to retain the Co. title in Centenary year and
recognised how much effort we would need to put in
in order to achieve this. All the hard work and
dedication paid off as we beat John Mitchell’s from
Liverpool in the final.
1996 was a special year for me. I had the pleasure of
watching my son Fergus win a senior Co. title and was
delighted to see him score the winning point.
From my first Co. title as a corner forward in 1968 to
my last as a 40 year old goalkeeper in 1991 my time
with St. Brendan’s is littered with golden memories. I
have made many great friends and have had the
pleasure of playing with some brilliant footballers (and
some bad ones). As the club marks its 50th
anniversary with this wonderful book I reflect on how
fortunate I was to walk into the Astoria Dance Hall
that night in 1967. So to the founding members of our
great club and the people who kept it going for 50
years and in some challenging times I say a heartfelt
THANK YOU. You will never know how proud and
grateful I am for being given the opportunity to wear
the maroon and white of St. Brendan’s.
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Brendan Carroll, affectionately known as “Stack”,
came to Manchester from his native Moyvane, Co.
Kerry in 1964.
He worked as a wagon driver for the Green Murphys.
He joined St. Brendan’s in 1965 after an approach by
fellow Kerryman, Pat Windle RIP.
He won Senior Championship medals in 1967, 1970,
1971 and 1972.
Brendan has the distinction of being the captain of the
Senior Championship winning team that never was.
He masterminded a magnificent performance to beat
the all powerful De La Salle College in the 1974 final
at Hough End. When the final whistle sounded, the
Brendan’s team were euphoric and Brendan led his
men over to collect the coveted trophy, only to find the
County Board Chairman, Cormac Lally, (Offaly) had
done a runner with it!
It appeared he found fault with the referee whom he
himself and his Co. Board officers had agreed to only
an hour and a half earlier. It later transpired that he
wanted the great college team to win out Lancashire
and then the Club Championship of Britain under
his tenure of chairmanship. He got his wish because
the College were awarded the Lancs. title without
winning the final and were then awarded the Club
Championship of Britain without playing the final.

Back Right, Cormac Lally whose legacy
remains . . . The Man Who Ran Away with
OUR Cup!

Cormac Lally insisted the final be played within the
College grounds in Middleton, but opponents,
Parnell’s of London, wanted it played at the regular
headquarters at Hough End.
Amid the stalemate, Parnell’s were deemed the bad
boys and De La Salle were crowned Champions
without kicking a ball in the final.
Brendan returned to his native Kerry in 1975 and
still lives there now.
He wishes everyone well with the book and is very
proud to be part of St. Brendan’s history.
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It is thanks to the inspired guidance and coaching of
John Ryle, from Dingle, Co. Kerry, and Michael
Byrne from Glencolumbkille, Co. Donegal, both
teachers at St. Patrick’s N.S. Slane, that a Slane team
won the first under twelve championship in Meath in
around 1975. That is how Gaelic Football started for
me. That victory in 1975 started a period of great
success at underage level for Slane. We won a minor
championship and many subsequent teams also had
great success, as a vibrant club took on the talent that
emerged from schools in the parish.

was living in London; I enquired about finding a club
that was playing at a good standard in the North West.
One Mr Sean Igoe (who I’ve never met) suggested I
try St. Brendan’s in Manchester. I must have done
because I started getting picked up by that big brown
Mercedes that rolled up outside Tranmere, and
Marford and Warrington. If it wasn’t that brown
Mercedes then it was a navy Renault estate.
Subsequently I got my own car and motorbike for the
trips to Manchester, Leeds, or wherever, or twice
weekly to Hough End for training.

There is no history or tradition of football in my family
(they were all racquet sports people, but I seemed
little good at that), so I stood alone on the football
front. I had great support, but there was little
knowledge about football. Still, I had my own ideas
about how to play, as hard as I could with total
commitment and dedication. I was never a good ball
carrier so I had to let the ball go and think quickly. I
was also fairly fearless although I was quite small as a
youngster. A great friend I later played with, Larry
Kearns, said he loved playing with me because if I
didn’t get the ball, which he thought was quite likely,
then it was likely that my opponent didn’t get it either
and so he could play for the breaks. I think he was
flattering me.

I remember joining a very good winning team with a
great atmosphere. There were young fit lads and some
older players and some characters of skilful but softer
nature like Mick Conway, Jimmy McKnight, Luke O
Connor, Liam MacErlean. Jackie Quinn and Brendan
Burke were also still playing. I remember being
spurred on by good players because everyone wanted
to win, Dermot Walsh, Eamonn McManus, Sean
McColgan, Sean Guinan, Tommy Gumley, Paul
Croke, Dermott McCormack, Kevin Madden, Gerry
Hughes and many more. Two young lads from NI,
Dermot O Neill and Niall Magee gave us another
boost some years later.

We won the Meath Intermediate title with Slane in
1984 and had a great senior semi-final replay with
Navan O Mahoney’s a year or so later. I went to
college at UCD, wasn’t picked up initially, but having
been lifted from the second team at Christmas one
year, I played Sigerson football for many years. We
won against Queens in 1984. A team trainer, in Slane,
Paul Kenny, always complained we were overtrained
at UCD, and were tired. In hindsight for what he
wanted he was probably right. I so liked the football
that I did a Masters that dragged on deliberately for
years just to play football. I was just making the Meath
panel around 1987-88 but competition was tough.
In 1989 having finally written up a thesis at UCD I
had to get a job. My first job took me to a research
establishment ECRC near Chester. I contacted a
UCD friend, Peter Smith, a Westmeath player, who
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The mix of competing with players from all counties,
players from the UK, players over from Ireland, all
with accents and loyalties, must be unique to the GAA
outside Ireland. It was a memorable experience. I give
great credit and recognition to the clubmen who have
been in direct contact with me and who have kept me
involved, Tadhg Meehan, Seamus Gray, Brendan
Burke, Michael Mangan, Mick Conway, Mick
Connors, Patsy Martin, Chris Connelly, Sean Maye,
Damien Kerr, Tony Mongey, Nicky Duff and others.
I came to St. Brendan’s strong and fit, and from
Meath, and was struck by a certain style of play in
Manchester. It was not for the faint hearted, especially
if you were a bit useful and were playing against St.
Peter’s, our arch-rivals at the time. I remember getting
hit so hard once, by a Peter’s player (I can’t remember
his name but can picture him); I dislocated my jaw,
but chewed it back into place and subsequently had
my neck in a collar for a few weeks, having finished
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the game. Tough football! There were tremendous
games played at full tilt in the scorching summer heat.
I hated marking Kevin Monteith.
I remember the strains and the pains and hours and
days and weeks of physiotherapy getting injuries
right. Luckily I had some physiotherapy insurance. I
rushed to fit in work, games, holidays, training. I
remember dashing back from the Isle of Man, playing
in Hough End, falling very heavily, breaking a
vertebra (although I didn’t know it at the time), and
then rushing back to ride a bike round the island with
an increasingly sore back and a hot water bottle size
swelling growing at the bottom of my back. Having
said that I never really hurt myself playing Gaelic
Football. I seemed to have an ability to take the
knocks and come out more or less ok. I didn’t fear any
consequence or harm. My philosophy was to play as
hard as I could and never give up, and never pull back.
I never minded hard football and incoming tackles
provided it was fair, and fair for me meant the ball was
there or there abouts to be won. It is sad that my son,
being abroad much of the time will not play the game.
He might make a good rugby player though!
What memories:- The water logged pitch at Hough
End and bogged conditions in Leeds or Huddersfield.
The travelling to and from Hough End for training,
an hour there, training, the competition, an hour back.
“Watch out for the speed trap on A5103 Princess
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Parkway at the end of the M56” Tadhg told me the
first times I drove myself. Catching a plane out of East
Midlands airport, beside Pairc na hEireann, to go to a
job in Switzerland, leaving the field too close for
comfort and just making the plane (pre 9/11 long
check-ins!). On that occasion I ran from the pitch,
was dropped-off at the airport by car (Tadhg or
Seamus probably), and ran through the airport. I sat
down beside some well dressed business woman still in
my football gear and in a lather of mud and sweat. I
think I’d managed to get my boots off.
The championships won with St. Brendan’s, the AllBritain and Canon Stritch titles, the All-Britain sevena-side title, representing St. Brendan’s and Britain in
Dublin in the All-Ireland seven-a-side competition,
playing with Lancashire; these are memorable
victories and achievements for me.
I am the worst at remembering games, or teams or
names or what or when we won in any detail or order.
I didn’t live in Manchester and was never part of an
Irish community within the UK, so the people around
me know nothing about football. I remember therefore
bringing rugby players, work friends and girl friends
to see this strange game first hand. The good
memories for me are the faces, the players, the accents
at games, the wives and partners, changing at the side
of the pitch, the travel and the competing. I remember
the camaraderie, the welcome, the happiness and
satisfaction of playing and sometimes winning. It is a
great game.
It was with great pride that I represented St.
Brendan’s and it is a tribute to the men and women of
Manchester that they continue to run this club.
Thank-you St. Brendan’s and the players for the
support and true welcome you have given me.
I wish St. Brendan’s every success in the future and
congratulations on the first 50 years.
Go dteigh sibh slan agus go n’eiri libh.
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I was fortunate to be introduced to Gaelic football at
an early age. I remember going out to Hough End and
my Dad teaching me how to solo the ball, my
godfather Brendan Burke would say, “Your Dad
couldn’t solo himself.” But fortunately I was able to
grasp the skills.
When I started Gaelic football at the age of 7, Michael
Mangan, Brendan Mulligan, Damien Kerr, Martin
Brady and my Dad Michael Conway were involved
with the underage development of St. Brendan’s
G.A.A. I vividly remember training every Saturday
afternoon with a small number of other players.
Fortunately more and more players were recruited
mostly through my Sunday League football club
Stretford Victoria and it was significant that we had
produced a worthy, young squad and therefore we
began to compete in the Lancashire Championship.
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My favourite Gaelic memory’s was probably the
victory over St. Mary’s as it was my first of many
Lancashire titles, however my first All Britain 7 a side
title was also an enjoyable experience. Due to Gaelic
football with St. Brendan’s, I have had many joyful
journeys around Britain such as Coventry, London,
Liverpool, Leeds and Birmingham and I would like to
thank all the St. Brendan’s mentors for bringing me
where my team and I are today and all the time and
effort they have given to the underage setup which
include: Michael Mangan, Brendan Mulligan, James
Mulligan, Liam Kelly, Kieran Gleeson, Damien Kerr,
Martin Brady, Tony Mongey, Patsy Martin, Neil
Gallagher, Martin Gallagher, Brian Johnson and of
course my Dad, Michael Conway.

It was after my first Lancashire Championship victory
that the excellent success from the ages of under 10 to
under 16 began, through an epic final against St.
Mary’s at Turn Moss on a horrendous wet day, which
was decided in extra-time. I was proud to score the
winning point in an exhilarating game which was won
by a single point. It was a fantastic team effort from
every single player, thus showing how much the team
had improved starting from very little and we could
clearly go on to achieve a lot more. Moreover, this
signified what a wonderful job the mentors had done
to bring us this far, especially when various members
of the St. Brendan’s panel represented Lancashire at
the under 14 Feile Peile na nOg in Tyrone, Limerick,
Wicklow and Leitrim. In 2007, in Leitrim we were the
proud victors of the Division 5 Championship, in
which we played excellent football and we were proud
to also be filmed on Setanta Sports when playing the
final in Carrick-on-Shannon, which was Lietrim’s new
refurbished County ground; in a game we won
comfortably due to another great team effort.

Colm, pictured with Dad Michael after winning
All Britain 7 a side competition in 2006
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My introduction to St. Brendan’s came through my
now husband (then boyfriend) Peter Dillon. I suppose
I was the original WAG. I stood relentlessly on the
sideline of every match in the harshest weather
imaginable to cheer the team on. As the saying goes if
you can’t beat them join them so I decided to play
Gaelic myself and I joined the ladies team.
My time on the St. Brendan’s committee as secretary
started on a cold January sunday afternoon in the
Chorlton Irish Centre at the AGM. After many hours
of banter and business the time came to elect the
committee. My recollection of that night was that my
name was put forward and somebody seconded it and
that was about as much say as I had in the decision.
I attended our regular Monday meetings in the Irish
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centre and generally
tried to maintain order. I
mainly did what I was
told and was good at
writing letters to the GAA
celebrities in Ireland in
order to secure their
presence at dances and
presentations. My main
achievement was to bring
Liam McHale and Noel
Connelly (Mayo captain)
to the presentation of
championship medals in
1996.
My time as secretary only
ended as I moved to
Edinburgh with Peter. I
have many fond memories
of great football matches
followed by even better
celebrations (even in
defeat).
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I joined St. Brendan’s in 1991 after moving to
Manchester to go to University. I met up with Chris
Connolly who signed me to the club. I was staying in
Cheadle Hulme and it was a bit of a trek into Hough
End but the Brendan’s bug bit me and I kept going
out to training and the matches. The most memorable
years were around 1995 and 1996 when the team was
at its strongest and I established myself in the left half
back position as we won the championship and also
got to the Great Britain Senior football final.
My memories of that time are of much fun and great
camaraderie between the team. The team would train
every Tuesday and Thursday night at Hough End and
then come match day we would have a mass at the
Irish Club and after the game the club would give all
the students £10 to buy some beers - the nights were
great. The team would drink around the Midway and
St. Edward’s in Rusholme and Levenshulme.
One memory that stands out is Patsy Martyn rubbing
horse liniment into our joints. I can still smell it now.
I have some fantastic memories of some great friends

)

like Dermot McAnenely, Dermot O’Neill, Tommy
Gumley and Niall McGee. I can recall going to
Ireland for the 7’s and playing in Dumbarton on the
way to eventually losing the Great Britain
Championship Final. Hosting Ballykelly and
Castlemitchell was great as were the dinner dances
which are always a fantastic opportunity to catch up.
The beauty of St. Brendan’s was that it extended way
beyond just sport and the club was overwhelmingly
supportive of me during holidays when the lads would
provide me with employment. I cannot tell you how
appreciative I was of this. During this time I also met
my beautiful wife Suzanne who became Brendan’s
club secretary for a few years. We had many a good
night enjoying club meetings in the Chorlton Irish
Club. We left Manchester in 1997 moving to
Edinburgh to work but I remain in contact with the
Brendan’s lads and they have played in Edinburgh on
three occasions.
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I kicked ball for Kilrea Padraig Pearces in Derry
(same club where Martin O Neill hailed from) and I
hurled for Lavey in Derry (I’m related to the
Downeys). I came to Preston in 1986 to study at
Lancashire Polytechnic. Tadhg Meehan had put up
posters in the Halls of Residences and myself and a
few other lads replied. Tadhg came up to see us and
this is how my time with St. Brendan’s GAA began. It
was wonderful to see Michael Meehan (Tadhg’s
nephew) from Galway representing Ireland here in
Australia this year again.
I played with St. Brendan’s from 1986 to 1995 before
setting off for Japan to work at Aichi University. In
2001 I came to Perth, Australia and am now working
as a pilot for the Royal Flying Doctor Service. My
son, Louis Emmett and I are keen Fremantle Dockers
supporters in the AFL. I played football up to this year
for Morley Gaels in the Western Australian League.
During my time at St. Brendan’s the many highlights
for me included winning my first ever “County”
football title when we beat St. Kentigern’s in the final,
winning the All Britain Under 21 Provincial
Championship with Lancashire in 1988 and the
pinnacle was undoubtedly winning the Canon Stritch
Trophy and representing the club at the All Ireland 7
a side Competition in Kilmacud Co. Dublin in 1989.
When my native Co. Derry won “The Sam Maguire
Cup” in 1993 I was so pleased that two of my former
classmates, Dermot Mc Nicholl and Damian Cassidy
brought the cup over to our
Annual Dinner Dance. Mam
still has the photo of me holding
the cup at that function.
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Mullan is rated as one of the greatest ever to wear the
red and white of Derry. Another of Mam’s cousins
was involved with the 1958 Derry Team pipped by
Dublin in the All Ireland Final. My cousin Paddy
Diamond captained St. Mary’s Belfast in the Sigerson
Cup in 1970 . He also captained Antrim and
represented New York too.
Becoming involved in St. Brendan’s GAA made me
begin to realise the extent of the Irish diaspora. We
are everywhere in this world, doing all sorts and
without a doubt the GAA is the bond that keeps us in
touch with our culture and our country (Louis was in
two minds which team to support in the International
Rules Series!). I remember well the many great folks
involved in the club. I am particularly grateful for the
help given to me personally during my years in
Manchester by Anne and Michael Hughes (the
Sunday roasts), Seamus Gray (the holiday jobs in
Bolton Post Office ) and Tadhg Meehan for the lifts
from Preston to wherever.
I cherish all my years with St. Brendan’s GAA. I made
many life long friends through this great club and I
wish you all every success in the future.
Coimhead fearg fhear na foighne.
Fionnbarr Diamond

The GAA is in my blood with
my late father and uncles being
instrumental in founding the
local club at home. My uncle
Canon Arthur Diamond was
the main force behind the
formation of St. Finbarr’s GAC
in Coventry. He played for
Warwickshire in the fifties I
believe. On my mother’s side
her first cousin John Eddie

Fionnbarr Diamond pictured with Tom Killeen RIP and Fr. Hough
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In the mid 1950’s, when I was a curate at
St. Augustine’s, All Saints, Chorlton-on-Medlock,
Manchester. Chorlton-on-Medlock was a real village
wedged between Whitworth Street, London Road,
Chatham Street, and City Road. It was a most
deprived area, and many of the bigger dwellings had
become lodging houses, some good, some not so good
and some really bad.
It came to my notice that the boat train from
Holyhead, arriving at Exchange Station each
morning, was bringing large numbers of young Irish
men and women, many in their teens, into Manchester
in search of employment. Most of them had no one to
meet them, and were coming into unknown
surroundings, and being directed to the lodging
houses. There, they had to endure accommodation and
food, the like of which they had never before had the
misfortune to experience.
I gathered a group of young Irish men and women,
already well established in the City, to form a branch
of the “Legion of Mary”, and one of their primary
tasks was to meet the boat trains, befriend the
incomers, and direct them to suitable lodging houses
and possible places of employment. It quickly became
evident that, apart from the public houses, there was
nowhere for them to go after work.
St. Augustine’s Church on York Street had been
destroyed in the “blitz”, and the parish was now based
in the Holy Family Church at All Saints. This old
Building had a large basement, and, with the
permission of my kindly Parish Priest, Canon Bernard
McClernon, we set about creating a centre where
social events could be organized. Soon it was
flourishing, and it became clear that further
development was needed. I looked around the possible
premises, and came across a small cinema that was for
sale – the “Lyceum” on Malvern Street, at the end of
City Road. I put the proposal to Bishop Beck that we
would try and raise the funds to buy and renovate the
building, and he was supportive. I then wrote to all
the Bishops in Ireland, visited them, and asked them
to help. Most of them did in varying degrees,
especially Archbishop Mc Quaid of Dublin. Our on-
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going fund raising efforts were successful enough to
persuade the Diocese of Salford to give us the “goahead” and grant us a loan, and so St. Brendan’s Irish
Centre was born.
In the meantime Fr. Emmett Fullen had joined as
fellow curate at St. Augustine’s. He, a County Derry
player, was very enthusiastic in helping St. Brendan’s
to develop, and it was he who was the spur in
establishing St. Brendan’s football, hurling and
camogie teams, which soon became a force to be
reckoned with in Manchester’s Gaelic sports scene.
When I was appointed to another Parish, it was he
who took the reins, and devoted himself generously to
all aspects of St. Brendan’s, with the help of newly
appointed Irish chaplains - Fr. Sean McCartan and Fr.
Cyril Murphy in particular.
The rest is history, but the name of St. Brendan’s lives
on in the memories of the many young people whose
future was shaped in an important way by St.
Brendan’s - and by the spirit of St. Brendan’s GAA.
which continues to flourish in its Golden Jubilee Year.
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My mother Eileen moved to Manchester from Kerry
in the late 1950’s. My father Peter came here early in
the 1960’s and it was here that they met and eventually
married. It was through my uncle Pat’s influence that
my interest in Gaelic football began. As young as nine
he would take to me to Hough End and it was here
that I was introduced to Paddy Clark of St. Kent’s
who asked me to attend a training session one Tuesday
evening. It wasn’t long, however, before I met the
influential duo of Kevin Kilcoyne and Michael
Mangan who were leading the underage football with
St. Brendan’s. I was soon persuaded to join the young
lads for training and it was here that my life long
affiliation with this great club began.

and Didsbury all of whom were second generation
Irish. I would like to play tribute to the mentors of the
underage lads because I for one really enjoyed it!

My first game was against St. Kent’s and I recall we
won that day. The teams would line up facing each
other before the throw in and the referee would tell us
to “...play the game fair and no answering back or
swearing.” This being before an Under 9 contest!!!
Before we would take to the field Sonny Mangan
(RIP) would always say to us, “For God’s sake , don’t
get sent off, we have a Championship game next
week.”

I was fortunate enough to have Seamus Grey as
Chairman and Sean Maye as Treasurer and the
amount of support and guidance they bestowed me
was invaluable. Nothing, however, could have
prepared me for my first task which was to prepare
for a trip to Parnells in Dublin. St. Brendan’s and
Parnells got on famously, had great respect for each
other and looked after each other on tour. Chris
Connolly, Sean Maye, Tommy Carragher and myself
took about 20 under 14/16 players on the trip and
spent most of the journey trying to keep them out of
the bars and away from the one arm bandits on the
ferry. Some of the lads pockets were weighed down
with coins and I’m sure it was the lighter touch on the
handles that helped them win.

I can recall meeting in Our Lady’s Club in Moss Side
before travelling to play St. Pat’s in Ellesmere Port.
Around ten of us travelled in Paddy Murphy’s van
with no seat belts and no seats. It was an experience
just arriving for matches in those days. There were
two fixtures that day and the Brendan’s boys fielded
two Teams at Under 12’s and Under 14’s.
I was fortunate enough to make many friends during
my youth with St. Brendan’s and it struck me how
solid the second generation community was in
Manchester. Lads from Wythenshawe who togged out
included Paddy Hayes, Eddie O’Brien, Paul Shaw
and Danny McCormick (RIP). Patrick Murphy had
three sons (Pat, Peter and Paul) who all represented
St. Brendan’s. Jimmy McKnights two sons Joe and
Brendan played at under age and eventually
represented the club at Senior level. This
demonstrates what a great investment in youth
Michael Mangan and Kevin Kilcoyne had made.
There were lads from Crumpsall, Salford, Burnage
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In 1991 I attended a St. Brendan’s Annual General
Meeting at which I was extremely proud to be elected
Club Secretary, a position I held for two years. I was
responsible for attending County Board Meetings,
contacting players and also dealing with all
correspondence relating to the club. I was elected at
our usual meeting place Our Lady’s Club in Moss
Side. It might seem strange to Irishmen but we soon
had to find an alternative venue because of the
shootings in Moss Side.

We had a brilliant weekend and even had a chance to
take in an arcade and a Laser Quest which turned out
to be the highlight of the trip. The journey home,
however, turned sour when there was no coach to
meet us at Holyhead (I wonder why everybody
blamed the Secretary)??? We eventually got a
replacement and shared with people returning to
Chester, Liverpool, Birkenhead and eventually
Manchester. All this with 20 kids!!! We should have
been home at 11pm but dawn was breaking at Hough
End when the coach finally rolled up. To their credit
the lads disembarked the coach at 5am and started
playing football. It must have been the earliest training
session Hough End has ever seen.
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Playing Parnell’s was a huge learning curve for the
lads and proved a fantastic education. That same year
the under 14’s took St. Brendan’s to the All Britain
Final.

were narrowly beaten in two Junior Championship
finals by Oisin’s and John Mitchell’s. It was fantastic
to see underage players come through the ranks and
progress to the Senior Team and do well.

I was also delighted to have an opportunity to give
something back to the underage teams and support the
running of the Juniors for some time. During the
years I was involved with the underage we won a
Junior Championship and Junior League whilst we

During my time I have made many great friends
within the club and have many fond memories. I hope
the club goes from strength to strength for many years
and God bless the vision of the men who started it all
50 years ago.

Nicky Duff in training for the Championship
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Whilst looking back over the annuals of history as
regards St. Brendan’s GAA, there are many men and
women who need to be accounted for within these
pages. One such man is Father Emmet Fullen, a man
of the cloth who was involved with the club from its
most primitive beginnings.
Father Fullen was born at Longfield, Dessertmartin,
South Derry. As a young man in his homeland he was
a proud representative of his native county senior
team for 3 years, representing Derry in a narrow all
Ireland defeat at the hands of Dublin in 1957.
It was shortly after this that his calling as a priest
brought him to Manchester, where he would do some
of his most vital work. Devoting much of his time to
the plight and hardships which beset young men and
women coming from Ireland for the first time, he
committed himself whole heartedly to their welfare.
And it is here where we at St. Brendan’s and the rest
of the GAA community in Lancashire are most
grateful to Father Fullen. His continued love of the
game brought him to St. Brendan’s after a small spell
with Oisin’s in 1960. And with him came a whole host
of young men looking to play both ball and find a new
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sense of community, in their new adopted home. Many
of whom were plucked from his very own
confessionals, often taking time to listen for a native
tongue speaker, before sending them on their way to
training with St. Brendan’s.
He graced the field of play on many occasions for
St. Brendan’s, a man of tremendous physique, and a
formidable sportsman, well built and strong, in every
sense of the word, he would cut over the grass
effortlessly, a fantastic player for the club.
His finest moment in the maroon and white came
when he helped the club lift their first of many senior
championships in 1964. Father Fullen was an integral
part of that team. And those efforts that day surely
spurred the club on to many more titles. This left a
fantastic legacy for future generations of Brendan’s
players to live up to.
His love of the game stretched beyond the reaches of
St. Brendan’s and in the summer of 1961 he formed
an all Clergy team, the first of its kind seen in
Lancashire. They would be restricted to friendly
matches only, and were the proud opponents for
Shannon Rangers at the opening of the White City
Stadium on St. Patrick’s Day 1962.
Rumour had it that the odd priest would swear in
Latin during games, so as nobody would understand
them. Although anybody is yet to meet a priest who
will whole heartedly admit to this claim!
After his playing days were behind him, his work
continued and he became Chairman of St. Brendan’s,
a position he held for six years. Coupled with this he
was the chairman of the Lancashire county board for
four years. Positions which he held in high regard, and
I think it would be fair to say his time in charge of both
were both good times for the county and for the club
he represented.
So it is with sad hearts, and fond memories that we
remember men such as Father Fullen, for they lay the
foundations for which we now work from to ensure a
bright future for not only our club, but Gaelic games
throughout the county.
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Where is time and why has it passed so quickly? I
began to ask myself that question when I got a sudden
phone call from Michael Mangan to pen some
thoughts to celebrate the 50th anniversary of St.
Brendan’s, the Manchester GAA Club. I had an
association with it in the early days and was a member
of the team that won the Lancashire Club
Championship in 1964.
I was dragooned into the arena of the GAA by Father
Emmet Fullen from Co. Derry who was ordained
priest at All Hallows College Dublin in 1959. He was
also a Junior Prefect at the college from 1958-1959.
At that time I was a second Philosopher in the same
college. He also had played at senior level for his
native Co. Derry. So Emmet still had a great influence
on me in 1963 when I was ordained and in the early
years of priesthood. I had been posted to St. Gregory’s
parish in Farnsworth and therefore was not too far
from Manchester where Emmet was posted, namely
in St. Augustines’s Oxford Road, Manchester.
Times were very different. The GAA not only
exercised a skill in the playing of Gaelic games, but it
had a powerful social connotation for young Irish
people coming to a strange city. They met with each
other. Some of them even intermarried. It was also a
great gateway of opportunity for many in the support
given to get a job. I can often remember many of the
young men of that time saying to someone “have you
got the start yet” or something like “I know a fella who
knows so and so. You might be alright there.” The
GAA was indeed a gateway of opportunity. The
church too was heavily involved, especially in
personages like Fr. Emmet whose brief was chaplain
to the Irish as well as being assistant priest in a parish.
Canon Charles A. Dorran, who now the parish priest
in St. Mary’s Osbaldeston, near Preston was the first
President of the Club. In fact St. Brendan’s was given
birth through members of the Legion of Mary. Was
that a first? Could it ever happen again? So Sunday
mass was an occasion for Sunday worship, but it was
also a countdown as regards faces in the crowd who
might be able to help to field a team! There was the
need to find people, both men and women who may be
able to support in the running of a successful Club.
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Faith indeed was mixed with sport. Happy days!
Meanwhile I got sucked into the new St. Brendan’s.
The training regime would not match the
professionalism of today. Nevertheless we were
summoned to go to Hough End for light training in
the summer evenings. There were no floodlights, limb
massages, personal trainers or anything like that. The
matches were played on Sunday afternoons. Did I
have a problem with my old Parish Priest? Baptisms
in our parish were at 3 o’ clock every Sunday. There
were no Baptismal arrangements in the parish at that
time. People just turned up. I remember the old P.P.
saying “baptize anything that moves”! Was that a good
idea for the future of the Church?
Apologies I digress. I only mention these
circumstances to point out how difficult it was for me
to mix sport with religious observance! Luckily
enough I was able to call on a fellow curate to cover
for me from time to time. It was thought in some
quarters that I was wasting my time playing Gaelic
Football. What else would an Irish lad/priest be doing
on a Sunday afternoon? Of course I could have been
saying my prayers or gone to the pub!
A waste of time it was not. You could feel within the
self, a transportation of a culture we had left, being
now present in a different vicinity and in the
camaraderie that was present among the members of
the St. Brendan’s outfit. This included players and
aspirants to the game, together with mentors and
extended family and friends and all who wanted to be
part of the St. Brendan’s voyage!
Life was very different in those days of the fifties and
sixties. We did not experience the global phenomenon
of the present day where Dublin, Manchester and
Beijing are within shouting distance of each other. Yes,
Manchester was not very far away even at that time.
But for young people leaving Ireland at that time was
a cultural marathon. So the need of a St. Brendan’s
experience was very necessary for the new
immigrants.
Nowadays, many of the new immigrants have
dispersed. Some went back to Ireland to what became
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known as the Ireland of the Celtic Tiger. There are
others who travelled farther afield and a few who have
gone to the Holy City of the Lord in death… Here we
include people like the great Fr. Emmet Fullen who
died very suddenly at the young age of 47. We
remember Fr. Sean McCartan from the Armagh ArchDiocese, on loan as an Irish Chaplain who was not
involved with the Club but would know many
members and who was killed in a car crash in his
native Diocese. There is Fr. Brendan Cantwell who
now ministers in the Dublin Diocese.
Many others set down their new roots in the
Manchester area and brought up their families as first
generation Irish. I would have never believed at that
time that Gaelic football and Hurling would in later
years be introduced to many of the indigenous people
in the new adopted country. There are now the
grandchildren of these original founding Fathers, who
are both enthusiastic and who take part in Gaelic
games. The game has also progressed beyond the
gender issues of yesteryear. Many Irish people have
integrated in their new surroundings and have also
introduced some of their culture to the places in which
they live.
And so fifty years on it is time to mark these
beginnings and new birthing in history. In the Old
Testament Scripture some anniversaries were known
as Jubilees. This was a time where people stopped to
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remember the past history of the tribe. It was also a
time to forgive debts and a time for new beginnings.
Maybe this can be a time when we look back in our
own lives. We could remember the debt we owe to the
people involved in making St. Brendan’s. There is also
those who have worked over the years to make sure
the foundation would not die. There were good and
successful times. But there were also lean times.
Relatively speaking now is a time of plenty. We can
and must celebrate. But to forget those who ploughed
the furrow is to take life for granted. Now everybody
is able to have a drink. We must never forget those
who dug the well.
Sliocht sleacht ar shlioch bhur sleachta
May God bless your posterity
Fad saol agaibh go leir
A long life to you all
Fr. J T Cribben
Our Lady and St. Patrick’s Parish,
Higher Walton Road,
Walton-le-Dale,
Preston
PR5 4HD.
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On the 3rd September 1985 as one of Ireland’s new
wave of emigrants along with my wife Siobhan I left
Ireland and immigrated to Manchester from the small
rural town of Ferbane in West Co. Offaly, I remember
the date vividly as two days previously Offaly had
defeated Galway in the 1985 Senior All Ireland
Hurling final.
I had played my first senior football championship
match for Ferbane a couple of months previous to my
arrival in Manchester and I thought I would be back
in Ferbane for the following years Offaly football
championship, as we were only coming to work in
Manchester for a “few months”.
Ironically the following years from 1986 to 1992
the Ferbane club won six Offaly Senior football
championships in succession and were Leinster club
champions in 1986, alas I never returned for any of
them.
Upon arriving in Manchester I decided to get involved
with a GAA club for the “few months” I thought I
would be living in the city. I saw an advert in the Irish
Post for a new club being formed club called Sarsfield
Gaels, who were looking for Gaelic football and
hurling players. I joined Sarsfield Gaels and played a
few games for them. It was around this time in one of
the up market trendy hostelries of Rusholme that I
met Sean McColgan and Jackie Quinn who were
playing for St. Brendan’s. At the time Jackie also
combined his role as a great player with that of St.
Brendan’s chief scout in the city. As Sarsfield Gaels
were predominately a hurling club and my hurling
skills were not great to say the least, Jackie who as
anyone who knows him will tell you “has the gift of
the gab” persuaded me to join St. Brendan’s.
When I joined St. Brendan’s I remember thinking how
enthusiastic and dedicated they were about their club
and Gaelic Football. They also had terrific players at
that time in Brendan Burke and Jackie Quinn both
of whom I am sure would have played at the highest
level had they remained in Ireland. The club also had
a dedicated team of people on the sidelines like Tadhg
Meehan, Seamus Gray, Michael Hughes, Michael
Mannion, Chris Connolly, Tony Mongey and Sean
Maye (RIP) to name a few. I thought I had landed on
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my feet when Tadhg
used to collect me for
training
in
his
Mercedes as the only
time I had seen one
was in Dublin or on
television
and
I
certainly had never
been in one before.
I will be always
grateful
to
those
people and the St.
Brendan’s Club who helped me in my early years
living in Manchester. Coming from a small rural town
in Ireland to such a large city was to me a daunting
prospect, but with the help and support of the club I
soon settled in and even looked forward to the training
on Tuesday and Thursday. Brendan Burke was
training us at that time and he would have you
sprinting in the dark up the hill at the corner of Hough
End playing fields, people walking by were looking at
us as if we were mad. The training was tough but I
thought never mind I always had the Mercedes to take
me home after training.
For the next twenty years I played for the club and
we won many championships, competed in seven a
side tournaments throughout the country in
Birmingham, Nottingham, Huddersfield and
Scarborough. I have made numerous friends and have
fantastic memories of my time playing with St.
Brendan’s particularly in 1993 when we defeated a
very strong and fancied Parnell’s team from London in
the Canon Stritch Cup All Britain Final and won our
first Senior British title beating the famous Kingdom
on the way to the final.
I would like to thank the St. Brendan’s Club who in
those early years made living away from home that
little bit easier, helped me get employment and start a
new life in Manchester.
On behalf of my wife Siobhan, daughters Kayleigh
and Lauren I would like to wish St. Brendan’s Club all
the best on their 50th year celebration and hope that
the next 50 years are as successful as the previous.
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I arrived in Manchester in January 1964 from
Galbally, Co. Tyrone. I was a lucky man meeting
Patsy Martyn at Whitworth Park and been
introduced to St. Brendan’s “training ground”. I
signed on, Michael Mangan, a proud Roscommon
man was the manager.
We won the first championship that year having
players of the calibre of Fr. Emmett Fullen R.I.P. from
Desertmartin, Co. Derry, Larry O’ Brien, a winning
minor with Galway in 1960, Kevin McNamee a Meath
County player, Pat Donnellan from Dunmore
McHales Galway, Willie Cassidy from Derry and
Packie Murphy from the Co. Wexford was an
indication of the attraction St. Brendan’s club had for
players from all parts of Ireland. The famous maroon
and white kit was a privilege to wear. The following
year 1965 St. Brendan’s were defeated in the final.
Brendan Dolan R.I.P. who was a great Tyrone player
and who later represented his county for many years
until his untimely death played for the team. The
following year St. Brendan’s were again successful in
winning the championship against St. Anne’s of
Stretford. I remember the late Patsy Reilly R.I.P. was
outstanding in that match. Pat Conway R.I.P. a native
of Tipperary who was both a footballer and a hurler
also played in that match. In 1967 I retired, and was
forced to hang up my boots due to injuries, no
physiotherapists in those days.
I later managed the team in 1978, 1979 and 1980, and
again in 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986 and 1988. We won all
finals we contested during those years. St. Brendan’s
also represented Lancashire in the All Britain Finals of
1978, 1979 and 1985. In my time as manager I found
enormous support from the selectors, Tadhg Meehan,
and Seamus Gray, also I met and worked with some
great footballers, men like Noel and Gerry Beirne
(Roscommon), Jimmy McKnight (Westmeath),
Brendan Burke and Michael Conway (Mayo), Noel
Hickey a great goalkeeper (Longford), Dermot Walsh
was a top class footballer, and of course everyone who
watched St. Brendan’s play Gaelic football will recall
the skills of Jackie Quinn from Co. Down. Jackie was
a talent spotter and would recommend a visit to a
recently arrived student to Manchester. Jackie never
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had an address for most of those men, but would
describe their place of dwelling by the colour of the
downspout or maybe the door. Many trips were made
by Tadhg, Seamus and myself to universities in
Preston and Lancaster to collect players on a Sunday
morning for a match at Hough End or even further a
field in Birmingham or Leeds. Many of those players
would return to my house after the match to have a
hot dinner and sometimes a few “little cakes” to take
back to their halls of residence. The late Eamon
O’Brien R.I.P. from Co. Cavan was also a great scout
and sent many great players to the club.
In my time as manager we had a wonderful human
being as treasurer of the club. This man can only be
Sean Maye R.I.P. who hailed from Co. Sligo. Sean
kept the club on a sound financial basis, he certainly
could teach the bankers of today a few lessons. Tom
Killeen R.I.P. a Galway man was another great
servant of the club. Tom played in goals and was a
marvelous man to have in the club.
It has been an enormous pleasure to have been
associated with such a wonderful club and I thank all
the players and selectors of the past for their support.
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Tom Killeen came to
Manchester from a little
village called Lehid near
Milltown Co. Galway. It
was outside the Holy Name
Church that he first met
Michael Mangan. Michael
would get two buses to be
outside the church just to
find new players and that is
how Tom got involved with
St. Brendan’s GAA. He
played for them from 1964 –
1972. During that time he
met myself Anne Murphy.
My father and I went down
to White City to watch
Kerry playing and that’s
where I met Tom. You could say football was in my
blood with my father being a “Kerryman.” My brother
John Murphy played for the club about the same time
as Tom.
In the early eighties Tom with Jimmy Mc Knight and
Brendan Burke started to train the under 10 age
group. One of Tom’s proudest moments was winning
the Under 10 Lancashire Championship as our son
John Killeen was on the winning team.
In 1984 Tom was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis
but that did not stop him being part of St. Brendan’s.
The late Sean Maye and Tom would refer to
themselves as “back room staff.” The club honoured
Tom making him Life President. Tom passed away in
October 2002 but right up to the end he would wait
for the phone call either from Mick Connor or Tony
Mongey to find out the results from St. Brendan’s
games.
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On behalf of Frances, John and myself I would like to
thank the club for all their help and kindness during
our difficult years.
We have lots of great memories.
Good Luck to St. Brendan’s for the future.
By Ann Killeen
Go raibh mile maith agaibh go leir
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I had many great friends in St. Brendan’s club, sadly
some of them are no longer with us, namely Tom
Killeen who was a great character on the team and
also Pat Conway who sadly died this year. May they
rest in peace.
I was proud to win so many trophies with a great
bunch of guys. It was a fun period for me and I
treasure all the memories. Many thanks to all.
I am now residing in Canada and have returned to
Manchester on the odd occasion. I am delighted to see
that the club is still flourishing after 50 years.
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Congratulations to St. Brendan’s GAA on their 50th
anniversary. I had the great pleasure to play and
captain this great club in the mid sixties and early
seventies. I must say without further ado that great
credit must go to Michael Mangan a founder member
and still very much actively involved in the club after
50 years. He has put a lot of time and labour into
promoting Irish Culture abroad in Manchester. Thank
you Michael.
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Sean Maye was born in a small village called
Ballymote in County Sligo. He came to England and
settled in the Merseyside area in 1944, a time when
Emigration from Ireland was a necessity rather than
by choice. Like a lot of other Irish men he started off
doing a lot of casual work and then joined the
Merchant Navy. He travelled worldwide with the
Merchant Navy and spent nine months in New
Zealand. He was hoping to settle in New Zealand but
decided to return to England and bought a house in
Bootle near Liverpool. Sean went to live with his sister
and her six children after her husband died. She
owned a haulage business where Sean worked up until
it was sold. Sean, then joined the Civil Service in
Liverpool and got rapid promotion. He transferred
from Liverpool to Manchester in 1978. Sean had a
keen interest in Politics and in the changing times both
socially and economically .
Sean always kept involved with the Irish Culture. He
always listened to the matches on Radio Eirrann and
never missed getting his hands on the Sligo Champion
newspaper. Sean had much involvement in raising
money for charities. He spent a lot of time organizing
fund raising events such as quiz nights, ceilis and other
social occasions in parish clubs both in Liverpool in
his early years, and in Manchester in his later years. In
fact in his local parish centre in Liverpool he was
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nicknamed “Raffles” because Sean was always selling
tickets for one cause or another. Sean was a great man
for getting money together for various causes and
equally as good at giving to charity.
Sean was one of the founder members with Kevin
Kilcoyne and Rita Whelan of the very successful Sligo
Association in Manchester. This association organized
many functions and raised a lot of money for various
charities.
Sean got involved with St. Brendan’s GAA through
Kevin Kilcoyne who was one of the founder members
of the club, when his native Co. Sligo were over
playing a match. Kevin and Sean travelled to this
match at Leeds. Sean was appointed treasurer of the
club in the early eighties, a duty which Sean was well
and truly worthy of doing. Sean was always happy
and jovial. His wife Flo recalls how he once bought
her a bottle of vodka for her birthday and on the
following Sunday night took it to the Irish Centre in
Cheetham Hill, to put in the cup that St. Brendan’s
had won that afternoon.
Sean, sadly died on 22nd April 1997. He was a man
with a big heart, a man with a smile for the young and
old. He gave a lot of commitment to the club over the
years from organizing trophies for presentation nights,
dinner dances and of courses the sports days down at
St. Anthony’s near Urmston .
Sean is sadly missed by all
who knew him.
May he rest in peace.

Sean Maye pictured with his wife Flo and Michael and Winn Mangan
and Uns Madden and Anne Killeen
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Gaelic football was a big part of my life from early childhood but when I left Tyrone for Manchester, aged 24,
in October 1984, I thought I’d played my last game.
We stayed initially with my wife’s brother in
Northenden and, on about the second day, two
strangers introduced themselves as Ray McLaughlin,
from Magherafelt and Eamon McKay, from Newry.
Apparently, they played soccer with another brotherin-law and were involved with the O’Donnovan Rossa
Club, which was based in Prestwich.
I was delighted to join them and for the next three or
four years we felt we were putting together a decent
team, but one that still did not threaten the dominance
at that time of St. Peter’s and St. Brendan’s.
Then, without warning, the club folded. I was very
disappointed but was soon asked by Mick Conway,
Brendan Burke and team manager Michael Hughes,
who was from Pomeroy, near my home town of
Dungannon, to join St. Brendan’s. I immediately liked
these guys and I was already friendly with a few St.
Brendan’s players; Liam McErlean, who had played
briefly with the Rossa, alongside his brothers Joe and
Sean, and Paul Croke, another fine footballer, had
trained with us regularly.
By this time my wife and I were living in Chorlton and
Brendan’s trained at nearby Hough End. During
winter, when it was too dark to see anything on the
field, we trained in the grass strip separating the
carriageway on Mauldeth Road West. I’m sure
everyone driving past thought we were mad. Later, we
escaped those cold, wet nights under street lights
when we moved training to the sports hall at St.
Thomas Aquinas High School, where Brendan’s
stalwart Chris Connolly was caretaker.
The year before I joined, Brendan’s had lost the
Lancashire championship final to bitter rivals St. Peter
and in 1989, both teams made it to the final again. The
thought of losing two in a row had focused everyone
on working hard at training but the decisive element
came on the day of the final when we met early at
Aquinas to watch a video of the previous year’s final.
I hadn’t played in that game of course, and even I felt
uncomfortable watching it, but it had the desired
effect on the team and we dominated the rematch from
start to finish.
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St. Peter’s had a lot of great footballers then, but for a
few years we seemed to have the measure of them,
most memorably, when we beat them in a very
exciting final of the B&I All-Britain Sevens. Seven-aside tournaments require huge levels of fitness but you
also need astute men on the line and Brendan Burke,
who ran the team that day had us well drilled, making
timely substitutions, and we just shaded it.
We had some great players, natural athletes like
Dermot Walsh, Norman Maloney, Paul Croke, tough
men, with a never say die attitude, like Mick Conway,
Gerry Hughes and Sean McErlean, and nippy, ball
carriers who could take points from distance, like
Sean Guinan and Brian Donaghy.
Of course, the team is only part of the any good club.
O’Donnovan Rossas faded because they never had
enough people ready to help run the club or lend
support in other ways. Brendan’s though, had many
stalwarts, older men, whose playing days had passed
but who turned out for meetings, or helped at training
and matches, men like Tadhg Meehan, Jimmy
McKnight, Michael Hughes, Patsy Martin, Mick
Connors and many more. I’m so sorry not to be able to
recall all the names but I can still recall the faces of all
those who loved the game and realised the importance
of keeping their culture and sporting traditions alive.
I played for St. Brendan’s until the end of the 1992-93
season when age, work, family commitments and two
injuries that forced me to take time off work, meant I
was happy to hang up my boots. My involvement with
Brendan’s and the GAA now seems to have been so
fleeting but I cherish the memories and the battle scars
of those wonderful years. I congratulate the club on
this great occasion and I feel privileged to have known
so many great players and good people. While I have
long been out of touch, you are all often in my
thoughts.
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I arrived in Manchester in September 1994 to attend
university to study Computer Studies. I had played
my early football with Mayobridge Co. Down and
played Under 21 at county level.
I was a couple of months living in Manchester before
I ever got acquainted with the Gaelic football scene. I
probably got side tracked with the Curry Mile in
Rusholme.
As a student arriving in Manchester it was a stroke of
good luck that I fell in with St. Brendan’s GAA.
Having bumped into a few friends from back home
they invited me to line out for Emerald Gaels in a
challenge match against St.Brendan’s. They duly
informed me that the game was to be played at Hough
End and the opposition St. Brendan’s were the
kingpins of the Manchester Gaelic scene. With my
curiosity well and truly aroused, I agreed to make
myself available for selection.
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Over the next couple of years the St. Brendan’s team
enjoyed a great deal of success and most notably for
me was the 1996 Lancashire Senior Championship. In
this period I had the great fortune of playing with
some great footballers from both Manchester and
Ireland. I also met up with a staunch GAA supporter
from my home Co. Down, the one and only Jimmy
Fitzsimmons. Fitzy as he is known to all of us never
misses the All Ireland Football Final in Dublin every
September. He makes the journey out to Kilmacud to
the All Ireland Seven a side competition on the
Saturday. Jimmy had two nephews, Kevin and Sean
Fitzsimmons who also hailed from Co. Down and
played for St. Brendan’s.
Being invited to reflect on my St. Brendan’s days has
affirmed what a great experience it all was and how it
played a major part in that chapter of my life. On
behalf of my wife Kelly and myself I wish the club all
the best for the future.

I lined out centre half forward against Mike Reid from
Co. Meath and during the first half had done enough
for the St. Brendan’s management team to enquire
whether I would be interested in signing for them.
Post match I was introduced to the irrepressible
Brendan Burke and after a few exploratory questions
and the mere mention of our common acquaintance,
Jackie Quinn the deal was done and I would don the
maroon and white of St. Brendan’s.
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My mother and father, Patrick and Teresa Murphy,
came from County Mayo, and lived and worked in
and around Manchester. We lived in Moss Side with
the majority of Irish
families. At Bishop
Bilsborrow
RC
School, I was
classed as a good
soccer player. I met
up in Alexandra
Park with a host of
Irish working lads
who were playing
soccer
together.
These
included
Michael
Harkin
and Joe McDermott, who joined various soccer teams
along with myself. We then started training with a
newly formed soccer team, the Gunners FC, who were
all GAA players from St. Brendan’s, Oisin’s, De La
Salle College, Middeleton and a few other teams at the
time. We trained at Hough End, near to Broughton
Park on Tuesdays and Thursdays, with over 30 lads
playing. We were under the tutelage of Michael
Mangan and Tadhg Meehan and were trained by a
Cork man, John Clifford, and John Waterson from
County Down. All of the players I met at this time are
true and valued friends.
The training at these sessions was better for me than
any matches I played in. I have never seen such
dedication and commitment from everyone involved.
The discussions and craic after training were as
enjoyable as the training sessions. The soccer team,
the Gunners, put together the previous season by St.
Brendan’s won the Roy Clark cup trophy (this was a
knockout trophy for teams that hadn’t been registered
for any Manchester football league), and because of
winning this trophy, we were thrown in at the deep
end, into the Manchester Amateur Sunday League
Division 1 (this Gunners team was one of the first
virtually all Irish teams in Manchester to go on and
win a prestigious Soccer league title that year which
we were presented with at Belle Vue and in getting to
the semi-final of the Knockout Cup, we beat quite a
few of the Premiership teams!) At that time, some
prejudice was shown by certain rival teams against us
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winning these matches. Names such as ‘paddies’,
‘bogtrotters’ and ‘tinkers’, were often used to rile us,
but we always stood together as one. Our fitness from
those training sessions made us the fittest team by a
mile and that’s how we won the league title!
When it came to the summer season, I joined in with
these same footballers and this evolved into GAA
training for St. Brendan’s. An incident that showed
the dedication of St. Brendan’s and the Gunners was
the night twenty of us got togged out at St.
Bernadette’s Social Club on Princess Road. We then
did a three-mile run via the Princess pub on Mauldeth
Road, turned left at the Southern Pub down Nell Lane
and back to St. Bernadette’s Club to finish our training
session. All of this was done in complete darkness due
to the Miner’s Strike at the time, which meant there
were no streetlights.
The Bus-Stop Final
We’ve all seen the scene in The Quiet Man where
John Wayne and Victor McClaglen have the big fight.
Well there was a Lancashire Final match between St.
Brendan’s and St.Joseph’s, where the two Murphys,
Tommy and Mickey, from St. Brendan’s got involved
in a fight with the two Reillys, Sean and Billy, from
St.Joseph’s. All four men were well-built and over 6
foot tall. As the fight commenced, the bus driver, from
Co. Tipperary, stopped the crowded 23 bus he was
driving on Mauldeth Road, and he and half the
passengers got off the bus to witness The Quiet Man
scene being re-enacted in this Final! St. Brendan’s
won the match but it will be forever remembered as
‘The Bus-Stop Final.’
The best players that I have played with over the years
in Soccer were Joe McDermott, Michael Harkin and
Danny Morris (RIP) and for Gaelic were Jimmy
McKnight, Brendan Carroll, Pat Conway (RIP),
John Joe Maguire, John Clifford, Colm Coyne,
Brendan Burke, Tommy and Mickey Murphy, Chris
Connolly, John Waterson and of course the legendary
Jackie Quinn!
All the players from St. Brendan’s and Gunners FC
have always been like an extension of my own family,
always showing kindness and respect to others and
that is what makes St. Brendan’s GAA team special
and like a home for all of us.
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In 1963 I came over to Manchester from Ballyhogue,
County Wexford, to live with my brother Peter in
Moss Side. Like many a generation of young Irishmen
I came to the shores of England to seek work. This I
achieved initially as a fencer and later went on to ply
my trade a gas service layer and ultimately, a main
layer for Murphy’s. With the main challenge of finding
a job successfully overcome I was unsure what the
future would hold for my sporting and social life. One
chance meeting with Frank McCabe in Our Lady’s
Social club Moss Side soon sorted that. Frank was
solely responsible for my involvement in St. Brendan’s
GAA (and much of my social life thereafter)! Frank
was already a member of St. Brendan’s and
unbeknown to me had been tasked by Michael
Mangan to recruit new players. To give Frank his due
he sold the idea of playing Gaelic and hurling with
other young Irishmen to me in an instant. From there
on in, every Tuesday and Thursday, without fail, we
would meet at Whitworth Park to endure the training
sessions.
In 1963 I was delighted to have joined such a good
group of lads. I first met Pat Windle, a Kerryman, who
played at right full back as I played in the same
position on the left. Father Cribbon (Meath) was a
giant, formidable man in the middle who played in
front of our solid anchorman keeper Saemus Maloney
from Tipperary. Our defence was strong and full of
enthusiasm. Michael Hughes was a great success for
us playing on the right corner and Michael Mangan
was our vocal (and keen) manager.
If The Beatles thought that 1964 was a busy year for
them then it was nothing compared to mine. I married
Mary Martin in May and my big day coincided with
the start of St. Brendan’s winning ways. That year I
played in winning teams in both the league and the
championship. I have fond memories of beating John
Mitchell’s from Liverpool, 1-11 to 1-7 at the White
City Ground.
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Ann Murphy, the 1967 Manchester Rose of Tralee presents
the Lancashire Senior Cup to St. Brendan’s captain Patrick
Murphy. Ann later married Tom Killeen the St. Brendan’s
goalkeeper.

In the following year (1965) our successful manager
Michael Mangan was still leading the troops and I can
still recall the cold and wet Tuesday and Thursday
training sessions which by now had switched to
Broadhurst Park in Moston whereby our only source
of light was provided by street lamps. The seasons that
followed may not have been as decorative in terms of
trophies but it was great craic driving around
Lancashire with a great bunch of lads. It was certainly
handy having players who had works vans as they
often doubled up as changing rooms.
It wasn’t long before winning ways returned to the
club between 1966 and 1969 we were definitely the
team to beat. I was part of the sides that won the
Wolfe Tone Cup in 1966 and 1969 plus the Lancashire
Football Champions in 1967 and 1968. Personally, this
was a time of great pride for me as I had the privilege
of being captain of this great club at that time.
I have great memories of playing with this team,
travelling the length and breadth of the country and
enjoying the dances afterwards (usually celebrating).
Regrettably, my playing career came to a sudden end
in 1970 due to a cartilage operation. My focus merely
switched to the touchlines as an enthusiastic
substitute.
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My role within the club soon progressed like so many
other retired players to that of a “taxi driver” collecting
players from all over the North West. By this time
Mary and I had five children (Elizabeth, Patrick,
Maria, Peter and Paul) so my spare time was
somewhat limited. It was nice having three young lads
in my house, however, as it meant I could still get to
Hough End and watch the boys in maroon. All my
boys did me proud by following in my footsteps to
represent this great club. I do have a vague
recollection of turning up ready to enjoy watching my
eldest son Patrick play only to find out that they were
one man short. Somehow, at a “mature” 39 years of
age, I was persuaded to roll back the years and tog
out. Playing in the same team as Patrick Jnr made this
a memorable occasion for me. There must be
something in the Murphy blood as my grandson Ryan
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is the third generation of my family to play for St.
Brendan’s. Ryan has represented the under 10’s and
12’s.
I have always been proud of playing for St. Brendan’s.
It was not just a bunch of lads getting together to play
Gaelic to remind them of home. It ran deeper than
that. To the lads who travelled to England to find
work playing for St. Brendan’s provided friends and a
family. Friendships including Michael Mangan, Frank
McCabe, Tom and Ann Killeen, John Clifford and
Tadhg Meehan to name but a few. Such friends have
provided me with great memories which I will hold
dear for the rest of my life.

Packie pictured with son Patrick and Grandson Ryan
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I was getting ready to start my nurse training in April
1994, which I was looking forward to but I didn’t
realise how much I would enjoy the experience until I
started. It was my first experience of living in England
on my own and I was based in the North of England,
West Yorkshire in Leeds as a student nurse, this was
to be my home for the next three years and possibly
beyond depending on where work could be got.
Coming from the West of Ireland this was a huge
culture shock but one that I was ready to embrace and
meet head on, I had waited for the opportunity to train
as a psychiatric nurse for over 18 months and wanted
to fulfil my ambition.
It was during the month of September on a Monday
evening that I first came into contact with St.
Brendan’s GAA club in Manchester, Mick Conway,
Seamus Gray and John Broderick came down from
Manchester to meet up and talk with me over a cup of
tea. I had no idea this was going to happen but
nonetheless I was delighted with the opportunity to
play Gaelic football. The following Saturday evening
I made my way on the train from Leeds to Manchester
Piccadilly and Mick Conway met me and on we went
to his home.
The first match I played in 1994 on a Sunday morning
was a league game and we won it, we also went on that
autumn to win the Cannon Stritch and Wolf Tone
Cup, I still feel that particular team of 1994 should
have won more and was a match for any team either
side of the Atlantic on their day with all our players
available for selection.
It was to become a regular occurrence to often travel
to places like Liverpool and Birmingham, we also
often played in Halton Moor in Leeds but this was
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literally a walk away as the hospital, I trained in, St.
James’s was about twenty minutes walk away. We
won the Lancashire County Championship in 1996,
we had to travel to places as far North as Dumbarton
in Scotland to play a championship game to qualify
for the All Britain final which I was to miss, something
I still regret terribly owing to the fact I was a
groomsman on that day for a friend of mine in
Ballintubber, Co Mayo.
We lost out narrowly in 1997 to St. Peter’s after a
tense battle over two days involving two periods of
extra time, it was a game we should have won in
normal time on both days but it wasn’t to happen for
us. There were lots of other games played sometimes
– even midweek and where possible I always tried to
get there, the opportunity to play and stay in touch
was invaluable for me.
Fourteen years on since I came in contact with St.
Brendan’s GAA club, I have a lot of good memories
and trophies to look back on my playing time, which
I thoroughly enjoyed.
I want to take this opportunity to congratulate the
club on reaching its 50th anniversary and wish it well
for the future.
To the people who looked after me prior to match days
and on match days and there was always someone to
do this. I want to take this opportunity to thank each
and every one of them, their generosity knew no
bounds, every family I stayed with treated me as their
own and always went out of their way to make sure I
was looked after, this is something that will never leave
me. Families in particular like the Conways, the
Burkes, the Martins, the Maddens, the Brownes and
the Grays to mention but a few I have only happy
memories and good things to always say about these
people and their families. I look forward to staying in
touch and remaining abreast of all the good things St.
Brendan’s continues to do both for the Irish
communities living in England and immigrants who
settle in the area.
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Friends of St. Brendan’s , It’s my pleasure to reminisce
some of the great times I had with this great GAA
club. I first joined the club in August 1987. I was
introduced to the club by my good friend and fellow
county man Dermot Walsh. I’ll never forget the first
Thursday night that I attended training at Hough
End. It was cold, wet and windy and I was surprised
by the number of different accents of the players from
North to South , East to West of Ireland as well as the
Mancunians.

John and Anne Fitzpatrick, Teresa Quirke, Martina
Rowley and the Connor Family Sandra, Michelle,
Lizzy and Christopher.

I soon settled in at the club and got to know virtually
everyone, and to my surprise Dermot’s uncle Jack
Walsh was a founder member of the club. Sean Maye
RIP was also a fellow Sligo man and a club official, so
the scene was set for me to become an officer of the
club!

We had many successes from 1989-1991 during my
time as Chairman. The highlight for me was the
winning of the All Britain seven a side in 1989, which
was held in Birmingham. We had a great night in the
32 club after. Many great friends and people I met in
Manchester were introduced to me through St.
Brendan’s GAA club. A big thank you to St.
Brendan’s, the pleasure was all mine and on behalf of
my wife Anne, children Katie and Luke I wish to
congratulate St. Brendan’s on their 50th Anniversary.

I became Chairman of St. Brendan’s GAA club in
January 1988 and one of my first official duties was to
attend the St. Brendan’s Annual Dinner Dance which
was held at the Manor Hey Hotel in Urmston. I truly
can’t remember much from that night because I was so
nervous before my speech and was I relieved after it.
I had great coaching from the Mayo men of the club
Brendan Burke and Michael Conway for that night.
After the speech the rest of their advice went out the
window.

Toss The Feathers was one of Manchester’s top bands
at that time and we had many successful fund raising
events with them, not to mention the Borderline who
were also a great crowd puller for our fundraising
socials. A special mention for the late Brendan Forkan
RIP who was also a great St. Brendan’s supporter.

A Chara,
Luke O Connor

The officials that worked with me during my time as
chairman were Sean Maye RIP Treasurer, Una
Madden Secretary, Tadhg Meehan County Board
Representative, Seamus Grey, Jimmy McKnight and
Brendan Burke Selectors, Michael Hughes Senior
Team Manager and Chris Connolly was Underage
Manager.
Manchester was an exciting place to be during the late
eighties and early nineties, Irish Culture was alive and
happening. Lots of young second generation Irish
wanted to learn and experience their Irish heritage
through music, arts and sport. St. Brendan’s were very
fortunate at that time to have second generation Irish
lads and lassies who wanted to learn and play the great
game of Gaelic Football. Some of those I remember
were Aidan Rowley, Kieran Greene, Kevin Madden,
Luke pictured with Liam Harnan and Paddy Johnson at
the Dinner Dance in 1988
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When I boarded the plane for Manchester on 24th
September 1970, I thought I would be the only
Irishman in the city. How wrong I was. Seated on my
right that morning was none other than the former
Prime Minister of Northern Ireland, Mr. Brian
Faulkner. He didn’t speak much to me – nor I to him.
Instead he spent most of his time writing, using the
top of his briefcase for support. Not for him a laptop,
no that would come later. So too did St. Brendan’s and
a gentleman named Michael Mangan.
I was first introduced to him halfway through ‘De La
Salles’ annual seven-a-side tournament. I thought
there was nothing to the sevens except get the ball and
run like hell toward the opponent’s goal and kick. It
was not until I encountered a young man from Achill
Island, Brendan Burke, in later years, that I realized
there were actual tactics to this game. Brendan was a
magnificent footballer. He possessed an unerring left
foot which terrorized defences over the years. But
most of all, Brendan was an innovator. It was he who
invented ‘The Blanket Defence’ which was so loved
by Armagh and Tyrone some thirty years later.
Brendan used to advise us: ‘Funnel back and do not
concede a goal, break quick and give the ball to me
and Quinn and we will get a score.’ Simple enough
but I must say it seemed to work most of the time.
Anyway, Michael introduced himself and after the
usual niceties, asked me would I like to play for St.
Brendan’s. He went into persuasive mode and told me
what a great club they were. He told me I would be
traveling all over Britain and that I would be well fed
on these journeys. Michael gave me some time to think
about it and away he went. Not long after, John
Waterson, a well known Co. Down fiddler, and
Tommy Murphy (equally as well known but from
South Armagh) came to visit me. I was a very
impressionable youth at the time and I listened to the
praise that these two great orators heaped on me and
decided this was the club to play for.
I signed the necessary forms and attended a training
session at St Bernadette’s Church Hall on Princess
Parkway. The man in charge looked very big to me.
He spoke with a peculiar accent. He stood like a
colossus amongst us and shouted out his instructions.
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‘B-R-E-E-D from the diaphragm’. My God has this
man discovered a new method of conception I
thought. He repeated, ‘B-R-E-E-D from the
diaphragm’ and it was only then I realized that the ‘Big
Man’ from Cork was instructing us how to recover
from our exertions. Yes I had just met J.C., the mighty
John Clifford. His presence both on and off the field
was immense. John was the finest trainer and
motivator I have ever met in my football career. He
had a way of making players perform above their
potential. For years he regaled us with tales, songs and
Questions of Sport. I often sat opened mouth with
amazement at the depth of knowledge of this man. Did
he really know the answers to all those questions?
Well…
Michael Mangan was as good as his word. St.
Brendan’s were a great club – not always a great team.
We went to Leeds, as promised, in Michael’s Austin
Cambridge and then onto Nick’s Café where Mr.
Mangan appeared to be on first name terms with the
owner. ‘He is married to a Galway Girl’, he
announced, ‘I’ll have my usual – T Bone, chips, onions
and tea. Mr. Quinn will have the same.’ This definitely
was the place to be. Michael’s transport was not
always as luxurious. He once took me to St. Brendan’s
Club on the City Road on the back of his VW pickup.
It was there that I first met Kath but she rebuked me
for my drunkenness and it was only at a later date that
our love began to bloom. She had a brother called
Michael who was a wholesome footballer. It was not
advisable to get in his way. He was a man of strong
morals and an even stronger tackle. He once voted
against me in a two horse race for the captaincy of St.
Brendan’s – Some Brother-in-law! Manys a Saturday
I went to their home at Garswood Road and when I
enquired where Michael was, his mother, Teresa, in
her innocence would say, ‘Poor Michael is still in bed.
He got a bad burger from that auld van at the
Carousel.’ What? Every Friday night?
There were many characters at St. Brendan’s at this
time. One such was a young Kerry man named
Brendan Carroll, Stack to his friends. He reminded
me of the stereotypical Mexican bandit. Jet black hair,
drooping moustache, sideburns and a dark
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Mediterranean complexion. I met him at last year’s All
Ireland final. He looked exactly as I remembered him
all those years ago. Brendan still looks as young as
ever and he told me that he has been living back in
Kerry since Christmas 1975. He kept going on about
the Kerry nine-in-a-row. I later discovered that this
was Ladies’ Football at the time when only three
teams took part in the championship. Colm Coyne was
also at that All Ireland last year. His beloved Galway
won the minors and his brother Padraig was assistant
manager. Colm was a majestic midfielder and a superb
all round footballer. More importantly he was an
equally decent person. Brendan, Colm, Kath and I
used to visit the Ardri on Wednesday nights where we
introduced ourselves to ‘Hot Brandy’ at 25p a shot.
How times have changed.
A legendary figure throughout the 70s AND 80 s was
the great warrior from Westmeath. He is of course the
great Jimmy McKnight. Jimmy was in Dublin at
Tyrone vs Kerry match attached to the end of his
favourite camera. He spent quite a while taking photos
of the great and the good and he had one taken with
the great Down forward, Paddy Doherty. Paddy told
me later that he was delighted to have his photo taken
with such a distinguished figure as Jimmy.
When I joined St. Brendan’s, Jimmy reigned supreme.
He was a tough, uncompromising character but
always fair. He was a great source of inspiration to
those around him especially the young guys who were
coming from Ireland
When counsel was needed off the field, there was
always the little bearded man from Co. Galway, Chris
Connolly. Chris was equally adept at both hurling and
football but his real strength was his experience of
fiscal matters .Chris was always willing to impart his
knowledge to those who were interested. When we
used to meet in ‘The Prince of Wales’ in the early
seventies Chris would hand down words of advice
“put a little away each week in the post office” Chris
obviously followed this advice well and good luck to
him. I just wish I had listened more carefully. There
were two other Down men at that time, Sean White
and Brendan Hamill. Sean played in goals and was a
model of consistency. Of course, he had a distinct
advantage over most of us – he did not play with a
hangover!
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Brendan joined the club in the wake of a successful
campaign with the Down Minor team. Brendan’s time
clock was slightly misaligned. He spent all day in bed
and most of the night awake. Like Brendan Burke, he
too was a great innovator – introducing daily washing
of the scalp some fifty years before it became the
norm. Brendan was well known for his drole sense of
humour. In a game against Oisin’s, Brendan appeared
to be playing a very deep role for the team. When I
asked at half time why he was so far back, he replied,
‘McTiernan (a very combatant player) told me if I
crossed the 50 yard line he would break my two legs.
I looked in his eyes and decided he might just be
telling the truth.’
There were two other characters in that era, the
Murphy brothers Tommy and Michael. They were not
only team mates but good friends of mine. They were
fearless both on and off the field. Many a night we had
in the Princess of Wales, taking taxi rides home to
Crumpsall and often gaining unfair pecuniary
advantage over the unsuspecting drivers. Good days
never to be forgotten.
John Waterson also hailed from Co. Down. A brilliant
citog, a shoulder as hard as teak – a supreme defender.
John would kid and cajole the best out of those
around him – and not bad on the fiddle either. He
represented Down at all levels and was deprived of an
All Ireland senior medal in 1968 he was sidelined with
a serious knee injury.
I hadn’t been long at St. Brendan’s when I was
introduced to Tadhg Meehan. He appeared at training
one night at Hough End, dressed immaculately as ever
and he has been there or there abouts ever since.
Tadhg has been one of the great administrators of the
GAA and his involvement is still ongoing. He was the
legal brains of the club – fighting cases for the club
and fighting the indiscretion of others. He always
showed a healthy success rate. He still provides for
members and ex-members when the occasion
demands.
When I joined St. Brendan’s I met a quiet shy young
man from Donegal. He told me he was working for
Michael Mangan as a labourer. He introduced himself
as P J McGowan from Ballybofey. PJ played with us
for a number of years before joining De La Salle
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College as a student. It was from here that he
developed his love of coaching and he went on to
achieve great success in that field. By 1987 PJ had led
Donegal U21 to All-Ireland victory. In1993 he
was elevated to senior manager a position he held
until 1997.
He is a highly respected coach throughout Ireland and
a lot of his ideas and drills were incorporated into the
GAA coaching manual which was produced in the mid
nineties.
Indeed PJ’s love of sport was not restricted to the
GAA field .His handling and kicking skills stood out
like a beacon on the Rugby fields as he lined out with
De La Salle. He later pursued a more leisurely life on
the golf courses of Donegal and he had the distinction
of captaining his local golf club Ballybofey .PJ was an
active and skilled administrator and rose to the
position of vice-chairman of the Donegal county board
as well as holding various positions on the Ulster
council. Not a bad CV for that shy young man that I
met all those years ago.
I don’t have any recollection of this young man playing
for St. Brendan’s. Perhaps he was Jimmy McKnight’s
minder back in the 70s. Whatever his role he was at
every match, regardless of venue, urging and advising
the team to greater efforts. Every year he makes the
pilgrimage to Dublin for the All Ireland final. He
spends a great deal of his time reminiscing about great
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boxing occasions with fellow Co. Down man Larry
Shepherd. I think Jimmy Fitzsimmons should be
given a lifetime achievement award as the most
dedicated supporter that St. Brendan’s ever had.
A star real for St. Brendan’s throughout the seventies
was Pat Conway from Tipperary. Pat was a quiet man
by nature but he let his football do the talking on the
field. He was renowned for his spectacular leaps and
his pinpoint accuracy. His real quality on the field was
his ability to pick out a teammate with a thirty or forty
yard pass. He later joined St. Kent’s where he became
a feared and respected opponent. His recent passing
came as a great shock to all. Everyone has lost a great
and trusted friend.
There were many more characters associated with St.
Brendan’s but many of these came at a later stage in
the clubs development. The people mentioned above
represent only a small group of the characters that I
invested in when I left my mother and family all those
years ago. Michael Mangan was right. It was a great
club and a great bunch of men and women—all still
good friends of mine.
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I joined St. Brendan’s GAA in May 1985. The first
man to approach me was Michael Hughes down at
Turn Moss on a Tuesday evening. He took me to a
match the following weekend and I was impressed
with what I saw so I signed up. I played for ten years
and had some great moments. The one moment that
sticks out in my mind was the B&I Seven A side
competition in Birmingham in 1989, when we played
our local rivals St. Peter’s in the final. The final score
line was 1-12 to 1-10. The sports days were also great
fun particularly the tug-o-war. I met so many
dedicated GAA men in my time with St. Brendan’s
GAA and people who helped me in my early years in
Manchester.
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I would like to take this opportunity to wish St.
Brendan’s GAA every success in the future and thanks
for those wonderful years 1985-1995.

Go raibh mile maith agaibh go leir.
Dermot Walsh

St. Brendan’s was the club that two uncles of mine
along with others, formed so many years ago. I still
play football and hurling with my own club
Tourlestrane in Co. Sligo. I took up that “Dreaded”
job of refereeing four years ago. I referee at all levels
of football, hurling and even ladies football.
Dermot at his best soloing the ball
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When I was asked to write about my involvement with
St. Brendan’s GAA Club in Manchester which was
founded fifty years ago, I was told to keep it short and
simple. Well the first thing, it reminded me was, that
I was getting old. Fifty years is a long time to
remember but I can well recall going to St. Brendan’s
Social Club on City Road every weekend to the
dances. It was there that Kevin Kilcoyne and myself
met that great man from Co. Roscommon, Michael
Mangan and it was his wish with our help to start a
football club called St. Brendan’s. Michael was the
driving force behind the foundation of this great club
today. Getting to know players wasn’t too easy as most
of them were playing with the other clubs around
Manchester, so we targeted the local Sunday masses in
search for new players. Most young people coming
over were interested as there was always a great sense
of their identity through being involved with the GAA.
After about five months with the club my work took
me from Manchester to London and I was to leave. I
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kept in touch with the club and came back to
Manchester at various times to find great progression
had taken place. I was delighted that some 20 years
later my nephew Dermot Walsh played for and
captioned St. Brendan’s where he won many
Championship titles. I would like to thank the club for
having my wife Margaret and Myself over as guests of
honour at their annual dinner dance in 1990. I was
more delighted when we came over in 1999 to
celebrate the 40th year of St. Brendan’s GAA. Finally
I would like to wish St. Brendan’s GAA many more
years of success.
John Francis Walsh, Tobercurry Co. Sligo.

Pictured with Michael Mangan and Kevin Kilcoyne at
40th anniversary of club in 1999
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When I think of the three years I spent in England,
one thing always springs to mind – St. Brendan’s
Gaelic Football club. Despite being back home in
Ireland for ten years, my memories are still vivid and
bring a smile to my face.
How could I forget the many good people I met
during the three years I spent exiled in England. The
name of the person who introduced me to the club was
Damian Clerkin, a good friend from Fermanagh. I can
remember my debut clearly. It was a Saturday
afternoon and it was my first time at the infamous
Hough End. I can recall looking for the changing
rooms but they were nowhere to be seen. The jerseys
were given out by a Galway man and I was named
corner forward. All of a sudden I heard someone shout
‘McConnell’. I looked around and it was an old school
friend, Dermot McAnenley. When you are away from
home friends are important to you and over the next
few years Dermot and I built up a great friendship
which we still have to this day.
St. Brendan’s contained men from all over Ireland. I
was working in Stoke and my weekends centred
around Manchester and St. Brendan’s. How could I
recall St. Brendan’s and not mention two individuals
who played alongside us. Two Armagh men, Dermot
O’Neill and Niall McGee. Again a smile returns to my
face. Two modern day legends in my eyes.
One clear memory of playing Gaelic for St. Brendan’s
was the number of one off cup finals we were involved
in memory of so many people. When I told people
back home of this they asked to see the medals won
but I can’t recall getting any, it was a cup and an
excuse to go to the pub to celebrate. Team morale was
not a problem — ha, ha.
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all the way form Ireland and not show him some real
Manchester hospitality. It was decided to go for a
quiet drink. Just as we were leaving the house the
phone rang. It was the manager Brendan Burke, a
Mayo man who was checking up on us. In typical
South Armagh brogue Big Dermot assured him that
we were all watching a video. One drink turned into
another and next thing we were all in a Manchester
nightclub. Of course I wanted to go home early but
being the only teetotaller my voice was shot down. We
ended up at a house party and we returned at 6am to
Dermot’s house, where we all struggled to bed. All of
a sudden it was time to go to the match. Heads were
sore and as we entered the dressing room Brendan
immediately sensed the delicate heads and looked at
wee McGee. He replied, it wasn’t my idea. The whole
changing room burst into laughter. Needless to say we
got beat and then proceeded to the pub to recall the
previous night’s excursions.
St. Brendan’s wasn’t just about playing football. It
involved meeting people and developing friendships.
Dinner dances, St. Patrick’s Day floats were all part of
our life at St. Brendan’s. No words can describe what
St. Brendan’s meant to me during my time in England.
When I received a text from Dermot that St.
Brendan’s were making a club history and if I would
write a few words, I was honoured. To finish off I
would like to thank St. Brendan’s for the impact it had
on me while I was there. Many people were
encountered whilst there and friends were made for
life. Nobody realises how important it is to have
something close to you while you are so far away from
home and for me that something was St. Brendan’s.
Despite being away for ten years it seems like
yesterday that these memories occurred. Thanks a lot.

I can recall one particular Championship weekend.
We were playing Oisin’s on the Sunday in the semi
final. We trained on the Saturday afternoon and after
training the team all promised to go home and prepare
for the game. The two Armagh boys had invited a
‘guest’ player form South Armagh to play in the game.
As we sat in Dermot’s house, it was suggested by
Dermot McAnenley that we couldn’t bring this man
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I joined St. Brendan’s in 2000 shortly after moving to
Manchester. Like many a player before me, I was
recruited to the cause by Michael Mangan. I was
working as a vet in Moston at the time, when Michael
walked in with a patient and within about two minutes
had tried to sign me up. I tried protesting that I was
unfit, hadn’t played football in about 10 years (and in
truth had been pretty hopeless at it even then),
couldn’t see more than five yards without glasses, and
didn’t even own a pair of boots. However as anyone
who ever dealt with Michael will testify, he is a master
of gentle persuasion and doesn’t take no for an answer.
As far as Michael was concerned, ability was
irrelevant (luckily in my case!) – anyone interested in
kicking ball, or even just getting involved in the Irish
social scene had a place in St. Brendan’s. So somewhat
reluctantly and against all my better judgement, I
agreed to turn up at Hough End and tog out. In
hindsight I am extremely grateful to Michael for his
persuasiveness, because it led to a lot of fun, some
good friends and great memories over the following
few years.

the sideline. As away games were always the toughest
to get lads out to, they were the ones I was usually
called on for, and they were ones I tend to remember
the best. Playing in Liverpool on a baking hot sunny
day with a rock hard pitch and a very bad hangover.
A game on a tiny pitch in Huddersfield where even
my feeble kicks from corner-back landed at the half
way line. Trying to drag Quinnie out from under a
mound of angry players in a game in the pouring rain
in Leeds. Not too many memories of famous victories
but good memories all the same.

I can still remember my grand debut for the club
against Leeds in the Lancashire-Yorkshire League at
Hough End. I arrived twenty minutes early all keen
and raring to go with my shiny new boots and newly
acquired contact lenses. By the time the game started
three quarters of an hour late, St. Brendan’s had still
only mustered up a bare fifteen players so I was
immediately thrust into the action. After about twenty
minutes of play (and not disgracing myself I thought),
the real players finally turned up on the sideline and I
was hauled off. This proved to be something of a sign
of things to come for the rest of my less than illustrious
playing career. For the next three years I became the
one to fall back on – the fifteenth man on the teamsheet when only fifteen showed up. This was mainly
due the fact that I never quite mastered the art of
turning up late enough. No matter how late I left it in
the hope the game would have started before I arrived,
I always managed to turn up just as we were about to
start with fourteen. If sixteen players showed up,
myself and Damien Kerr would toss a coin to decide
who had to play – whoever won got to keep warm on

That’s not to say we were completely without success
during my time with the club. In 2002 we managed
the Junior League and Championship double. It may
not rank with the greatest successes in the history of
St. Brendan’s, but as someone who hadn’t won a
medal of any description since the age of twelve, I was
extremely proud have some piece of silverware to
show off.
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Unfortunately my time playing with the club did not
coincide with a period of great success for the club. It
was disappointing at the time that the club could not
reach the lofty heights of the past. However these
things tend to be cyclical – every club has periods of
great success and occasionally long years of famine.
These drought years just makes success all the sweeter
when it arrives. And I certainly look forward to
celebrating from afar when St. Brendan’s reach the
top table again.

It quickly became apparent that there was a whole
other side to the GAA in Lancashire off the pitch, and
Michael being Michael he managed to drag me into
the administration side of the game both with St.
Brendan’s and at County Board level. In particular I
got involved with Juvenile coaching and
administration. The one thing I look back on with
most satisfaction is that I helped in some small way to
introduce Gaelic Football to children who otherwise
might not have had the opportunity to play the game.
As part of the Juvenile county board we re-introduced
the Under-12 and Under-14 competitions which had
not been played for a long number of years and in
which St. Brendan’s had immediate success. I would
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hope that in years to come, even a small number of
them might continue to play the game and become
stars of the club.
However the GAA and St. Brendan’s in particular, is
more than just about football. It’s about making
friends and having the craic. It’s about being proud of
where you are from and where you belong to. And I
certainly made a lot of friends through St. Brendan’s
and I have a lot of great memories off the football pitch
that will stay with me long after the football and the
medals are forgotten. Before I joined St. Brendan’s, I
had never got involved in the Irish scene in England
despite having lived there for four years. But I was
extremely proud to represent St. Brendan’s as I
walked through the streets of Manchester in the St.
Patrick’s Day parade. I will never forget the mad few
weeks leading up to the annual dinner dance to make
sure everything was going to be alright on the night,
and particularly the long, long nights spent printing
up the booklets, a job which I always ended up being
roped into no matter how much I tried to avoid it. I
remember being delighted that a handful of club
members made the effort to come over to Ireland to
attend my wedding in 2002 (and I very vaguely
remember the night out in Bolton the week before it).
In particular I remember the great send off which the
club gave my wife Cora and I at the dinner dance in
2003 shortly before we left Manchester for good. It
was sad to leave so many good friends behind but we
were both so grateful for all the friends we had made
and all the great times we had.
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There are also memories of sadder occasions –
funerals of deceased former members of the club, a
trip to Boherbue to mark the anniversary of Gerald
Linehan. However as sad as these occasions were,
they also showed the true strength of the club. They
showed that the club represents a community of
friends in the heart of Manchester and that in bad
times as well as good, friends rally round and support
each other.
I am certainly very proud to have been a very tiny part
of the history of this great club and am very proud
have counted its members as my friends. I
congratulate the club and its members on reaching
fifty years and wish the club all the best for the next
fifty years.
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It was during the summer months in 1987, when I
think my parents prayers were answered, not only had
I nearly bankrupt my parents with the amount of
fences they had to replace which I had broken as I
constantly kicked a football as hard as I could against
the neighbours fence. With my worst offence being,
kicking the ball that hard when my neighbours were
having new windows fitted, “I tell you what sort of
window fitter in the right mind would leave new
windows ready for fitting up against a fence. Well my
next door neighbour did, only to have the little red
head next door,” that little red head would be me
Jacqueline McTiernan” yet again kick that ball as
hard as I could to the sound of the most almighty crash
as the window’s were smashed. How my mum talked
her way out of that one I will never know. So where
else would my parents Mayo born Angela McTiernan
nee Garvey and Leitrim born John McTiernan take
their family on a Sunday but Hough end, well it was
a cheap day out only the price of an ice cream and as
my mother would say “I couldn’t smash any windows
or fences there.”
It was during this summer when another trip to
Hough End with my family to watch the maroon and
white of St Brendan’s changed the face of Gaelic
football in Manchester forever. It was on that Sunday
I was approached by Chris Connelly who informed
me that St. Brendan’s had been thinking of starting a
ladies team, With this I jumped for joy and aged 11
years old I joined the line up that had been gathered
through friends and family of our close Irish
community. I was years younger than the rest of the
team but that didn’t make a difference I became part
of the team immediately with rest of the team taking
me under their wings. The team morale and
relationships the girls had together was fantastic the
laughter was infectious especially on the coach trips
to Birmingham where it was non stop singing on the
journey there and back.
In goals stood Jacqueline McTiernan, Evelyn
Casserly, Theresa Quirk, Ann Connors, Lizzy
Connors, Michele Connors, Rachel Taffe, Tracey
O’Mahony, Helena McSharrey,
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Margaret Mary Bruen, Mary Margaret Bruen,
Denise Johnson, Ann Fitzpatrick, Ann Marie Varley,
Mary Regan, Martina Casserly, Samantha Diskin,
Jackie Moran,
During the summer months every Tuesday evening at
7pm you could not mistake the training sessions of
these women, I think there was more shouting and
swearing going on in our training sessions than you
would get at any football match. Talking about
shouting there are great memories of the many scraps
and fights as emotions ran high when playing our
rivals Emerald Gaels and St. Lawrence’s. I tell you a
woman not to be messed with was Ann Connors you
would know she had two brothers, as she had the best
right hook I’ve ever seen outside a boxing ring.
Looking back I feel sorry for poor Chris Connolly
who would let us train during the winter at St.
Thomas Aquina’s school where he was the caretaker,
who had to put up with some awful exchanges of
words from myself and some of the other girls on the
side line. I am glad to say that off the football pitch
Chris and I have been great friends over the years and
know what happens on the pitch stays on the pitch.
St. Brendan’s Ladies team had a great number of gifted
and skilled players. I believe the skill and passion of
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Gaelic football is something you are born with rather
than something you are taught. I remember watching
in amazement as Tracey O’Mahony took a free kick
from the 50 yard line and scoring in her bare feet. That
I will never forget. What can I say about Ann
Fitzpatrick apart from captain marvellous who was
definitely the mother hen of the team always keeping
everyone in line. As I was such a young girl Ann
Fitzpatrick was definitely the player I most looked up
to on the team she had a great presence on the pitch
and was a player you would love to have standing in
front of you from the goal line, a strong reliable full
back that you would trust to clear the ball, who also
scored her fair share of points and goals. Rachael Taff
and Ann Connors could both hold there own in
midfield and could solo run the ball from one end of
the pitch to the other and place the ball in the back of
the net. Little Lizzy Connors was small but dangerous
upfront who could give her opponents the run-around.
Even though I have only mentioned a few players
every person on the team contributed immensely,
always giving 100% to the team. I was placed in goal
as I was so young and what an advantage that decision
would be for me in the years to come as I had found
my comfort zone, I loved playing in goal and I wasn’t
scared and felt I could handle anything that came
towards me. With this resulting in me having two
successful seasons playing in goal for Manchester
United ladies. The only down side to this was the
training sessions were on the same days and matches
were both on Sundays. I was finding it increasingly
difficult to balance both teams so a decision was made
and my decision was to say goodbye to Manchester
United and stay with St. Brendan’s.
Matches were scheduled to be played at 1pm on
Sundays, yet the games would never start till about
3pm. What the landlord and landlady of the Princess
pub ever thought of us I would not like to ask, hoards
of women dressed in football kits constantly clanking
across there wooden floors in dirty football boots
leaving mud all over the floor, you could see the trail
from the door through to the toilets. The Esso garage
across the road loved us as there takings would
increase every Sunday and Tuesday as after clanking
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across the Princess pub we used to clank down to the
garage to stock up on drinks sweats and crisps our
supply of goodies to eat while we watched the seniors
play or watch Kevin Maddens Dog eat the bark of the
trees (I bet a few people will remember that.)
Although St. Brendan’s ladies team did not win any
successful championships the ladies were a proud part
of St. Brendan’s club being included in the annual
dinner dances with 3 footballers of the year awards
taking place at the annual dinner dance along side the
rest of the club. The players were in 1989 Tracey
O’Mahoney, 1990 Ann Fitzpatrick and in 1991 myself
Jacqueline McTiernan.
So why did it all end? Well the team was young and
University and careers all of a sudden seemed to
separate the team with many players moving away to
University to start there careers and marriage and
family being inevitable. Sadly the team folded and is
yet to be re started.
However even though St. Brendan’s ladies team
folded my involvement with the club had not. I was
still playing for St. Brendan’s. Believe it or not my
father John McTiernan had been a approached by the
club for his permission for me to play with the boys in
goals, which I was delighted about. Looking back
mum used to be out of her mind with worry for me
before I left the house she would nearly drowned me
with the holy water and always say “stay well away
from that ball” Looking back as a youngster I had no
fear of anything, or anyone even though I had my little
routine every game, I would feel nervous walking up
to the goal as soon as I got there I would jump up
touch the cross bar and bless myself then I was ready
for anything. It would have been so easy for the boys
to give me a hard time or make it difficult for me to fit
in but the one thing I found so amazing about playing
with the boys was the protectiveness each and every
one of those lads had for me. I played with the boys at
under 12, under 14, under 16, under 18 under 21 and
juniors they were like brothers and really looked after
me. I don’t think you will ever again find a team or
group of lads like them. We had great success winning
the 1991 under 16 Lancashire championship, under
18 league and championship in 1992 and under 18
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championship in 1994. One of my favourite memories
was when we visited my Dad’s home town of
Ballyfarnon in county Roscommon to play St.
Ronan’s, we travelled by coach on the ferry from
Holyhead to a wonderful reception when we arrived
with myself being team captain for the trip. My
favourite all time memory was playing for St.
Brendan’s on the same Junior team as my Dad
playing against John Mitchell’s in Liverpool. A full
bottle of holy water was used that day as mum had the
two of us to bless.
As time went by I left school and went to college
studying A level sport’s studies and child development.
I was also attending Manchester Metropolitan
University and studied a course in coaching football to
children. I was thrilled to be asked to coach the boys
under 10 team. I loved it. They were all so small and
like babies to me. I would start each training session
off differently, making it interesting for them. I would
let them pick a song that we could all sing together
whilst running and I wanted to make sure the weaker
players were just as involved as the good players. We
have all seen how training sessions work, you choose
two players one on the left one on the right then they
in turn pick their team and you can be sure the same
players are picked first and the weaker players are
always left till last. Not on my team! I would get them
to line up one week with the oldest first and the
youngest last. Another line up would be the month
their birthday fell on, the date in the month their
birthday was, smallest first and tallest last which
would change all the time as they were growing so
fast, The kids loved it as they were all equal on the
team. There was a different captain every week and
was picked fair depending on who’s birthday it was
that week. That way every child knew they would get
to be captain on their birthday week. Soon there were
news boys coming every week and eventually I had
enough players for two teams. All I wanted for these
children was for them to have fun and enjoy the game.
I wanted each of them to feel they were an important
part of a team which I hope they did.
My time table was very busy I was coaching the under
10 team from 6pm till 7pm on a Tuesday. I would
finish training the under 10 team and then train with
the under 18 team from 7pm till 8pm. Emerald Gaels
ladies team asked me to join them in goals so I trained
Page 156
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again on a Thursday night. The Under 10 matches
were played on a Saturday afternoon and under 18
and Emerald Gaels matches were played on a Sunday.
In between all this I would have training for
Lancashire ladies team which I won two All Britain
championships. In 1994 we travelled to Donegal but
were unsuccessful, the following year in September
1995 I travelled with Lancashire ladies again to Cork
for a second All Ireland semi-final. I saved a ball but
had a bad fall which resulted in John Flanagan taking
me to hospital with a broken collar bone. That was me
out of action for the winter months and unbeknown
to me my last game. It was the first time my mum had
not blessed me with the holy water.
That same September we had new neighbours moved
in next door to my parents who had a son the same
age as me called Ray Corps, as I was not playing
football I had a lot of spare time on my hands and we
started dating. I continued to train once my collar
bone had healed but on 17th March 1996 what was
thought to be appendicitis turned out to be something
more sinister and finished my football career. I was
diagnosed with Crohn’s disease shortly after my
appendix had been removed and spent a considerable
time in hospital. The fences next door were finally
taken down in the summer of 1999 not because I
broke them but because the celebrations and parties
started in preparation for the wedding. I married Ray
on the 28th August 1999 and shortly after I had
extensive bowel surgery. I decided to turn my Crohn’s
disease around and use my own experience of being
ill and in hospital into a positive career. I applied for a
degree in nursing 4 months after my surgery and was
accepted on the course which I completed and passed
with flying colours. Where I now work on a
gastrointestinal surgical ward working with patients
who are going through what I went through, making
it the most worth while job I could have ever have
done. On the 3rd of April 2005 to our amazement we
were blessed with a little daughter Jessica who was
the first baby born after pope John Paul died. I had a
wonderful youth with St. Brendan’s and amazing
memories that will always stay with me, even though
I only played for 8 years I will always be proud of my
achievements in the club. All I can say is Thank you
St. Brendan’s for those happy years.
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Warning! The following memories are open to
question and the author accepts no responsibility for
the accuracy of the details!
I left Teacher Training College in Middleton in 1967,
as a naïve bright eyed young teacher. I don’t
remember how I got involved with St. Brendan’s.
Maybe it was a late night visit from Michael Mangan
or was it Sean Carolan, a talented midfielder who
served with distinction, when shift work didn’t
interfere, and with whom I shared a flat in Lower
Broughton. The keys stayed in the inside of the door
for two years! How times have changed.
My earliest memories were of names like Jimmy
McKnight, the Byrne brothers, Stack and Noel
Hickey who I played with in defence or should I say
covered for me in defence, and John Clifford, a feared
midfielder! Maybe some names were not real to
enable some to play back home.
As the team improved, by snapping up the latest
emigrant to arrive anywhere in England, we travelled
afar, it seems then to Birmingham, playing John
Mitchell’s, though not always successfully and to
Liverpool where we ended up in the Irish Centre with
Tommy Walsh. But the trip I will always remember
was to the newly opened Irish Centre in Leeds, to pick
up medals. We left Manchester with sufficient
transport but after breakdowns on the M62 we
reached Leeds in one car – yes Tadhg Meehan’s.
Fortunately an unbiased Leeds man returned some of
us in the early hours.
I was persuaded to act as trainer for a few weeks! I
was also secretary for a while – just because I went to
College, it was assumed I could do these jobs.
Games I remember! It’s a blur. Well two games spring
to mind, - oh it was a long time ago! We had a second
team for the oldies. We played against people like Joe
Cahill. I marked him very well that day – more illegal
than legal was my impression. He was good but I felt
good after that game. In another seconds game we
were cruising after a great first half display, 4 or 5
goals ahead! We couldn’t loose. But I didn’t have the
sense as goalie to slow the game and I fluffed a few

catches in the box and to my shame we got beat.
Yes, you noticed as I got older the further back I
played ending up in goals for the second team, or was
it the thirds? – is it any wonder I faded away?
An offshoot of the Gaelic was the formation of a soccer
team which was very successful. But there were rows
when Sunday morning soccer affected the afternoon
schedule of the Gaelic games. We won a Manchester
Evening News Trophy! It must have been before the
ban was lifted. My soccer career as goalkeeper ended
one very cold Sunday Morning in Rochdale when
after the match I was unable to unlace my boots and
only managed to get into the shower when all others
had left! The pain of the cold in my fingers is
accompanied by a single memory of saving a penalty
on another occasion! Which memory will last the
longest.
I usually took two of my boys to Hough End on
Sunday. The eldest told me recently about his
memories. His first memory was a ferret running
across the pitch followed closely by a spectator. He
emptied a wire rubbish bin to capture the obviously
frightened animal – an English Ferret had not seen
Gaelic Football before, obviously! His other memory
was of inheriting my St. Brendan’s shirt. While
playing Rugby in Burnley an opponent held on too
long and tore the garment, thereby ending all
connections with St. Brendan’s and infuriating him so
much that a struggle ensued.
Anyway I enjoyed my mediocre football career. It was
the best of times and the worst of times. As other faces
and memories flash past as I write, I am so grateful to
be able to contribute to the Golden Anniversary
celebrations and appreciate the opportunity to
reminisce.
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Fergus Burke first burst onto the St. Brendan’s scene
at four years old in 1978 as a ball boy at Hough End.
Even at that young age he was a master at following
his fathers instructions: “If Brendan’s were playing
with the wind then run like mad for the ball when it
goes off the pitch. If we are playing against the wind
then take your time!!” It can’t have been easy being
called Burke and playing for St. Brendan’s as
comparisons to one of the clubs greatest ever players
and servants will inevitably be made. Yet Fergus,
particularly, in his minor years did much to emulate
his fathers success during his days in maroon and
white.
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He played in two All-Britain under 14 finals only to
lose marginally to teams from London in the finals.
Fergus made his senior debut at just 15 and only the
Canon Stritch eluded him throughout his time with
the club. In 1996 he was on the team that won the
Lancashire Championship beating St. Peter’s in a hard
fought final and saw his side home that day by scoring
the winning point. Fergus’s time with St. Brendan’s
ended at just 18 when he had to make a choice
between the club and Manchester United. United’s
gain was certainly our loss but we should pay tribute
to one of the most exciting talents that has ever
emerged through the St. Brendan’s youth system.

Remarkably, Fergus made his debut for the Under 10
team at just seven years old. Jimmy McKnight
brought him on as a substitute and it wasn’t long
before he was involved. As he raced into the box the
keeper hammered the ball away with an almighty kick
only for it to smack Fergus square on in the face and
rebound into the net. With Fergus flat out on the
ground the jubilant Jimmy McKnight ran onto the
pitch with a cold sponge and awoke young Fergus
with the words, “Great goal young Burke. Your father
could never score them like that!”
In the years to follow Fergus went on to win
Championships at under 10, 12 and 14 and
represented the club as captain for most of those years.
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I came to England in 1960 from my home in County
Down. I wasn’t here long before Michael Mangan and
Kevin Kilcoyne came knocking on my door. They said
they had started a new Gaelic club called St.
Brendan’s and invited me to training. I played in the
forwards for two years (1960-61) and lucky enough I
was lively on my feet as some of the tackling in those
days could be pretty brutal (all within the rules I
might add).
I found myself working long hours and as the club
began to attract quality players I found it harder and
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harder to command a place and eventually stopped
playing. I never lost my love of the GAA and Michael
Mangan was a great source of information over the
years. With Michael and Radio Eireann I was always
in touch.
I didn’t realise that when the McCarten brothers and
Paddy Doherty were making history by being the first
team to bring the Sam Maguire over the border to my
beloved Down in 1961 that I too was making my own
piece of history as a pioneer of St. Brendan’s.
God Bless You
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To commemorate centenary year in 1984, St.
Brendan’s decided to go on a tour to Ireland. After
much debate and several half baked ideas an itinerary
was finally agreed. The main tour party was based at
the Imperial Hotel in Tuam with the rest of the group
staying with family and friends in the west of Ireland.
Games were scheduled to be played against Milltown
Bridge, Galway on Easter Saturday, Western Gaels,
Roscommon on Easter Sunday, and Ballymore
Shamrocks, Westmeath on Easter Monday.
On Good Friday almost fifty players and followers set
sail for Ireland. After consuming vast quantities of the
black stuff and indulging in several bouts of
horrendously bad singing a very exuberant but hung
over tour party arrived in Tuam. It was then the
proper session started. This only ended at four a.m.
with the threat of eviction from the hotel.
Unsurprisingly Liam McErlean and Michael
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Flanagan were at the centre of most of the
shenanigans.
On Saturday a very decrepit bunch of players lined
out against Milltown. This is the club of former player
Colm Coyne. Padraic Coyne, Colms’ brother was
captain of the club and the Galway goalkeeper at the
time. A very dour match ensued which St. Brendan’s
lost, 1-9 to 1-8. On the Saturday evening everybody
went their own way with family and friends. Those
staying in Tuam were again threatened with eviction
after getting too boisterous with a team from Dublin.
On Sunday the team met in Frenchpark. Most of the
players had a reasonable nights sleep and after most
attended Church in the morning a surprisingly fresh
and fit St. Brendan’s took the field against Western
Gaels. At the time Western Gaels were a developing
Intermediate team whose star player was Michael
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Finneran. He starred for Roscommon on their run to
the 1980 All-Ireland final, but he struggled against the
over robust Paidi O’ Shea in the final. This club has
provided St. Brendan’s with such players as Gerry and
Noel Beirne, Kevin and Niall Murray and Pat Grady.
On that fine Sunday afternoon St. Brendan’s
produced one of their greatest displays ever. With
Michael Conway “Lording it” at midfield and the
three Roscommon men playing as if they had a point
to prove they beat Western Gaels By 2-17 to 0-9.
Vinny Gilraine scored five awesome points from
distance. Gerry Beirne excelled at right-half back and
scored two points, but Noel Beirne was the star, he
kept Mickey Finneran scoreless from play and even
scored a late point.
At the end of the match both teams went back to the
village hall where they and their followers were
treated to a tremendous meal. Most of the players had
over indulged in the amber nectar and not partaken
of much food, so following the match it was an
absolutely ravenous set of players that sat down to
table. Never before in Frenchpark had such a vast
quantity of food been devoured with such relish and
alacrity. All the turkey frames were stripped clean and
all “leftovers” consumed. The poor village dogs got
nowt. Following the presentations, St. Brendan’s were
asked to give some of their trade to the Chariot
Lounge pub. The proprietor of this pub had recently
been bereaved by the death of his very young wife and
had been left with two children to care for. In true
charitable fashion St. Brendan’s drank the pub dry
and even polished off the two barrels of Guinness
borrowed from another pub. This turned out to be a
memorable “session”. The second generation Irish
entertained the locals with repeated renditions of the
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Man Utd. football songs especially the lewd crude and
rude versions. An attempt was made to drink
everything on the top shelf. The writer cannot say if
this was successful as before the end he had descended
into a state of blissful oblivion. It was a very sorrowful
tour party that headed for Ballymore on the Monday.
A special mention should be made of the coach driver.
He waited for everybody without much complaint,
transported various groups to discos in Ballyhaunis
and Roscommon and still managed to deliver everyone
to Ballymore in reasonable time.
With the help of three players from Western Gaels
the most pitiful St. Brendan’s team ever seen crawled
onto the pitch in Ballymore, the home town of the one
and only James McKnight. Under no circumstances
did J McKnight want to lose to his home team. With
bribery and the threat of violence he managed to coax
a creditable performance out of the team. During the
game several players had to leave the pitch for short
periods for “medical reasons”. The game ended in a
diplomatic draw 1-6 to 1-6. Most of St. Brendan’s
scores came from the Western Gaels players and a
dubious penalty. Noel Hickey saved a penalty.
Ballymore Shamrocks provided a most appetising
lunch which was duly demolished with great fervour
and enjoyment. The coach then headed for Dublin at
breakneck speed and only just caught the ferry. There
was very little merriment on the return journey. St.
Brendan’s returned to Manchester with sore heads,
empty pockets, and some brilliant lifetime memories.
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Seamus Gray came to England in May 1958 shortly
after the Munich disaster. He came to live in Bolton
where he lived for a short while with a relative of his
called Eilleen Higgins. He then moved to Red Lane
Brightmet in Bolton and worked on the buses. He
started lodging with a lady called Mrs. Anne Drew in
that area. She was a lady who had taken in a lot of
lodgers over the years. After six weeks living there
Mrs. Drew asked him what he was doing with all his
money. He answered her by saying, “I spend it” She
said to him, that every lodger that has come through
these doors has got a bank account and was saving for
the future. She took him off down to the Trustees
Saving Bank and made him open a savings account.
Every week she got money from him and went and
put it in the bank. This was money that he never saw
until he got married.
When Seamus first came to Bolton he got involved
with Shannon Rangers GAA club. He met up with the
Smith and Guardan families from Kingscourt, Co.
Cavan. He played for many years with Shannon
Rangers and was also Secretary of that club for a
period. Seamus was highly involved in running dances
and did a lot of fund raising nights for Shannon
Rangers GAA in St. Edmunds Parish in Bolton.
In February 1971 Seamus and his wife Mary bought
a shop called the Stand Newsagency on Stand Lane,
Radcliffe which was closer to Manchester. It was
about that time that he first met the one and only
Michael Mangan from St. Brendan’s GAA Club. It
was during the early seventies that his nephew Gerry
Breslin who was studying at Trinity College Dublin,
came over to work for the summer months with Dalys
Construction. Seamus took him out to Hough End
and he was the first of the Breslin Brothers to play for
St. Brendan’s GAA Club. In the eighties came the next
students from the Breslin household Seamus who was
studying at Manchester and later Martin came over
for the summer of 1986.
Seamus Gray was elected chairman of St. Brendan’s
GAA for the years 1980 to 1983. He was a selector for
the St. Brendan’s Senior team for at least ten years.
This was a very successful period for St. Brendan’s
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club. He was reappointed chairman in 1996. He was
Vice Chairman of the Lancashire County Board and
was a delegate to the Provincial Council of Britain for
a number of years.
Seamus did Trojan work for the club. Seamus always
got up at 3 o clock am to sort out the newspapers in his
shop and then he travelled all over the North West on
a Sunday morning to collect students from universities
in Lancaster, Preston, Bolton and even Crewe to take
them to Hough End or even further a field to play
Gaelic football. Many of these students were taken
back to his home and given a hot dinner before been
driven back to their residences. In the later years
Seamus himself often pulled on the goalkeepers jersey
for the club.
Seamus and his wife Mary have run a very successful
business at The Stand Newsagency for the past 38
years. They have been very generous to the club both
with their time and by sponsorship over the years.
Seamus sadly last year has suffered ill health and
unfortunately has not been able to be an active
member of the club. Despite all of this Seamus, very
much keeps abreast of every thing that is going on in
the club. The members and players of the St.
Brendan’s GAA club all wish him a speedy recovery.
By Mary Conway

Pictured with Suzanne Delanney at the 32 Club
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It was Patsy Martin who first took me to go along to
a Gaelic football match at Hough End. He asked my
mam and she was keen, but I had dreams of Maine
Road, lifting the cup at Wembley, captain for England
at the World cup. At least we had to drive past Maine
Road to get to Hough End. That was a start.
Hough End didn’t quite have the glamour of Maine
Road, but there was a decent crowd, enough for me to
hone my goal celebrations on. My first impression was
that there were some big lads playing, was I in the
right age group, are you sure they’re all under 12?
And that pitch, it’s a bit big, especially when compared
to the school playground. I thought I was just
watching but I was given a shirt and told I was playing
right half forward. I was hoping for a quick run
through of the rules but that was to be a few games
down the line. “It’s just like being a keeper” was all I
was told; only it wasn’t. I avoided the ball with
diligence and hung around the sidelines whilst I
worked out what was going on. Then came my big
chance, so I picked the ball up and was off on a mazy
30 metre run, it only came to end when I realised all
the laughing was directed at me. “Another English
fella” they sniggered, no one told me you had to
bounce it and kick.
It was the care and constant encouragement of Patsy,
Michael and Sonny Mangan, Kevin Kilcoyne and
everyone else involved in the club that kept me playing
and ensured that the game at the junior levels
flourished. With trips to Birmingham, Leeds,
Liverpool, Ellesmere Port, Dublin amongst others this
required a great deal of commitment for everyone
involved in the club. Ferrying around 100+ kids and
supporters was quite a logistical endeavour each week.
I learnt very quickly not to ask “how much longer”, it
could be a long walk back from Liverpool. There were
highs and lows and some real incentives, play well and
you get a ride home in Sonny Mangans’ Mercedes,
play badly and it was the Robin Reliant for you.
I have been away from Great Britain for some time
and have been amazed by how widespread the game
is. I’ve watched games in Auckland and in Sydney,
although the standard was nowhere near the 1977
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U16 vintage. I can’t recall what we won back then but
judging by the number of medals, plaques and shields
I have, we must have swept the board.
I still dream of playing for City at the COMS, and
seeing some of the current team, I reckon I might have
a chance even at my age. But it would have to be
something special to compare to the excitement and
pride I felt the first time I captained St. Brendan’s.
All the managers and coaches at St. Brendan’s instilled
in us the real ethic of Gaelic sport, playing the game
honestly, with commitment and to the best of our
abilities, was what mattered most. It was great to win
but enjoying playing was more important, something
I’ve not forgotten.
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I came to Manchester at the start of the 60’s, and
started to follow the city’s Gaelic scene around 1962,
no particular club. It was only when I met Michael
Mangan and the late great Father Emmett Fullen who
grew on me that I started to play for St.Brendan’s.
Sometime shortly after that I brought Larry O Brien
down to the St. Brendan’s dance hall to meet Michael
and Father Emmett. He had played minor for Galway
and also St. Jarleth and Dunmore McHales.
In 1964 sometime shortly after the big frost, I met a
man in a pub in All Saints; he wanted to know about
Gaelic football around Manchester. He had won a
championship in Yorkshire with Brother Pearce of
Huddersfield and won honours with Dunmore
McHales my local club. He wanted to play for a good
club, I explained that St. Brendan’s were not the best
around at the time and had not won anything but
when I also said that Larry O Brien was playing for
them. He said he would not play against Larry and I
would like to see about joining.
So I took him down to meet Michael and Fr Emmett
and the rest they say is history. He got along with
everyone straight away, lifted the team’s spirits. His
name was Pat Donnellan. He played for St. Brendan’s
for just one year but in my mind he was without a
doubt one of the best players to ever put on a St.
Brendan’s shirt and along with Larry I reckon I
brought two great footballers into the club.
After many years I took a keen interest in the
underage scene at St. Brendan’s along with Jimmy
McKnight. I have travelled all over with St. Brendan’s
Senior and the county team to London, Birmingham
and Scotland. I have fantastic memories, great craic
made many friends and the odd enemy along the way,
but still to the day I have remained a keen supporter
of the ‘Maroon & White’.
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It was about May of 1988 when I rang Colm
McKinstry, who was married to my aunt Nuala and
asked him if there was any chance of work in
Manchester for the summer. I played for Armagh
Harps and the county at Minor and Under 21 level.
Colm had played for Armagh for many years and
captained them to Ulster success in 1982 and was
honoured with an All Star Award.
I landed in Manchester and we immediately began
playing for St. Brendan’s GAA Club. I met and played
with some great characters like Mick Conway,
Brendan Burke and the man from the Co. Down
called Jackie Quinn. We won a couple of Lancashire
titles. I found everyone at St. Brendan’s very friendly
and helpful. We had a fantastic team with players from
all corners of Ireland. I played all that summer and
then returned to Ireland in September to complete my
studies at St. Mary’s College Belfast.
The following summer I decided to go to London, but
after just two weeks I decided to head north again. I
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thumbed a lift to Manchester, and rang Jimmy
McKnight who gave me a few quid to keep me going.
He introduced me to two great characters from Co.
Sligo called Luke O Connor and Matt Marren. I
stayed with them for a couple of nights until I got my
own place. We played not only in Lancashire, but in
Birmingham against the Kingdom of London who
were a great team at the time. I remember playing in
a 7 a side competition in Birmingham and up in Leeds
where I played against my cousin Canice Woods, a
former Tyrone great.
After a couple of weeks my future wife Grainne
arrived and we decided to settle in Manchester for a
while. My best friend Ray McSorley then came over
to Manchester. Ray played for Pearce Ogs and for
Armagh, a great character and a talented footballer. I
remember one Sports Journalist describing Ray as
having an “Educated right foot.”
I have fond memories of my stay in Manchester and of
my short but cherished playing career with St.
Brendan’s GAA. We all got on well and had great
camaraderie and I’m looking forward to meeting my
old team mates and being part of the celebrations of 50
years of this great club.

Colm Woods in action

Colm McKinistry in action
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I was born and raised in the Arigna Coalfields of
North Roscommon, where I made my living as a
coalminer in the late sixties, but with the mine closures
and unemployment I moved with my family to
Manchester in the spring of 1981.
In a new city with a young family and now
approaching my late 20’s I through football for me was
long past. It wasn’t until the autumn of 1982 in the
Jolly Millar pub in Moston that a chance meeting
with the one and only great Jimmy McKnight was to
change my life for years to come. Over a game of pool
my strong Irish accent gave me away and it wasn’t
long before Jimmy asked me where I came from and
if I had ever played Gaelic football. When I told him
that I had, he immediately asked if I would come out
and play for St. Brendan’s the next day. Reluctantly I
said I would and after a few pints we exchanged
phone numbers. True to his word he picked me up the
next day at 1.30pm where we headed for a wet and
windy Hough End. I was greeted by about five club
officials and about twelve players. I recall two of the
officials stepping off the sideline to make the team up.
We did not win that match and I can well remember
one of the officials saying to Jimmy that St. Brendan’s
would not be able to field at Senior Level for the
forthcoming campaign. I still recall Jimmy replying
“Don’t you worry when the Championship comes
around St. Brendan’s will be there.” How right he was
and how little did our opponents know what lay in
store for them. Certainly nothing at Senior level for
the foreseeable future.
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After rising like a phoenix from the ashes we returned
the following season 1984 to defend our crown. That
same year was the Centenary year of the GAA we
embarked a successful trip to Ireland. We returned to
the field of play in 1985 and claimed our third title in
a row.
Sadly for me in pursuit of our fourth title, a knee
injury from my mining days forced me to retire. Most
of the people I met at Hough End that first Sunday
afternoon are friends and neighbours of mine more
than a quarter of a century on. We often reminisce of
those four years when we were undefeated at senior
level.
In conclusion I would like to thank all those great
players I played with, and sympathise with all the
great players we deprived of honours those years. I
am grateful to St. Brendan’s GAA Club for four great
years of football, that I thought I would never have
had, and for the tributes received after the death of my
parents, and not least God for that chance meeting
with Jimmy McKnight. I now look forward excitedly
to my grandson Connor who I hope will take up my
corner and help get this great club into the next half
century.

Our last few games in 1982 saw some of our younger
players step up to senior level. The Spring of 1983,
saw three quarter new players join our ranks. With
our younger and new players, as well as our more
seasoned campaigners, including my self, the class of
’83, as it was later named was on it’s way. We proved
our worth by sweeping our way to the senior final,
which we won. Surely this was the most unexpected
title that this club has ever won.

Vinnie relaxing in St Kent’s after training session
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The teachers at my Middleton primary school just
couldn’t understand it. Each Monday they would ask
myself and all the other seven year olds in my class to
write an account of what we had been up to over the
weekend. For four years my story never changed.
Each Sunday I would wait for my Dad to come home
from a run (usually a marathon) before hopping into
his bright turquoise three wheeled Robin Reliant and
head through the city centre towards Hough End for
the highlight of my week. I can still feel the cold and
the rain that would inevitably greet us but it would
take more than some poor weather to dampen the
thrill of watching St. Brendan’s on a Sunday
afternoon.
You can call it rose tinted glasses but I can only ever
recall us losing one game at Hough End. Anne Killeen
stands out that day and I remember taking home one
of the maroon and white flags that she had made
herself in an attempt to drum up even more support.
By and large St. Brendan’s would beat every team
they came up against and for four years I had the
pleasure of observing some of the Clubs finest
victories from behind my Dad’s goal. He was well
protected over the years by Jimmy McKnight and the
Beirne brothers but I have some clear memories of
him being called upon to make some match winning
saves.
In 1981 I returned from a family holiday in Wales with
a strange allergic reaction that I had never had before
and have never had since. My mum put me in bed and
banned me from leaving the house that Sunday.
Neither my Dad or I were having any of it and when
he popped his head around the bedroom door to give
me the nod and the wink I knew what was coming.
He had talked my mum round and convinced her that
some fresh air at Hough End would do me good. I was
aching and in pain but all that was soon forgotten as
we bathed in the glory of another victory from the
boys in maroon.
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from Clondra in Longford to watch my Dad. I can still
remember watching Kerry and Derry at Tuam before
heading back to Longford to see the rest of the family
and then rejoining the tour.
As I grew a bit older I would wander into the middle
of the half time team talks and recall being amazed at
the passion and speed with which Michael Hughes
would deliver his rallying calls and not being able to
understand a single word he would say.
At thirteen I was taught French at Hollin High School
in Middleton by the brilliant Brendan Coleman who
played for Hugh O’ Neill’s in Leeds. I would often
remind him of a penalty my Dad saved against him in
an important match that meant the inside of his leg
was still black some six weeks later.
Chris Connolly and Tadhg Meehan would always
check I was OK with my Dad out on the pitch. They
would often be heard to shout “Keep an eye on that
young gosson behind the goals.” Over twenty years
later I still get a buzz when I see the players who
played with my Dad at chance meetings at The Irish
Centre in Cheetham Hill or St. Kentigern’s Club. It is
nice to sit down that bit older and wiser to enjoy all
the old tales and reminiscences. None of them look a
day older. They were all heroes to me but Brendan
Burke was my favourite player. Every time he got the
ball he would score a point. I was shocked how he
could smoke at half time and then go out and play the
way he did.
But that was Burkey. That was St. Brendan’s. That
was my childhood.

One of the highlights of my time supporting the club
was the 1984 tour. One match in Roscommon was
brilliant for me as it gave me chance to catch up with
my cousins and uncles who made the short journey
Gary standing behind his Dad’s goalmouth on tour in
Roscommon. Not much got passed his Dad in the years
he watched his heroes in the maroon and white
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A week or so later we had, with the help of Fr. Fullen
R.I.P. from St. Brendan’s Irish Centre found work and
lodging. It was not long after that I found myself lining
out in a Gaelic football match for St. Brendan’s GAA
club. This was also instigated by Fr. Fullen. From
there on, I was “in the swim”. For the next seven or
eight years, St. Brendan’s GAA was my chief sporting
and social outlet. The training, the meetings, the
matches and the arguments all helped to create a very
strong bond between many young men from many
different counties in Ireland. As in all organisations,
there were leaders and followers. I was a dedicated
follower and over those years, I greatly admired the
work put in by St. Brendan’s committees, especially
of course Michael Mangan, Tadhg Meehan and also
the likes of Chris Connolly, John Clifford and Jimmy
McKnight.
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Red telephone boxes, police wearing funny helmets,
strange looking taxis all were a source of wonder to
the rustic gaze of myself and two friends having just
arrived from Dublin. It was 1966, the Beatles were at
the height of their fame, Manchester United fielded a
team with Law, Best and Charlton in its ranks, and
the city of Manchester was still in a state of shock over
the Moors Murders.
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As time went on, there was an influx of young players
from “The College” in Hopwood and they certainly
injected new enthusiasm and flair into the club. It was
around that time that a reoccurring back injury
brought a fairly early end to my less than dazzling
playing career. I was very happy to have been part of
a couple of championship winning teams and from
then on my involvement was restricted to annual
dinner dances and other social occasions.
The friends I made both on and off the field during
my years with St. Brendan’s are as vivid and alive in
my mind today as they were thirty years ago. I met
Tommy Hurst at the 1996 All Ireland Final. I also met
Jackie Quinn a few times in Croke Park and of course
I meet Jimmy McKnight on my odd trip back to
Manchester. I hope all my old teammates are in the
best of health and I was deeply saddened to learn of
the death of Pat Conway. How many times did he put
me through for easy scores!
I wish St. Brendan’s GAA Club continued success and
here’s to the next fifty years.

Bus trips to matches outside Manchester were always
a highlight and in particular, I remember a match in
Birmingham against the local John Mitchell’s team
which we won against all odds. This took place in the
late sixties. I wonder if anyone has a team sheet for
that day? I cannot remember the bus trip home...
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In September 1959, Michael Mangan, a great
Roscommon man from Loughglynn became the sole
founder of St. Brendan’s GAA football club. Soon
afterwards, others came on board. These people were,
his brother in law Kevin Kilcoyne, as vice chairman,
Jack Walsh, secretary who was also the club’s first
team captain and Patsy Gillen as assistant secretary. I
am very happy to say that all these men were from
Sligo. Then in 1960, Father Emmet Fullen, a great
Derry man from Desertmartin who ran the St.
Brendan’s Irish Centre on City road joined and played
for the club.
Jack Walsh used to visit The Big Plymouth Hotel in
Plymouth Grove where a neighbour and namesake of
my own worked. Matty Joe Tansey, known as Matt to
his St. Brendan’s colleagues had the enviable
distinction in Gurteen, county Sligo of being the
holder of an All Ireland Hogan Cup Colleges’ medal.
He had won this as a substitute on the St. Nathy’s
College, Ballaghadereen, Co. Roscommon team. They
beat St. Coleman’s College, Newry, Co. Down in the
final on Palm Sunday the 14th of April 1957. This
game marked my first visit to Croke Park. However,
Jack Walsh of Rhue, Tourlestrane, was not long
enrolling his fellow countryman in the ranks of St.
Brendan’s GAA club.
It was through Matt Tansey that I first heard of St.
Brendan’s GAA club. I automatically decided that I
would play for them if ever I went to Manchester.
Matt played with the team from 1960 – 1963. He
normally lined out at midfield or centre half back. But
due to pressure of work, day and night, he decided to
retire. However he accompanied the club on their
Irish tour to Co. Derry in October 1964. This was the
year St. Brendan’s won their first of 19 county senior
titles in Lancashire. Two years later, in 1966, certain
members of the club persuaded Matt to resume
playing again. He was not very fit at the time, but he
did make a comeback on the junior team. He played at
full back and gave some very sound performances.
When he finally retired from playing, he continued to
assist the club by officiating as Treasurer in 1969.
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I joined the club myself in April 1970, after I entered
De La Salle Teacher Training College, Hopwood Hall,
Middleton. Another Sligo man, called John Gilmartin
joined too, at that time. He was the centre half back on
the Sligo minor team in 1968, when they were
narrowly beaten by one point by Cork in the All
Ireland final. He performed brilliantly for St.
Brendan’s.
However, I was not the only De La Salle student to
join the club in 1970. Tommy Murphy of Armagh and
John Waterson of Down also joined. Tommy’s brother
Mickey joined the following year and John McGread
of Tyrone joined in March 1972.
St. Brendan’s won 3 County Senior Championships in
a row in 1970, 1971 and 1972 and again in 1975
during my time. We also won the 1974 County final on
the field against the College but the County Board
requested us to replay the game and we refused. We
therefore forfeited the game and the County Title. The
College went forward to represent Lancashire in the
Club Championship of Britain in 1975. We were
runners up to Young Ireland’s of Leeds in the Pennine
League of 1974. However, the following year we
avenged that defeat when we beat Young Ireland’s in
Leeds in the same competition. In the final, we beat
St. Kentigern’s. It was satisfying to add the Pennine
League Cup to the County Championship Cup for
1975.
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But perhaps the most successful year of all was 1970
when both the Senior and Junior teams excelled. The
former won both the Championship and the Wolfe
Tone Cup. The latter won both the Championship and
the League. The club was in a very healthy state.
We went on an Irish Tour at Easter 1971. We played
three games. On Holy Saturday the 10th of April, we
played St. Mary’s, Saggart in South Co. Dublin. The
following day, Easter Sunday, we travelled to Navan,
Co. Meath to play the local O’Mahony side. We ended
the tour on Easter Monday the 12th of April, with a
game against Ballymore, Co. Westmeath. We had a
very enjoyable tour and we were blessed with
beautiful weather for the weekend.
It was on this tour on Easter 1971 that the third
Gurteen man joined St. Brendan’s club. This was
Dennis Johnson, known as ‘Denny’ to his St.
Brendan’s colleagues. He accompanied us on the Irish
Tour and continued to play for the club throughout
1971 and 1972. Having entered De La Salle College
by this time, Dennis was persuaded to join the college
team in his second year. They succeeded in winning
the Lancashire Senior Championship in 1973 and
went on to win the Club Championship of Britain in
1974. He also played with Lancashire in 1972 and
1975. He starred in 1975 when they beat
Gloucestershire, Hertfordshire and drew with London
before losing the replay by two points. They may have
won this match, had our own Jimmy McKnight and
John Fullerton of the College not missed the first half
as the result of transport difficulties.
Dennis returned to Ireland during the summer of
1975. He played Championship football with his local
Eastern Harps team in Sligo. Much to his delight, they
won the Sligo Senior Championship. He secured a
teaching post in Ireland, so from this time on St.
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Brendan’s loss was Eastern Harps’ gain. He is now
one of the most respected coaches in the Sligo GAA
circles and throughout Connaught. As Eastern Harps
manager, he has guided the club to six County Finals
in nine years, winning three of them. He then took a
break from managing his local team for six years to
manage teams in other counties. However, he returned
last year to guide Eastern Harps once again to their
sixth County title and also to their first Connaught
club final. But the very first club or team that he ever
trained was St. Brendan’s at the Holy Name Club on
Oxford Road in the Autumn of 1974. He fondly
remembers that it was there where he started a career
that has proven very successful for him so far as he
has many more years left in him we hope.
I cannot conclude my reminiscing without paying
tribute to four men in particular. They are Michael
Mangan, Tadhg Meehan, Jimmy McKnight and John
Clifford. When I recollect the number of times that
my college colleagues and I were collected and
dropped off, going to and from training and games, I
find it absolutely incredible. One of my colleagues said
to me one day “There is nothing that those Brendan’s
boys wouldn’t do for you”. Believe me, it was no
exaggeration. Thanks again lads!
In conclusion, may I say, poor Matt was called to his
eternal reward on the 28th of January 1980 at the
relatively young age of 40 years. He died in
Manchester from a massive heart attack, but was laid
to rest in his native Gurteen. May he rest in peace.
Thankfully, Denny and I are still in the land of the
living. He joins me in congratulating and wishing St.
Brendan’s GAA club a very successful Golden Jubilee
celebration and we both wish the club continued
success “Go marie sé an céad – May it survive for its
centenary”.
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Firstly, it is an honour and a pleasure for me to write
a small piece on my short time at St. Brendan’s. It’s
fair to say that St. Brendan’s are a passionate,
thoughtful and caring club. And it is qualities such as
these that have made the club a huge success and the
club can be proud of reaching its 50th Anniversary
Milestone.
From day one I have been welcomed with open arms,
since arriving in Manchester in 2004. Fresh from
playing for Bryansford Minors in County Down, I
was eager to continue playing Gaelic football. When I
decided to make the big move across the water to the
University of Salford, I have to admit I was a bit
worried of what would be waiting for me there. So,
before I left home I got in contact with St. Brendan’s
and expressed my interest in playing football.
So when I arrived in Manchester I got a phone call
from a guy called Tony. He introduced himself and
invited me out to training. The night of training he
picked me up and away we went. In the car we were
chatting away although I have to admit I couldn’t
understand him, he had a strong Meath like accent,
however I could make out that he was passionate
about St. Brendan’s.
When I got to the training that night Tony introduced
me to Stephen Shields along with Eamonn Breen.
These lads came from Downpatrick near where I lived
back home, so I thought at least I would have a few
lads to have the craic with. And from there, I kept
coming out to training every week and enjoying my
football.
My main achievement thus far with the club on the
field would have to be in 2007 when we won the
Lancashire Junior League by beating John Mitchell’s
in the final. That year they had won every trophy so
far in Lancashire and I guess we were underdogs for
the final.
On the day we played brilliantly and ended up beating
them with a few points to spare. It’s a day I will
definitely remember, not just for captaining the team
and winning my first trophy with the club but the
great craic we had in St. Kentigern’s that evening. It
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was obvious to see what it meant to the members of
the club. It was a long day in work that Monday but
it was well worth it!
After graduating last year I made the decision to stay
here in Manchester and I also made the decision to get
more involved within the club. Recently, I have
realised that the underage football is vital to the club’s
future as the adult team now relies on the Manchester
born lads as players from Ireland are very scarce
nowadays. And this is the main reason why I now find
myself coaching the underage. I am trying to pass on
the coaching I received at juvenile level and work
towards rebuilding an adult team that will be capable
of winning a Senior Championship.
Before I finish, I would also like to take this
opportunity to say a big thanks to St. Brendan’s and
especially to Patsy and Bridie Martin and also Mick &
Mary Conway who have been very kind to me since
my arrival here. Whether it’s been the lifts, dinners or
the over night stays, all the kindness is very much
appreciated.
I hope to continue to be apart of many St. Brendan’s
successes in the future and help put St. Brendan’s
back at the top where they belong!
Best Wishes
Brian Johnston.
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As is fairly typical of students as the summer
approached the scramble is always on to find a job.
This had typically been to ring someone in London tell
them you played a bit of football then jump on the
plane with the boots and work on a building site all
summer.

Mick Conway, Finbarr Diamond and of course
Seamus Breslin stick out in my mind for their
performances on the field and the craic off it. In fact
Mick Conway delaying his honeymoon to play in a
championship match and then being sent off early on
was one highlight.

Marty Breslin came with the bright idea of going to
Manchester as Jim (Seamus) Grey his uncle was
looking for footballers and a job in the Post Office in
Bolton would pay the rent.

Over the summer the training was stepped up, Marty
and myself took the odd session and even convinced
some of the English lads from the Post Office to come
along. The boys trained hard the results started to
follow. The training at Hough End was always looked
forward to. I lent my Queens Tracksuit to Jim Grey
one night and for the rest of the season he appeared
along the line in it.

We arrived via my relations in Liverpool having
managed to get to Anfield to see the Mighty Reds and
from the off Jim Grey looked after us like two long
lost sons.
Digs were secured with a manager from the Post
Office, Claire in Bolton, she looked after us as well
and after a few weeks had even begun to understand
what a County Down man and a County Fermanagh
man were saying to each other. She had cracked the
Irish accent. Then Tadhg Meehan arrived at the house
with Jim, to be fair Marty and myself struggled a bit
with Tadhg’s accent as well.
Training then started. Transfer, forms were sorted out
and we got down to the serious business of football.
The guys on the team were great, but I think Seamus
Breslin had told them that we were significantly better
than we actually were.
The first match we played was in Liverpool for the
second team Martin played at mid field and I played
at fullback. Being a goalkeeper running is not
something that was in my nature (I used to tell Pete
McGrath the Down Manager that goalkeeping was
an art form and Picasso didn’t do laps of the pitch!)
but I managed that match and the next immediately
after for the first team. Martin did point frees from
virtually everywhere in that match and continued in
that vein all summer.
We started to really enjoy both the training and the
matches, winning a big sevens tournament in Sutton
Coalfield was a great day out and as time went on the
friendships grew with all in the club. Brendan Burke,

Marty and myself then decided to treat ourselves to a
holiday in Corfu, but unfortunately made the mistake
of mentioning this to a Mr. Paul Croke and a Mr.
Michael McCann from the club, who we had become
very friendly with. The lads decided to go with us and
what followed was two weeks of mayhem, most of
which will never be committed to print, although it’s
fair to say that it involved sun, sea, drink and women
(including one from the pop group Tightfit!).
We returned to Manchester and qualified for the
Lancashire Final, but in the meantime Marty and
myself had to return to college. We returned at
weekends for matches and eventually lost the final
narrowly to Oisin’s. We both then signed for the
Carryduff club in Down and went on to play county
football for Fermanagh and Down. I even managed to
get to play in Croker a few times.
I will always recall my Brendan’s days with great
fondness. The generosity and commitment of everyone
in the club was unbelievable. I recently watched
Patrick Kielty managing Tir Conaill Gaels in Celebrity
Bannestoir and he commented on how hard the exile
GAA community work to keep our games going.
From my experiences with St. Brendan’s that
hardwork was very evident and 50 years of existence
bears great testament to that.
Neil Collins
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It was the summer of 1988. I had decided to leave
Ireland and go abroad to find work. I had never lived
away from home before. Where would I go? London
seemed the obvious choice. Everybody goes to
London! But I wasn’t everyone. I wanted to be
different. How about Manchester? I had visited the
North West with my dear Grandmother, eight years
previously and had stayed with my aunt and uncle,
Theresa and Joe Reilly. I had really enjoyed my stay
back then and had even got to visit the hallowed
ground at Old Trafford. But that was in 1980. This
would be completely different. I’d have to make my
own way, in a big city, with millions of others. I’d have
to leave the comforts and security of home where I
knew everyone and everybody knew me; and go to
live in a city where I had no friends and no support
network like I had back home.
I roped in my great friend, John Connell, and a couple
of other friends from Clare and Galway and convinced
them that Manchester was the place to go. I was very
apprehensive about leaving everyone I knew in the
little town of Kells, in the county of Meath, but at the
same time I was looking forward to the adventure. We
made a few calls to arrange accommodation and
announce our pending arrival, in hopeful anticipation
that somebody might know somebody who might
“give us a start”.
After a very tiring journey on the ferry, buses, trains
and taxis, we arrived in Manchester.
When we got settled, (threw our bags into our digs) I
was anxious to enquire about the GAA scene. I had
been very much involved back home and hoped that
I’d have the chance to continue to play the game I
loved, in my new environment. My uncle, Joe Reilly,
informed me that the man to talk to (if you could get
a word in edgeways) was a man called Chris Connolly.
He could talk . . . and talk . . . and talk about football,
and as I was about to find out, he could talk about
numerous other things as well . . . all day long. This,
however, became an endearing trait to me.
Chris took me to the playing fields at Hough End that
Saturday morning. His two little lads (Mark and
Christopher, two of the most well mannered little lads
that you could ever hope to meet) were playing with
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St. Brendan’s, against Oisin’s (U8’s). After a very
“passionate” display by Chris on the side-line, I was
invited down for tea to meet his wife, Margaret. A lady
in every sense of the word, Margaret welcomed me to
into her home. (This was to become a regular
occurrence during my time in Manchester, for which
I’ll be forever grateful to both of you. No money could
ever buy what you gave me . . . a welcoming
hospitality, warmth, companionship and friendship, in
a loving environment. This was to become my “home
away from home” during my time in Manchester).
That evening, St. Brendan’s seniors were playing
away and Chris took me along. Jimmy McKnight
threw me a jersey and told me to “flatten” (or words to
that effect) the opposition, but to do it well out the
field so that the free wouldn’t be from a scoreable
position. I played in the half back line. I had been a
natural half back for most of my playing career but I
had always hankered a desire to play in the forward
line for a change. I now had my chance. I could
pretend that I was a forward. Nobody knew me over
here. With all these great players around, I might just
be able to pull it off. When you had players around
you of the calibre of Conway, Walsh and Maloney
feeding you, sur’ they’d make anybody look good.
These were the most enjoyable years of my football
career. I had the chance to see the game from a
different perspective. I wasn’t quite as comfortable in
the forward line as I was in the defence, but boy did I
enjoy it. There were lots of great players around me.
The mighty Mick Conway (the Mayo man), was one
of the most intelligent and economic players I have
ever seen. He was also one of the toughest. When
Mick went up for that ball, he didn’t come down
without it. If you were unfortunate enough to be
under him as he descended, you were likely to get the
elbow down on the top of your head. One clash of
shoulders from Mick was enough to subdue the
opposition into partial submission.
Dermot Walsh from Sligo! His accuracy from the
placed ball will probably never be surpassed within
the club. His six free kicks slotted smoothly over the
bar in the British sevens final secured the title for us.
(It was just as well he scored them, because none of
the rest of us scored in that final.) He had an engine
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that never ran out of fuel. He could run forever, and
still manage to have a smoke at half time.
Brendan “Burkie” Burke was another Mayo man.
(I’ve been informed recently that Burkie would have
loved to have been regarded as a “Galway man” but
just couldn’t convince enough people.) Small in
stature, but a huge presence on the pitch. This man
could score at will and from any angle. He had the
most accurate left foot in the game. If only we could
have got him to keep his mouth shut and keep him on
the pitch, we’d probably have won even more titles.
Jackie Quinn, the Down man, who tormented every
defence who ever had the misfortune to defend against
him. Mind you, he did the same to all the opposing
spectators along the side-line . . . and even his own
supporters and mentors at times. He was our
Mohamed-Ali type character . . . He was as good with
his mouth as he was with the ball. This is the guy who
once remarked, about me, after Brendan’s had been
beaten by Oisin’s in an U-21 final, in which I had one
of my front teeth knocked out with a few minutes to go
and then scored two goals; “If only the fecker had his
teeth knocked out earlier, we’d have won it easily”.
And what can I say about the great Jimmy McKnight.
The man from Westmeath. He certainly took no
prisoners. Many a human imprint has been left on the
playing fields of Britain after this man. A powerhouse
of a man, although you’d never think to look at him,

that he could possibly play as passionately and
aggressively as he did. It was the ball or the man, with
McKnight, and sometimes, even both. This is the man
who coined the phrase to “drop the blade” in relation
to how he liked to deal with all advancing opposing
forwards.
And what about Norman (John) Maloney? The
gentleman of the team, and a fellow Meath man.
Tough as nails and nerves of steel. As solid a centre
back as you could ever have. Many a player felt the
thud of his tackle for weeks afterwards. He always
played within the rules of the game. Probably the
fairest footballer you could ever play against. A
sportsman true and true. He played the game as he
lived; with dedication, commitment and honesty.
There were many other great players on the Brendan’s
team at this time, too many to mention for the purpose
of this piece and from what I hear, many other great
players have come and gone since. But these men were
my idols. Men we admired and looked up to.
Men with great ability, determination and passion, but
above all else, character.
Although they hailed from Mayo to Manchester (yes,
there were some great local home grown talent also),
they displayed a unity which I had not experienced
before. There was a kind of brotherly bond which
permeated through the team. Of course we argued
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and had disagreements at times, but we fought for,
supported, congratulated and celebrated with each
other. This team was to go on and win the following
three Lancashire titles, a Lancs. Seven-a-side and a
British Seven-a-side title, not to mention being
runners up in the British championship on a couple of
occasions. In fact, I think that our great rivals of this
period, St. Peter’s, happened to be our conquests in
all of the above mentioned triumphs. There was
camaraderie amongst the team and this went right
throughout, from mentors to players. We all had
something very similar in common. We were Irish, or
had Irish backgrounds. Each of us probably
experienced similar feelings of forlornness and
alienation when we came over first. Many of us would
have preferred to have been back home, if only
circumstances were different. The shipwreck of Irish
immigration may have washed us up in many different
corners of Manchester, but the colours of St.
Brendan’s brought us together and galvanised our
friendships.
We were united in our adopted country playing our
National game. Most of us had no immediate family.
St. Brendan’s was our family. When we were together
for that hour or so every Sunday, we didn’t feel lonely
or forlorn. We forgot all our troubles and worries. We
were happy and contented. We were free spirits. We
were friends.
Of course there were many other people who helped
make my time in Manchester enjoyable and
memorable. The girls on the Brendan’s ladies football
team were great craic. Margaret and Mary Bruin,
Michelle and Liz Connor, John and Mary Fitzpatrick,
Kevin Madden, Tommy Gumley (the Cavan man),
Ray McSorley, Nicky Duff and of course my dear
aunt and uncle, Theresa and Joe and all the many
others. You know who you are! Thank you all for
being there for me and sharing your friendships. A
very special word of thanks must be given to a man
who I worked with throughout the entire duration of
my stay in Manchester. A former St. Brendan’s man,
Gerry Byrne, the man from French Park in
Roscommon. Gerry was my mentor and friend in the
Casey Group where I worked, while over here.
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Thanks for everything Gerry!
To be part of such a community was a blessing and an
honour. But this community didn’t just develop by
itself over night. It has been brought about by many
dedicated people down the years who have nurtured
this club from the early years of it’s inception to its
present day greatness. People like Michael Mangan,
Chris Connolly, Tadhg Meehan, Seamus Grey, Jimmy
McKnight, Mick Conway, Brendan Burke, Mick
Connors and all the many other people who have done
Trojan (and often thankless) work down through the
years and those who continue to carry the flag to this
day. Thank you all, for your involvement in the club
throughout the years; for doing what you do for all the
Anthony Carolan’s who have come and gone over the
last fifty years. Forget, for a moment, about all the well
documented achievements of the club, about all the
titles and trophies the club has won down through the
years. There is something of far greater importance
underpinning this club. Look around you at any
annual gathering of the club’s members and friends.
In fact, have a look around at this year’s fiftieth
anniversary get-together. There’s not a club in Ireland
who wouldn’t be proud to have the support of this
great club. To have taken this club from such humble
beginnings, to where we are today and to have
touched the lives of so many along the way, is the
greatest achievement of all. Sure it’s great to be
champions and win silverware from time to time. But
you guys are the real champions. You are the unsung
heroes of this great club. You have been there for all
the young lads who have come over from every county
in Ireland for the past fifty years. I hope you all realise
what it has meant, and continues to mean to all those
lads who have ever put on the maroon and white
jersey of St. Brendan’s of Manchester and have felt
part of something great. Thank you all sincerely! And
from what I hear, the new guys at the steering wheel
are every bit as committed and dedicated. To all you
guys, I raise my glass. Cheers!, (as you say over here).
Here’s hoping that the next fifty years of the St.
Brendan’s GAA club in Manchester, are as productive
and special as all those that have gone before.
To the people of St. Brendan’s . . . Thank You!
Anthony Carolan.
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I was born in Cloonard, Loughglynn in Co.
Roscommon. My Local football club was Loughglynn
which is now known as Eire Og. My great claim to
fame was that I played once or twice with the great
John Lynch of Roscommon and Connaught.
When I came to Manchester I helped to start St.
Brendan’s Gaelic Football and hurling club. The next
Roscommon man to get involved with the club was
Michael Mullins from Ballybride. Both Michael and
myself played for St. Brendan’s in early 1960. Later
that year two other great Roscommon men joined the
club. They were John and Patsy McTiernan. Patsy
played for the club until 1970 when he returned to live
in Ireland. John remained with the club and is still a
very prominent member. John got married and settled
in Manchester.
Jacqueline McTiernan – daughter of John and
Angela McTiernan played Youth football for St.
Brendan’s at Under 10, 12, 14, but it was at Under 16
and Under 18 level that she made history. She won a
Under 16 Lancashire Championship in 1991 and
Under 18 League and Championship in 1992 and
1994. Jacqueline won many other trophies playing
with St. Brendan’s and Lancashire Ladies team. The
most notable of those trophies was two All Britain
Championships where she qualified to play in two All
Ireland Semi-Finals. Jacqueline was voted Ladies
Footballer of the year in 1991 and made more history
when she was the first girl picked to play on a boys
team in Lancashire. In 1992 Jacqueline captained St.
Brendan’s Under 16 team when they played her Dad’s
home club Ballyfarnon in Co. Roscommon. In 1996
she played for St. Brendan’s Junior team with her
father John playing at full forward. Jacqueline is now
happily married with a little girl so who knows but the
maroon and white of St. Brendan’s will be worn by
the third generation of the McTiernan family.
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John Fitzpatrick who had played for my native club
Eire Og joined St. Brendan’s in the late 1980’s. John
played at Under 16 and Under 18. When John first
played at Senior level he was one of the youngest
players ever to play Senior football. John now plays
for St. Anne’s.
1996 saw the arrival of another great player from Eire
Og. He was called John Green. He played with the
club until 1999. John got married here in Manchester
and returned to live in Dublin.
Jimmy Fitzpatrick was another great servant to the
club. His parents hailed from Roscommon. Jimmy
was secretary of the club for a number of years and he
was also County Board Secretary. His two sons
Martin and Michael played with St. Brendan’s for a
number of years at underage and senior level. Jimmy
served as doorman at the Irish Club in Chorlton for
many years and was responsible for getting many of
the successful St. Brendan’s social nights there.

Stephen Drury was another great player who hailed
from Ballameen. He played for two years in the late
eighties with St. Brendan’s GAA before emigrating to
the United States. Stephen has now returned to live
in Ireland.
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I first came to Manchester in October/November
1970 and had no idea that Gaelic games were played
in the area at all. After about a week or two I found a
job in an Income Tax office near Old Trafford. In fact
it overlooked the Cricket ground. When I was shown
to a desk on that first morning who should be sitting
at the same desk but Paddy McDevitt, a fellow I knew
very well from home in Ballybofey, Co. Donegal.
Paddy was a great help in pointing things out and
getting me some contacts.The first GAA contact I
made was Michael Mangan and he came to see me
some time later with a view to playing for St.
Brendan’s At the time I was earning ten (10) pounds
a week before deductions and paying five(5) pounds
for digs. I was only doing basic clerical work and
sometime after Christmas, Michael got me a job with
him where I now made twenty two (22) pounds a
week. I was working with Chris Connelly and Jim
McKnight as well. There was a lot of Gaelic games
discussion throughout the day.
My first get together with St. Brendan’s was at
Brooklands and not knowing where I was going on
the bus, I got lost. When I eventually got there, the
little session was nearly over but I met a few of the
lads like Ollie Farrelly, Jim McKnight and Chris
Connelly. My first game for St. Brendan’s was a
challenge game at Brooklands and I think Peter
Quinn, who later became President of the GAA was
playing for Oisin’s. The team used to train at Hough
End under the street lights. There were some great
players with St. Brendan’s at that time such as John
Clifford from Cork who had great tactical knowledge
as well as great ability, John Waterson from Down,
Pat Conway from Tipperary, Brendan Burke, Owen
Tansey from Sligo, Jim McKnight from Westmeath,
Brendan Carroll from Kerry and many others.
I would love to meet them all again. Later that year
we won the Lancashire County Final in Liverpool
beating John Mitchells where John Clifford gave an
outstanding display of fielding and distribution. In
writing this, I realise that events I’m describing
occurred 37 or 38 years ago and might well be lost on
a lot of people reading this. I remember a trip to
Dublin at Easter 1971 and a game in Saggart. It did’nt
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help that many of the team assembled in Mooney’s bar
near Parnell Square before the game. Denis Johnston
from Sligo came to Manchester at this time and we
roomed together and had great crack for a while
before Denis went to De La Salle College the
following year.
I played with St. Brendan’s until 1974 after
completing my first year at De La Salle near
Middleton. We had some great times with St.
Brendan’s, some great games, some great players and
some great characters. In 1972/73 Colm Coyne from
Galway, Brendan Carroll and myself travelled with
Jackie Quinn to London to watch Jackie play for an
All Britain Selection against Donegal in Wembley
Stadium. Donegal were Ulster Champions at the time
having won the title for the first time in 1972. Jackie
and myself were asked to attend a trial for the team
but I opted to play for the Donegal under-21 team in
the Ulster Championship on the same day instead. As
it happened my game was not played and I missed the
trial but Jackie was selected to play for Britain. We
were all delighted because it was a great honour for
both Jackie and St.Brendan’s. Donegal won, Jackie
did well and Brendan, Colm and I had a good thirst
quenching weekend in London. It was Bank Holiday
weekend and we arrived in Glebe Farm in
Birmingham on the Monday for a big 7-a-side
tournament to join with Brendan’s. Despite our
dubious preparations we won the tournament and I
got player of the tournament. It’s amazing what you
can do when youth is on your side.
There were some tough games against Oisin’s and St.
Kentigern’s at the time in Manchester and against
Young Irelands from Leeds. Some great players from
that era come to mind such as Paddy Johnston,
Peter, John and Michael Connors all from Oisin’s,
Tommy Mc Kiernan from Down who played with St.
Kentigern’s and many outstanding St. Brendan’s men
such as Tommy and Michael Murphy from Down
(our fella) as they used to describe each other, Jackie
Quinn was a brilliant attacker, Colm Coyne was a rock
in midfield and behind the scenes were dedicated men
like Tadhg Meehan, Michael Mangan and Chris
Connelly. Football in Lancashire was strong and De
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La Salle College had a huge number of very talented
players but they did’nt play in competition until
1972/73 and only then in lesser competitions.
Indeed during 72/73 year I was the chief St. Brendan’s
scout at De La Salle College and recruited a number
of outstanding players including Terence McWilliams
from Derry. Indeed 1973 was my last year playing for
St. Brendan’s as from then on I played with the college
team which was much more convenient for training
and also meant I could play in the championship for
my home club in Donegal.
I’m delighted to have the opportunity to put these few
reflections together. There are many other great
memories but some of the detail is a little hazy. I will
always have great affection for St. Brendan’s and their
players and officials and I wish the club every success
in the future.
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I attended Lancashire Polytechnic from 1987 to 1989.
During those years I was lucky enough to play for St.
Brendan’s GAA in Manchester. I have great memories
of games played at Hough End and even further a
field. I used to travel up to Manchester on a train with
a few other students from the university. Finbarr
Diamond from Co. Derry, Peter Magee from Co.
Down and Peter Hamill from Co. Armagh often
travelled with me.
I remember we won at least one Senior County
Championship during this time and in 1988 I was on
the Lancashire team that won the Under 21
Championship final against London in a replay.
Definitely highlights in my playing career, especially
as I had chosen to remain in Preston rather than
return home for the summer and missed my home club
Newtownbutler winning the County Championship
for the first time in 24 years.
There was a number of men in the club who took
really good care of us. The names that spring to mind
was fellow Fermanagh man Seamus Gray, Jackie
Quinn and Tadhg Meehan. They fed us, put us up for
the night on various occasions, drove us to an from
matches. God only knows how many times, Tadhg
Meehan picked us up from our place in Preston.
Michael Hughes who was manager at the time used
to take us back to his house for the Sunday Dinner.
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From Lissadel “The Land of Hearts Desire” to “The
Mancunian Way”and “The Theatre Of Dreams”
I am privileged to have experienced both of the above
locations. To have achieved that it is important to
acknowledge that meeting nice people is mainly the
reason that this is the case.
While going for a stroll one evening shortly after
arriving in Manchester I jumped up to touch a tree
branch, little did I know that the “Valley of the
Squinting Windows” was alive and well in the city. I
was spotted as a Potential Gaelic Footballer for “St.
Brendan’s” and tracked to my place of residence. This
was the beginning of a very important time in my life.
The hard training also contributed to me spending less
time in the Carousel and Ardri dance halls. I have very
vivid and fond memories of people as a result of being
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Looking back they were all going beyond the call of
duty.
A few years later I was sitting on the bridge on a nice
summers evening outside Newtownbutler minding my
own business and a car pulled up and a fella shouted
out, “there’s a match at Hough End on Sunday, how
are you fixed”. I was taken a back but there to my
surprise was the big mid-fielder from Co. Mayo Mick
Conway. We must have spent a hour chatting on the
road side.
I have great memories of St. Brendan’s. I am so
grateful to have been involved with such a great team.
St. Brendan’s has always been close to my heart even
twenty years later. Wishing the club every success for
the next fifty.

Martin, pictured with other members of the team at the
1988 Dinner Dance
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a member of St. Brendan’s GAA Club. I can well
remember when Owen Tansey and myself were
presented with our Championship and Wolfe Tone
medals in July 1971 after the repeat of the Connaught
Final in McHale Park Castlebar by Tadhg Meehan.
These were the medals we had won for the previous
year.
I would like
`to take this
opportunity on
congratulating
the club on
reaching this
milestone and
wish them all
the best for the
next 50 years.
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St. Brendan’s player from the early years Willy
Cassidy had the distinction of scoring the goal for
Derry that knocked Cavan out of the 1954 McKenna
Cup at the semi-final stage. He slipped the legendary
“Gunner” Brady and planted the ball in the net. He
was a mere eighteen years old at the time. Derry went
on to lift the cup beating Armagh at Casements Park
in Belfast. In 1958 he was in the Derry squad that
reached the All Ireland final beating the great Mick
O’Connells, Kerry, in the semi-final. He won 9
championship medals with Bellaghy over two decades.
He also won an Ulster club championship.
Willy was also a golf fanatic and when his local
Moyola club was only 3 years old he announced to the
one hundred members, Seve Ballesteros, the newly
crowned U.S open champion is coming to play at
Moyola. Most were sceptical but on August 11th
1980, Willy shocked them all, when Seve came to play.
It was the making of the golf club and Willy is now
known as the man who brought Seve to Moyola.
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Michael Mangan, “You’ll have your work cut out
today Willy. You’ll be marked by Paddy Harrington,
who played in the All Ireland final, the previous year.”
Paddy is the father of the current golfer, Padraig
Harrington.
Hard knocks were given and taken, there were no
divers in those days. When you went down you stayed
down. He recalls the day when Armagh’s Flynn, an
outstanding footballer, rushed from work one Sunday
black as coal, fresh from the mines and got changed
on the top deck of a double decker bus, full of
passengers heading for Sale. He was unwashed and
unbowed. The men of the North were a hardy race.
He described Michael Mangan as one of the most
committed Gaels he has ever met and is proud to say
that Michael was a guest at his wedding forty five
years ago. Willy extends his best wishes to the club on
reaching 50 years anniversary.

In his St. Brendan’s days he was a student at De La
Salle College, Middleton and remembers whilst
playing at Liverpool being told by his good friend
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1988 was a year that completely changed my life. Very
happy with my lifestyle in Roscommon playing as
much football as I could and then the bombshell came,
my Dad said we were moving to England. You can
guess as a young lad that I didn’t want to lose my
friends or team-mates. It was hard times in Ireland at
the time and as my Dad said “One day all our kids will
be in England and we will be left on our own here so
we are moving as a family”. At the time I didn’t agree
but looking back on it was a brave and excellent
decision. My family arrived in England two weeks
before me as I had a county semi-final to contest with
Eire Og in Roscommon. My last night in Roscommon
was a nervous one.
The address of our new home in
Manchester was left behind the bar in
Creations in Loughglynn but did I pick it
up “NO”. I was still trying to deny the
move and the only thing I knew getting
on the plane was it was in Stretford and
my parents were working so I would
have to get a taxi. I was that naïve at the
time that I thought Stretford would be
the size of Loughglynn. Walking through
the arrivals at Manchester a stranger
walked up to me and asked me if I was John
Fitzpatrick. He introduced himself as Chris Connolly
(St. Brendan’s) and he was there to give me a lift to my
new home. My first real connection with St. Brendan’s
was made. We had a lovely chat on the way to
Stretford which took my mind off Roscommon. Over
a cuppa at the house he told me he had a job set up for
me as an apprentice electrician and asked me to sign
for St. Brendan’s. I told him I couldn’t make that
decision straight away as I had cousins playing for St.
Peter’s. Next day a man called Brendan Burke called
to the house and again made me more comfortable in
my new surrounding. I still didn’t sign and he called
three days in a row to see me. I then gave in, but it
was evident to see the hard work that was going on in
the club. The hard work of Chris Connolly, Brendan
Burke and many others St. Brendan’s wouldn’t be the
successful club I played for those seven glorious years.
The Brendan’s of the late 80s early 90s made me what
I am to-day. The knowledge in the club was years
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ahead off everyone else. It wasn’t just a two man show
it was like a big family. You had the passionate Jimmy
McKnight, hard working M. Hughes, T. Meehan,
M. Mangan, P. Martin, C. Connolly, J. Quinn,
M. Connors and the lovely S. Maye who made
everyone so welcome with his caring personality but
the man who was ahead of his time coach wise was
Brendan Burke. His knowledge of the game inspired
me. I don’t know if he started the three man midfield
but it was the first I heard of it when he introduced it.
7 a side was where his genius really came to the fore.
My greatest footballing moment has to be winning the
1989 All Britain seven a side. All the time they were
changing the rules because Burkie was coming up
with unbelieve plans to suit the team. Another
All Britain seven a side final was the most
extraordinary game I ever played in. After
drawing in normal time and twice in injury time
both set of players refused to play on as we
couldn’t move anymore so we called it a draw.
We should have won a few All Britain senior
championships in our glorious years. We got
beaten in the final three times and I know if our
fullback classy Gerry McGinn hadn’t got
caught in traffic and only arrived at half time we
would have been victorious. Most of that family I will
never forget, people like “The Tank” McCormack,
Skilful Carolan, Funny Gumley, Mick Conway’s
shoulder which you could never forget, Speedy Drury,
Young Madden, tight marker Norman Maloney but
the one that always gave 110% and I have never seen
anyone to get the better of him was the brilliant
Dermot Walsh. He was the man who introduced the
fast ball to GAA. He never looked as if he was on the
ball but the one two’s were five years ahead of time.
St. Brendan’s was a big family with gifted and
hardworking people, who brought the good in Irish &
GAA people together. St. Brendan’s deserve to always
be at the top and looking at the new generation
coming to the fore it is only a matter of time before
they reach it again. If you work half as hard as the
80/90s crew success is only around the corner. I had 7
fantastic years at the club that nobody can take away
from me and a special thanks to everyone who made
this happen.
P.S. Enjoy the night and for those old friend who may
have forgotten I am still on Guinness.
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Our connection started in 1984 when I was a first year
student in Liverpool. My first ever Gaelic match in
England was a Lancashire final for John Mitchell’s
against St. Brendan’s. If we were not underdogs then
we should have been as we were well beaten. I don’t
remember that much apart from Galway jerseys and
two forwards for Brendan’s who I now know to be
Jackie Quinn and Brendan Burke. Pure class, proper
footballers, football in England looked ok to me. Fast
forward to 1987 when my brothers Niall and Eoin
moved to Manchester, Niall a student and Eoin a
grown up with a job. Both were recruited by the ever
vigilant scouting network among the Irish bars of
Manchester. If you looked Irish then an approach was
never far away. If you didn’t know, there is an aura
around Irish lads with a bit of football in them
especially when full of pints and without a match in
the morning. This aura only appears on arriving in
England and changes colour after a successful signing
to ward off other advances. Eoin remembers Brendan
Burke recruiting him. Niall was living with Eoin at the
time and so got roped in. I eventually moved to
Manchester and followed the clan to Brendan’s in
1990.

after at least 50 loud knocks. Mighty battles against
St. Peter’s knowing we had Mickey Conway leading
the battle. Being glad he was one of us. Hard nuts like
Eamonn McManus. Dermot Walsh who never
stopped running. Footballing characters like Paul
Croke, flying machines like Stephen Drury, dancers
like Kevin Madden. Always having decent footballers
to play with. Training in the dark at Hough End by
the road, how big the trees have grown and how many
years have passed. The fact that I have been involved
in Gaelic football in England for 25 years. How
difficult it is to remember all the details but not the
spirit and the craic.

Speaking to Eoin and reminiscing brought back all
sorts of memories. Winning Lancashire in 1991 and
the almighty session in the 32 Club afterwards. Losing
the All Britain final that year followed by another
almighty session in the 32 Club afterwards. Playing a
team from Bristol in the All Britain who were still
p****d after watching rugby that same day. Norman
Maloney who was a class footballer who had a class
Alfa Romeo. Calling to Tommy Gumley’s house on the
way to games to get him out of bed. Not giving up

I regularly see Mickey with the St. Brendan’s
underage teams and am always impressed and a bit
envious of the quality of the young lads I see. You
have got the right model for a club to survive the ups
and downs of immigration in promoting our game to
second, third and English born kids.

The roots of Gaelic football are the community, the
parish you are born in. It’s different in England. The
sense of community is even more important, the
willingness to welcome players of all abilities and the
value of the extended family in cities the size of
Manchester will never be understood back home. We
don’t take our GAA for granted here; we work hard to
keep it alive. Its great to be part of a really good team
but just as good to be part of a club and its survival,
sometimes quantity is more important than quality.

Niall didn’t play that many games as he was seduced
by bright lights and pints. He now lives in Southport
but his 11 year old plays underage for Brothers Pearse
in Huddersfield with my son. Eoin returned to
Armagh where he rejoined Armagh Harps and still
plays a bit of veteran football. I moved to
Huddersfield where I still play for Brothers Pearse in
emergencies and am the manager and vice-chairman.
Congratulations to Brendan’s on this important
milestone, you were a great club to play for and are
still a great club to play against. Good luck for the next
50.

Brendan Devlin

Devlin Brothers from left Eoin, Niall, Stephen, Brendan
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I was born and raised in Manchester but of Irish
parents. At the age of 7 I started Irish dancing and
playing Irish music. I had quite a successful time
dancing, winning many competitions, however it was
dancing that prevented me playing Gaelic football,
before I did. Uneen (my mother) didn’t really want
me to play Gaelic football as she thought I may injure
myself. However, if the truth be known, with a
commitment to dancing I had very little time for other
hobbies. Also if I had taken up Gaelic football earlier
I would have probably joined St. Lawrence’s as Father
Fullen had asked Johnny (my father) to bring me
down on numerous occasions.
Anyway in 1985 at the age of 13 I was given a free
transfer from the Lally School of Irish Dancing to St.
Brendan’s GAA. It was Chris Connolly who got me
down to Hough End for training and I could tell from
the outset I would be involved for life. I remember
running around chasing a ball but I never remember
it being warm. Back then it was a mix of lads, mainly
from North and South of the city. We all got on well
and over the years we won many honours at underage.
I may have it wrong but I remember underage
presentation discos at Our Lady’s in Moss Side, they
were strange events made up of about 98% lads.
One of my lasting memories from underage days was
not playing for St. Brendan’s but in fact playing for
the county minor team. We had won the All Britain
and duly qualified for the quarter final of the All
Ireland, where we played Galway in Balinasloe. I
played corner forward that day and I was quite proud
of myself as I was only 16 and representing St.
Brendan’s for Lancashire. We were narrowly beaten
by about 30 points but I believe home advantage had
a lot to do with it. Even though we were beaten we
still managed to celebrate that evening and I think I
even had a couple of alcoholic beverages, but don’t tell
Johnny.
I played and captained St. Brendan’s at every age and
level from under 14. I broke into the senior team as a
minor. I have many vague memories of my senior
football career but I put this down to starting my
senior career around the same time as starting my
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drinking career. At senior level we were relatively
successful. I was in teams that won senior
championships titles and also in the Canon Stritch
winning side. Running up and down the central
reservation of Mauldeth Road and short sprints up the
steepest hill of Hough End did pay off. I think I
probably took winning and being successful for
granted. The last 10 years haven’t been as prosperous,
on the pitch and I take this moment to blame the rest
of my team mates as opposed to myself as of course
my standards were always of the highest grade.
Over the years all members of our family have been
involved with St. Brendan’s. Johnny played for the
club in the sixties and I think he captained the team
also. Uneen was the secretary of the club for a period
and a valued supporter for many years. Both my
mother and I were involved in the ladies team that St.
Brendan’s ran, in the late 80’s and 90’s. Myself,
Anthony and Stephen all played for St. Brendan’s
also. There were a few occasions where all three of us
played on the same team, I am not sure how many
times that three brothers lined out for St. Brendan’s
in the same match?
I look back fondly on my time with St. Brendan’s. I
saw many many players come and go over my 24 years
and have built many friendships. I must also say that
even though the GAA within Lancashire is
competitive I still have many acquaintances from
other clubs. The only downside, in my opinion, is the
under achievement of the club at adult level over the
last ten or so years. Hopefully the 50th year
celebrations can kick start another successful era for
the club and I would be proud to be part of this.
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My involvement with St. Brendan’s GAA began in
2001 when I began helping Mike Conway out with the
coaching and managing of the under age teams.
Looking back on the past seven years we, as a club,
have put together some remarkable under age teams
from under 10 all the way up to under 16 level. We
now have some players that started with us back in
2001, 02 and 03 working towards playing with the
Senior panel.
This has been very special to me because three of my
four children have all played Gaelic football for St.
Brendan’s GAA club.
Lee began back in 2001 training and playing under
Mike Conway and Damian Kerr at the under 10 and
under 12 level and then my daughter Lauren began
playing with the under 10s in 2003.
The last of the Brady’s to begin their Gaelic football
career was my youngest son Conor who started at the
age of six in 2004 and now has completed four years
playing at the under 10 age group.
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I have some very fond memories through the years
with St. Brendan’s, especially the trips we made to
Birmingham. One of those trips that still stand firmly
in my mind is back in 2003 when Damian Kerr
Michael Mangan and myself took the under 12 team
to the 7 a side All Britain competition.
We ended up in the final after some very tough games
but only to lose to a team from London by a few
points. This team involved some of our players who
later went on to play for our under 12, 14, 16 and
minor teams. The following year our Under 12 team
lost once again in the Final of the same competition,
but the tide was turned in 2005 when Mike Conway
took his under 12 team there and won the All Britain
7 a side competition out right. The moral of this story
is if at first you don’t succeed, try and try again. On
behalf of my wife Bernie and family I would like to
wish St. Brendan’s GAA club all the best for their 50th
Anniversary and hope that they will still be around in
another 50 years and are still successful in promoting
the game of Gaelic Football.

Hopefully Conor will have many more years at
underage level with St. Brendan’s GAA and if his
brother can stay away from breaking his legs he can
make his way into the senior panel.

Martin Brady with Son, Lee and the Sam Maguire Cup
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I joined St. Brendan’s in 1989, having previously
played for the Oisin’s club. I knew many of the
Brendan’s players well, having played alongside them
on the county team, and although matches between
the two were always tough, with the odd skirmish and
broken bone, there was huge respect between the
players.

The following years were a successful period for the
club, culminating in the club winning the Canon
Stritch Cup in 1993. The effort involved in the
campaign was immense, and having to beat three
London based teams along the way, including
Parnell’s in the final, showed to everybody watching
just how good a team we were.

On joining Brendan’s, I was made to feel very
welcome, and soon settled in as a part of a very good
team. The training was hard, with Jim McKnight
cracking the whip, and Dermot Walsh running twenty
laps of the pitch at Hough End as a warm up on his
own, before having a quick smoke while everyone else
pretended to warm up by kicking a ball about.

I was fortunate to play alongside some wonderful
footballers’ during my time with St. Brendan’s. The
likes of Norman Maloney, Dermot Walsh, Kevin
Madden, and many others, would have graced any
team in the land. The men on the sideline were just as
important, all those who went round collecting players
from various towns around Manchester to ensure the
game went ahead. And once the game started, there
were dozens of coaches on the side, each shouting
different instructions to the players, each one adamant
that he knew best, and each one fully committed to the
club. Too many to name, but Jim McKnight was the
man who I could never fall out with, even when he
made me sprint up the hill in the corner of Hough
End, with Tommy Gumley on my back. My back’s
never been the same since.

Ultimately the training paid off though, with the club
having a successful year. The highlight for me was
winning the All Britain 7 a side tournament in
Birmingham, beating St. Peter’s in the final. This led
to a fantastic weekend in Dublin, where we were
within a whisker of beating Kilmacud Croke’s in the
All Ireland 7 a side. Obviously after the tournament
we behaved impeccably, back to the lodgings and
asleep by ten o’clock.

Playing for the club, and winning games, was
fantastic. The only thing better than that was the
friendships I made. That is what makes St. Brendan’s
the wonderful club that it is, long may it continue.
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The last time I lived in the United Kingdom or played
Gaelic football/hurling was when I lived in
Manchester until early 1994, more than 15 years ago
now! Since then I have been living in São Paulo,
Brazil, where hurling is what Iraqis do with their
shoes and touching the football with your hand is a
foul. As the time passes memories fade but below are
a few that are still remain vivid as the day they
happened.
On the morning August 13, 1990, I arrived for my first
day of work at Arthur Andersen’s offices in
Manchester. My only previous visit was one day flying
visit a few months earlier for a job interview and I
knew nobody who lived there. You can imagine my
shock when the receptionist informed me that I had a
personal message to call some complete stranger in
Manchester. Five minutes later I had rang Tadgh
Meehan, the team scout and arranged to train with the
St. Brendan’s team the following night.
Later I found out that Seamus Grey, the then club
president, was also from Fermanagh and regularly
received copies of the Fermanagh Herald newspaper.
Seamus had seen a July 1990 article where a
Lisnaskea GAA “star” (the term used by an over
enthusiastic journalist) was emigrating to Manchester
and had passed the information on to Tadhg, who left
the message.
I recall how Seamus Grey, who was
extremely generous to me (I am
convinced he would have given me
the shirt off his back!), telling me
that my grandfather, who I barely
knew as he died when I was young,
had been very kind to him as a child
and he was happy to repay the
complement, albeit more than 50
years later!
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players only arrived at half time (they came in Tadgh’s
car which had problems on the trip to London). We
had played the first half against the wind without a
full team and in the end only lost by a single point!
I still remember the team huddled in the Hough End
playing fields one cold night after training and Tadgh
explaining that he had arranged for a friendly with a
visiting team from Ireland. I was in disbelief when he
later confirmed that it would the Lisnaskea Emmetts,
my home team!, who had just won the 1991
Fermanagh Senior Championship and League. A few
weeks later it was a great reunion with all my team
members and even my late brother, Donal, came for
the game. I captained St. Brendan’s in the “friendly”
against Lisnaskea which we won much to the
disappointment of Lisnaskea, which may explain why
I lost a tooth during the game. If anyone ever finds my
tooth on the pitch, please send it back to me at
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in São Paulo, as they may
be able to implant it again!
Finally, if anyone is interested, can read Portuguese
and is interested in accounting, I just launched a book
of my own; “Implementação das normas
internacionais de contabilidade e da lei no. 11.638 no
Brasil”. Congratulations to St. Brendan’s and its
management maintaining a great organization and
community spirit among the Irish community. I am
sure St. Brendan’s has many successful years to come!

Of all the games we played and
trophies won, I cannot forget the all
England final where five of our best

Kieran pictured with wife Michela and daaughter Sophia
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He joined the club and played regularly in the half
back line. He attended many committee meetings and
was always keen to bring any new ideas to the table,
and always had a refreshing enthusiasm for the club
and the game as a whole. He encouraged the younger
players at training, and always had time for a chat with
the older boys. He took over many of the training
sessions. He always made it to St. Kent’s on Sunday
afternoons for the televised games. He supported club
functions and other GAA functions in the County.
When he was poorly and had just got out of hospital
he went to Hough End to see St. Brendan’s play and
shortly after went to the Dinner Dance.
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Gerald Linehan was born in Boherbue in Co. Cork.
He came to Manchester in 2003 just after the time that
Justin Gill opened St. Brendan’s new website. In fact
Gerry was the first person to contact the club via the
website, closely followed by Michael Kennedy and
Stephen Murray. Gerry lived in the Withington area
when he first arrived in Manchester. He was a keen
GAA man who played regularly on the Boherbue
team before coming to live in Manchester. His first
taste of St. Brendan’s GAA Club was when he went to
the Chorlton Irish Centre to a social event run by
Emerald Gaels Ladies team. It was there that he was
introduced to other members of the St. Brendan’s
club.
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His untimely death in 2004 caused widespread grief
within the GAA circles here in Manchester.
St. Brendan’s and the Boherbue club both joined to
gether to commemorate his involvement with both
clubs. Stephen Murray, Michael Kennedy and of
course Justin did Trojan work in planning a trip to
Ireland and followed later by a trip over from Ireland
for the Boherbue club. Both trips were very successful
and thoroughly enjoyed by all. Mass was said in
Boherbue and in St. Kent’s, football matches were
played, and the social events held resulted in
donations to Marymount Hospice Co. Cork and
Christies Hospital here in Manchester.
Gerry was an inspiration to all of us. He had an
amazing presence within the club in such a short time.
Men like Gerry are the core of any successful club but
it is amazing how one individual could bring two clubs
so close together. May he rest in peace.
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I joined St. Brendan’s in the late 1960’s, when football
was the only game played. In 1961 we decided to
affiliate a hurling team. Michael Mangan, Fr. Fullen
(R.I.P), Jimmy Flynn (Waterford), Mick Ryan
(Tipperary) and myself. We worked hard to get
players as there were about 12 hurling teams in
Lancashire at that time.
We got Tom Cunningham, his brother Catch (R.I.P),
Tom and Sean Scully and Bill O’Meara all Offaly,
Sean Hoban, Paddy Mannion (Menlough), Pat
Mannion (Castlegar) and Alfie Madden (no relation)
all Galway, Stephen Somers (Kilkenny), Bill Jones
(Tipperary) with others. We still struggled in football
and hurling because of all established teams in the
county. Our first game in hurling was against
Shamrocks of Birkenhead which was played on a
rugby pitch in Liverpool. We travelled with just 16
players. At the previous Annual General Meeting I
was happy to be selected captain of the team. We lost
by 2-7 to 1-3, and I was proud of myself that day as I
got all the St. Brendan’s scores. We were nevertheless
happy with the score, even though we had lost but it
was a good starting point for hurling within our club.
We went from strength to strength that season but
although we didn’t get any silverware, we had done
well for our first season. Our home venue became
White City which was a nice
stadium although it was a
bit short for hurling. I
remember Michael Mangan
and his lovely wife Winn,
who seemed to do almost
everything
including
washing the kits and on
Friday would contact the
opposing team for the
probable lineout’s and have
printed programmes for
Sunday.
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name of Chris Connolly also Packie Cahalan and
Dermot Kyne (All Galway). Both teams went from
strength to strength and in 1963 won the league and
McInerney Cup in hurling and in 1964 won the first of
many football championships. There are big changes
from those days when we had to get 2 buses to
Urmston Meadows (any of the 40 buses into town and
then Number 12 bus to Urmston for training if we had
no match on Sunday.
I am proud to say that I captained St. Brendan’s in
1961 and 25 years later my sons Kevin captained his
team at Under 14 level and Stephen captained the
Under 10 team.
My wife Una was club secretary and my youngest son
Anthony also played for the club at Underage level.
On behalf of all the Madden family we are delighted
to be involved with such a great club and wish St.
Brendan’s GAA many more successful years. Up the
Maroon and White.

The following year we got a
great dual player by the

Johnny with his wife Una and Michael and Winn Mangan
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I was born on 7th September 1942 in Dromahair, Co.
Leitrim and in 1944 moved to Ballyfarnon Co.
Roscommon. I played my early football with St.
Ronans GAA club which was made up of players from
Ballyfarnon, Keadue and Arigna. St. Ronans had no
football pitch, and our training sessions took place on
the local grazing fields, but all our football matches
had to be played at other venues. It was a great
honour to be part of that team that between the years
of 1961 to 1963 won 25 matches in a row. I was also
part of the winning team that won the Roscommon
Junior Championship and the league in 1962. It was
another 30 years until Kilronan Park was opened and
the first home game was played in 1992.
I came to Manchester on February 1965 with the
intention of only staying for 6 weeks. I was playing
with a band in Ireland and during Lent we were not
allowed to play, so the only option was to head to
England. I got work in the Trafford Park area driving
flat trucks and with keeping a good working record
and my eyes peeled ready to learn new things, I
eventually made it to a skilled machinist on crankshaft,
and the only Irish man working there.
I met three lads from Co. Derry, Dessie Wilson R.I.P.
Eugene Marshall R.I.P. and Oliver Marshall. We
discovered St. Brendan’s GAA Club. My brother
Patsy came over from Ireland and also joined the club.
St. Brendan’s Irish Club was the place to be and it was
there that I met my wife Angela in February 1968. We
were married in Knock Co. Mayo in 1970. We were
blessed with three daughters Caroline, Angela and our
little footballer Jacqueline.
As the girls were growing up we would take them to
Hough End on a Sunday to watch St. Brendan’s.
Jacqueline was very interested in football from a very
early age and joined St. Brendan’s ladies team playing
in goals. It was there that she was spotted by St.
Brendan’s Underage Boys team. I was asked if I
would allow her to play for the under12 team. I said
yes. Jacqueline was so delighted at this and left
Manchester United Ladies where she was playing
soccer to concentrate on her Gaelic football. She went
on to play for St. Brendan’s at Under 12 , 14, 16, 18,
21 and Junior level. You may often have heard of a
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father and son playing on the same football team, but
not a father and daughter until then. Jacqueline and
I made history in Liverpool against John Mitchell’s
when both of us played on the Junior team.
I had the great pleasure of being chairman of St.
Brendan’s in 1992. I was known as the “quiet
chairman” There was many great people involved with
St. Brendan’s, too numerous to mention but I have to
acknowledge the great Sean Maye R.I.P. who was a
perfect gentleman. We managed many successful trips
to London, Birmingham, Leeds, Liverpool and
Scotland. It was a great achievement to win the Canon
Stritch Cup in 1992. We also won the Senior League
and Under 21 Lancashire Championship. The same
year we had a trip back to my home town Ballyfarnon
with St. Brendan’s Under 16 team. Jacqueline was
part of that team and I was delighted to see her play in
Kilronan park on a pitch, that as a small boy I had
longed for. We were greeted by St. Ronans Chairman,
the late Dr. Hugh Gibbons who played for the
successful Roscommon team in the 1940s and Gay
Sheerin who was the Roscommon Goalkeeper. The
Under 16 team was as follows, John Knight, Anthony
Quinn, Christopher Connors, Rory Quigley, Kevin
Grace, Robert O’Donoghue, Michael Connolly,
Michael Davitt, Michael McGloin, Stephen Madden,
Peter Wilson, Anthony Teale, Terrence Cox, David
Kiely, Fergus Burke, Paul Delargy, John Dineen,
Michael Fitzpatrick, Gerard Geraghy, Gerard
Finnegan, Paul Walsh, Sean Coyne, Steve Kiely,
Michael Masterson, Adrain Quigley, Christopher
Lawlor, Damian and Sean Carragher and Jacqueline
McTiernan. The mentors with the team were Chris
Connolly from Co. Galway, Sean Maye R.I.P. from
Co. Sligo, Tommy Carragher from Co. Armagh and
Brendan Burke from Co. Mayo.
I played my last game, scored my last goal, and
received my last trophy in 1996 at the tender age of
54 years. I don’t know where my next trophies are
going to come from. I’m relying on my four
grandchildren to come up with the goods. The
McTiernan era has come to an end in Manchester, and
I wish St. Brendan’s GAA another 50 years of success
from an ex-chairman and footballer.
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On first arriving in Manchester at the end of 1994, I
happened to stumble across a game of Gaelic football
at Hough End on a wet Sunday afternoon. I stopped
to view the game and was approached by two staunch
Galway men, Patsy Martin and Chris Connolly. They
both questioned me over my present working status,
my GAA history and then before I knew, they were
scribbling down my name, address and number. At
that stage I became a member of St. Brendan’s GAC,
even though I didn’t know it.
In 1995 I had a full year of football and met with some
great people, which led to a great bunch of lads to
stick together and follow through to the season of
1996.
1996 With the great management of Brendan Burke
behind us we started the 96 season on a high. The
senior team swept through the Lancashire
championship to lift the cup. We had memorable
performances that day from John Broderick, Kevin
Madden, Damien Clerkin, Tommy Gumley, John
Green, Tom Egan, Mick Conway, Fergus Burke,
Peter Dillon, Brian Murphy and Norman Maloney.
This was the year that the dynamic duo from South
Armagh descended upon Manchester, Dermot O’Neill
and Niall McGee, two great footballers in their own
right and with their help they pushed the team
onwards.
We went on to play Dumbarton in Glasgow, which
turned out to be one of the toughest hard hitting
games of the year, where we gained a victory. On the
return journey on the coach we felt that we then had
the team to progress that year. The coach journey was
entertaining as Johnny Madden took to the
microphone to mimic the great commentators of the
60s and 70s on All Ireland day. Also I think everyone
took the lead from Peter Dillon to sing an oul Irish
tune or just quote a thoughtful Limerick, as did Niall
McGee.
We then went on to play Tir Conaill Gaels in the All
Britain final. The buildup was great, we had the
breakfast before we got on the coach and the convoy
of cars followed all the way to Birmingham. We got
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beat that day by one point, not to anyone’s weakness
as everyone played their heart out. We were
disappointed that day as we felt we had the team to
win.
1997 We regrouped and got a lot of new lads on
board. We got to the Lancashire senior final against
St. Peter’s. It took two games and extra time to
separate the two sides and we lost out by one point. It
was over this period that GAA was very strong in
Lancashire, as most clubs were able to field good
junior and senior teams. Our junior team was also
defeated in the championship and league finals.
The great Jack Sheehy attended our dinner dance
that year and gave a great after dinner speech.
1998 This was a great year for St. Brendan’s underage
footballers, as they won the All Britain U12s. This
would lead to the follow through of some of our
present day footballers, the likes of James Mulligan,
Martin Gallagher, etc.
The seniors won the Wolfe Tone league, which was
played in early 1999 due to weather conditions and
club games running on too late. However this was still
celebrated when won, as I do reminisce the brake
dancing of John Green and Tom Egan in the early
hours of the morning in OSheas bar.
The juniors again got to both the championship and
league finals only to be beaten.
We had a visit that year from the Castlemitchels club
of Kildare and played them in a challenge game. All
this was organized by Suzanne Dillon (nee Delaney)
and I do remember her now husband Peter
orchestrating a great sing song over the whole
weekend.
This was the year that Galway won the All Ireland and
Tadgh Meehans two nephews Tomas and Declan who
played in the final attended our dinner dance the
following year.
1999 All the efforts of working on the youth of the
club came to fruition this year as the junior team won
the Lancashire junior title. We had great players that
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Dermot, with Dermot O’Neill and Peter Dillon at Blackpool

year like Mark and Chris Connolly, Dominic
O’Sullivan, Daniel O’Donnell, Paddy McGarvey and
Johnny Plant.
The senior side got beaten in the championship final
against a strong John Mitchell’s side, who went on to
lay down a marker for many years to follow.
We organized a trip to the All Ireland Final, which
was to coincide with playing in the 7 aside tournament
on the previous day. We were only to get beaten in the
quarter finals by Listowel Emmets, who had the
involvement of the great Steven Stack. This was to be
a great weekend and we even managed to sell a few
tickets for our Christmas draw, even though Paddy
McGarvey and Mark Connolly had some explaining
to do as to how they were going to post a fresh turkey
to Cork.
This was also the clubs 40th year, this was
acknowledged by honouring the team of 1964 at the
annual dinner dance.
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2000 The juniors won the Lancashire championship,
although it wasn’t played until spring of 2001, due to
weather and late club games. We seen great
performances that day from Aaron Cushley, Tom
Lyons, the Connolly brothers, Paul Rough, Johnny
Plant.
This was the year the club went online, with the aid of
Justin Gill the club website was created in order to
promote itself for the future.
2001 The juniors won the league and the Wolfe Tone
league. Our junior team featured in many finals over
this period, as the youth of Lancashire had now
developed and were playing frequently with each
other.
Senior football deteriorated slightly in Lancashire
during this period, as the flourishing of the Celtic
Tiger in Ireland was luring a lot of lads back. This was
also a key factor with the development of our juniors.
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I arrived in Manchester on the 1st of April 1993 from
the green rolling hills of County Down intending to
find work and to stay only for a few months. My first
port of call was to my uncle Jim (Jimmy) Fitzsimons
– the best player never to play for St. Brendan’s!
Jimmy in his youth did boxing and travelled as far
south as Mulligar to fight in Boxing Competitions. He
makes the annual pilgrimage to Dublin every
September to watch the All Ireland Football Final. On
the first Sunday of my arrival he took me down to
Hough End to watch a match. There we met his great
friend Jimmy McKnight and I was introduced to the
rest of the Brendan’s boys.
It was that day I met Brendan Burke and Micky
Conway and they made me sign a transfer form on the
spot. I was now a St. Brendan’s player. I was very
impressed with their enthusiasm and passion for their
club and I was slightly puzzled that while talking to
them the one question I was not asked was if I could
play football at all!
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players and Senior Management of the club took me
out for a farewell vodka and coke. This ended up a
very late night, like many sessions before in the Thirty
Two Club. But from what I remember everyone
behaved themselves and even Tommy didn’t get
arrested!
During my time with St. Brendan’s I met some great
characters and valued friends, many of whom I still
have regular contact with. I would like to thank St.
Brendan’s GAC Club for making my short stay in
Manchester very enjoyable and I would like to wish
the Club all the best on their 50th Anniversary
celebration and Good Luck in the years ahead.

Kevin Fitzsimons

Unfortunately because of a serious injury I sustained
playing for my home club Saul, I wasn’t able to play
much football for St. Brendan’s.
However this minor problem did not stop me taking
part in the clubs affairs and social activities. It was
during my time as Club Secretary that I became
involved with the clubs unique transfer policy (If he is
Irish – sign him before anyone else does).
Two of our ’old boys’ who played during this period
were Gareth Fitzsimons and Rory Sharvin. Gareth
played under 18 and under 21 football for Down and
is currently the Chairman of the Chicago County
Board. Rory won an All Ireland medal for Down in
1994.

Kevin pictured with Suzanne Dillon and Michael Mangan
in 32 club

My brother Sean came to Manchester and played for
St. Brendan’s club for many years. Sean is married to
Georgia and still lives in Manchester.
The St. Brendan’s Team of this time was a very strong,
talented panel with most of the players good enough to
play senior club football in Ireland and indeed a few
could have played County football.
I ended up staying in Manchester for 6 years, got
married and started a family before returning home in
1999. The week before I returned home most of the

Pictured with Brendan Burke slightly just intoxicated
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Those were the days – The eighties
The eighties were a great time to play football in
Lancashire. There was a fierce but healthy rivalry
both on and off the pitch created by the genuine
passion and infectious enthusiasm of the men and
women running the clubs. In the furore before games,
supporters dressed in their Sunday best recalled their
glory days by kicking the odd point or two, officials
anxiously consulted their watches hoping everyone
would turn up on time and players hastily togged out
in the back seats of parked cars and vans desperately
trying to shake off another Saturday night in town. In
those days we didn’t have the facilities other sports
could offer nor did we expect them because playing
our national game abroad was something special,
something beyond winning or losing, something other
sports couldn’t compete with.
I joined St. Brendan’s in April 1980 and I am
privileged to have been involved with the club for
most of that very successful decade. I remember St.
Brendan’s as a vibrant club with a spirited
management team and a host of die hard ‘unofficial
officials’ who selflessly devoted their time and effort
without need for recognition or adulation. At underage level the club ensured its sustainability by building
the structures necessary to promote and develop the
game. At adult level, a powerful blend of youth and
experience and a stable core of talented players
ensured numerous successes at both county and
provincial level. During the eighties, St. Brendan’s
was undoubtedly the most dominant force in
Lancashire.
I have many fond memories of playing for St.
Brendan’s and was proud to have captained the team
on several occasions. I thoroughly enjoyed the
successes as we travelled the length and breath of the
country playing in various tournaments and
competitions. Despite the achievements however, my
fondest memories are of the many outstanding
footballers and personalities I have had the pleasure
of playing with. Great midfield players like Michael
Conway and Colm Coyne, rock solid defenders like
Jimmy McKnight and Patsy Conway and astute
skilful forwards like Jackie Quinn and Brendan
Burke. Players such as the Roscommon brothers Noel
and Gerry Byrne with whom I regularly travelled to
and from training, Dermot Walsh who could still run
as much at the end of a game as he could at the start,
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Ray McLaughlin an excellent fielder from my home
town, Liam Harkin, Paul Croke and Mickey McCann
all great footballers with whom I also worked, Luke
O’Connor who became chairman of the club in the
late eighties and finally, the very talented local players
Sean McColgan and Patrick Murphy. Others include
Noel Hickey, Gerry Hughes, Matt Marren, Seamus
Breslin, Colm O’Neill, Sean Guinan and Aidrian
McGuigan to mention just a few. Pride of place
however must go to playing alongside my two
brothers, Joe and Sean. We came from the
O’Donovan Rossa club in Magherafelt, Co. Derry
and because of our age differences rarely had the
opportunity to play together until we met up at St.
Brendan’s.
My funniest memory on the playing field involved one
of our greatest players ever. Jackie Quinn was a rare
talent and a naturally gifted footballer who possessed
all the skills required to excel in sport. He also
possessed a wry sense of humour, which was usually
expressed when least expected. During one hard
fought game, we suddenly realised Jackie had gone
missing and a few minutes passed before we finally
spotted him on the sideline talking to a group of
supporters. In terms unfit for publication in this book,
we requested his immediate return to the field of play
but he just shrugged his shoulders smiling and pointed
to his marker who was standing right beside him and
had obviously been told to stay with Jackie - no
matter where he goes!
Other stars of the team in the eighties included Jimmy
McKnight, Michael Conway and Brendan Burke.
Jimmy was a giant of a player to whom many of the
younger players looked up. He was an impassable
rock in defence, an outstanding fielder and an
excellent team player that could always be relied upon.
Michael was a powerful, courageous player who was
never afraid to go in where it hurts. He was a superb
fielder, a ball winner, and an intelligent distributor and
always led the team by example. Brendan was every
defenders nightmare. He had pace, great awareness
and radar like accuracy. With one simple deceptive
swerve Brendan could lose the most vigilant defender
and score from practically any angle. Two other
stalwarts of the team during the eighties were Gerry
and Noel Byrne who never missed a match or a
training session. They were both passionate
footballers, steadfastly devoted to St. Brendan’s and
constantly produced excellent displays.
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Michael Hughes was one of our most prominent team
managers during the eighties. A player’s manager,
Michael was always positive and preferred to look for
remedies rather than find fault His approach was
pragmatic and he rarely got involved in the internal
squabbles associated with running a club. I remember
well his pre-match team talks and the genuine passion
and honesty that shone through.
Some of my recollections have more to do with the
environment the games were played in rather than the
games themselves. I remember one particular
championship final at Hough End, which started
extremely late. We eventually won the game and were
promptly presented with the cup by the famous Mick
O’Dwyer in almost complete darkness. On another
occasion, I recall a St. Brendan’s official solemnly
unpacking a brand new video camera at the
conclusion of a rousing pre match team talk. This
caused quite a stir among the players because video
cameras in the early eighties were very rare and
expensive novelties. In its presence, it was difficult to
focus on the game but once we realised our efforts
would be recorded for eternity, we produced a
masterful performance and mercilessly dominated our
opponents. During the half time break, several lengthy
interviews were conducted with elated supporters
who eagerly provided an in-depth analysis of the game
to the overly stressed cameraman. As the final whistle
blew, the air of excitement in anticipation of viewing
the film was at fever pitch and broken only by the
realisation that the cameraman had forgotten to
remove the cover protecting the lens!
Yes, in those days we were far from perfect but we had
passion and energy in abundance. St. Brendan’s was a
community of colourful and unique characters from
different walks of life and of all ages working together
in pursuit of a common goal. People like Tadhg
Meehan, Michael Hughes, Patsy Martin, Michael and
Sonny Mangan, Seamus Grey, Chris Connolly, Tony
Mongey and Sean Maye were the backbone of the
club and the unsung heroes of the era. During my
term as secretary of
St. Brendan’s, I was
humbled
and
privileged to have
witnessed at first
hand
their
dedication,
commitment and
loyalty to the club.
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My recollections of the eighties would not be complete
without paying a special tribute to Tadhg Meehan
who has selflessly and tirelessly served St. Brendan’s
for almost forty years. Personal integrity, loyalty,
honesty and commitment are the qualities that
characterise Tadhg’s life and earned him the respect
of the entire GAA community and beyond. Back in
the eighties, Tadhg was the father figure of the club
and many of us were touched by his enthusiasm. I
became secretary of the county board and regularly
travelled with him to meetings in Manchester,
Liverpool and on the odd occasion Birmingham.
Never once did he question his loyalty to the
association nor did he seek reward for a life dedicated
to it. Tadhg epitomised the amateur ethos of the GAA
and in 2004 deservedly received the coveted GAA’s
President Award in recognition of his outstanding
service. During my employment with J. Murphy &
Sons Ltd., I also had the pleasure of working with
Tadhg and gained invaluable experience under his
leadership. I will always cherish the support,
encouragement and guidance Tadhg offered me and I
am pleased that our friendship continues to this day.
Although this book is about St. Brendan’s, we should
also pay tribute to the other great clubs in the county
who helped make football so attractive during the
eighties. St. Peter’s, Oisin’s and John Mitchels were
our main rivals at the time and the competitiveness of
these games helped fuel our passion for success. St.
Kentigern’s and the newly formed O’Donnovan Rossa
were more than capable of causing an upset whilst the
remaining club St. Lawrence’s made great advances
at under-age level. I would also like to thank the
referees from that era who braved more than just
inclement weather to ensure every game was
conducted in a fair and proper manner. Whenever I
left Manchester in July 1989, I held a farewell party
and was humbled by the presence of so many players
and officials from other clubs. I am now convinced
that a keen rivalry based on mutual respect can unite
people rather than divide and with this in mind, I hope
all the Gaels of Lancashire will join me in
congratulating St. Brendan’s on a remarkable and
commendable 50 years of sustained GAA
involvement.
Liam McErlean
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I was on my way to Birmingham in 1967 when in a
chance meeting on the boat I came across Kevin and
Sean Prendergast and Seans wife Margaret. I had
worked in Achill Island and I had known them from
my days there. During conversation they convinced
me that there was no feeling in the world like watching
Manchester United and being a free spirit I changed
my plans and went to Manchester. I lodged with them
in Chorlton and the way they looked after me was
magnificent.
I met Larry McElinn and Austin Gibbons who were
playing for St. Brendan’s and I was soon on the team
with them. We were in the Astoria on Plymouth
Grove when we first met Brendan Burke and he
joined St. Brendan’s too. I had won minor titles with
Brendan earlier on in Mayo. The doormen in the
Astoria were two tough men from Galway, Mickey
Coen and his brother and woe betide anyone who
caused trouble with the Coen brothers looking after
things. Teaming up with Burkey again was a wise
move as we went on to win the Lancashire Senior title
in 1967 and ’68 and a hard fought Guinness
tournament in Leeds as well. I was voted man of the
match in the Club Championship of Britain in Glebe
Farm, Birmingham and felt very honoured to be
nominated for this award by Mayo double All Ireland
winner John McAndrew.
I was fairly adaptable and could play in defence or
forwards and on occasions in midfield. I played
alongside Larry McElinn who off the pitch was a quiet
teetotaller but on the pitch was hot headed and would
cause no end of fisticuffs (usually for other players).
At the end of one match against Oisin’s I went to
shake the hand of Tommy Brennan who reached out
alright but only to plant a right fist on my jaw. A fracas
ensued and I was suspended for six months (reduced
to three on appeal) but poor Tommy came out of it
much worse!
Watching united at Old Trafford with the
Prendergasts provided some of the best days of my
life. The GAA ban was in force yet hundreds of GAA
players attended on a regular basis and when
challenged as to why they were there they would tell
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you they were vigilantes looking out for people who
were breaking the rule. In reality they were watching
Best, Law and Charlton at their peak. Most of them
thought they WERE Georgie Best.
I worked on one job in the Lake District with John
Clifford and Tommy Flanagan when we got arrested.
Our forgetful landlady had mislaid some bedding and
presumed we must have taken it. We protested our
innocence and when the Police carried out a search
they found the bedding in a press where the old lady
had forgotten she had placed it. We lost the digs but
the Police soon found us a great place to live.
Around 1970 I was offered an interview in Ireland and
when I turned up the foreman said he had got me
mixed up with somebody else and that the job was
gone. I told him I was out of pocket with nowhere to
turn and he took pity on me and gave me £10 for my
troubles. I had every intention of heading back to
Manchester but met some lads at the port in Dublin
and drank the £10 and had no money for my fare
which meant I had played my last game for St.
Brendan’s.
Eventually I started my own plumbing and heating
business in Castlebar town. It’s established over 25
years now and we have relocated to a state of the art
site on the Moneen road with over a dozen staff
currently employed. I intend to put a copy of this book
on display in my showroom to show people how we
used to be and how proud I am to be associated with
St. Brendan’s.
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I came to England first in September 1972 to study
Geography at Leeds University. I hail from the
Mourne Mountains area of County Down in
Northern Ireland, with the sea in front of me and the
mountains at my back. Times were very bad in those
years, it being the height of ‘the Troubles’. It probably
didn’t help that the boarding school that I had
attended St. Malachy’s College, was smack-bang
between the Crumlin Road Prison, where many of the
internees were held and Girdwood Park Army Camp,
the largest British Army base in Belfast and at the
time, the alleged main ‘torture centre’. I represented
the college at various levels for both Gaelic and cross
country ( the latter team winning Irish Schools titles).
During this time I played alongside one Martin
O’Neill. I didn’t make the famous team though in
1970, captained by Martin which won the MacRory
and went on to lose out narrowly to Cork’s Colaiste
Naoimh Ri in the Hogan Cup final at Croke Park. The
following year I was in the squad with Martin and
played in a few matches although I was doing more
running than Gaelic. Along with my brother Hugh
Lawrence we then played in the MacRory the
following year (1972) where I had the pleasure of
marking at midfield, one Joe Kernan, beating the
Abbey Newry who had won the MacRory the
previous year. We eventually lost in the final that year
in Dundalk to St. Mac Cartan’s Monaghan. I was very
disappointed but reality resumed when we arrived
back to Belfast that evening and a majority security
operation near St. Malachy’s, following the bombing
of McGurk’s bar and the loss of fourteen lives.
My main reasons for coming to England were
obviously partly to get out of Belfast, which was a very
dangerous and depressing place to be at the time, but
mainly to watch Leeds United, the team I supported.
I suppose I also had more than a passing interest in
getting acquainted with the ladies of Leeds and seeing
a bit of life, especially being in a boarding school for
the previous seven years.
I come from a very strong Gaelic football background
on both my father’s and mother’s side. Between them,
the Rogers’s and the Haughian’s, had along with
probably three or four other families, been the
backbone of the Longstone Club. My best known
relation undoubtedly is my brother Ambrose (RIP)
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who tragically died as he approached forty at the end
of June 1999. Known all over Ireland simply as
‘Ambrose’, he had given two decades of great service
to his county and even more so to his club. During
that time he had won All Ireland minor (1977) and
National League titles, the latter unforgettably, in his
man of the match display against Armagh in 1983. He
also won an Ulster Championship medal in 1981. The
Sam Maguire though had always eluded him until,
fighting back from a year of injury at the age of thirtytwo, he came on as a sub against Meath when Down
lifted Sam again in 1991. His death eight years later
was akin to what also struck down Tyrone’s Cormac
McAnallen a few years later and equally devastating,
particularly to my mother and his wife Bronagh and
young children, Ambrose, Kirsty, Aoife and Amy. His
son, young Ambrose is now carrying on that famous
tradition with distinction for Longstone and the
County team.
So I suppose you could say Gaelic football is in my
blood and immediately upon arriving in Leeds I was
recruited by Armagh born Jimmy Mone, to play for
the O-Neill’s club, which in those days was mainly
made up of Ulster-born players. Those were different
times. My first medal, won in England, was ironically
to be for the previous year. The explanation was that
the previous year’s final – 1971 – between ourselves
and favourites Young Ireland’s, had been abandoned
due to something of a fracas starting on the field which
spilled out to the spectators. It was not to be played
until November ’72, when ironically the same thing
happened. I remember Harry Scullion from Bellaghy
being somewhere in the middle of it while Paddy
McMahon (father, of the two McMahon brothers,
Justin and Joe, from the current Tyrone team) and
myself tried to restore some sense. It was almost a
repeat of ’71 but order was restored and we narrowly
won the game. I played with O’Neill’s for five years,
including after I’d left university, travelling up one
summer from London for games and then across from
Manchester, where my girlfriend lived. During that
time probably our most significant achievement was
the winning of the B & I Sevens, played in
Birmingham that year, and a subsequent trip across to
play in the famous Kilmacud All Ireland Weekend
Sevens in Dublin. I attended the All Ireland the next
day where unusually Kerry won!
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Back in Manchester I had moved out to
Westhoughton, between Bolton and Wigan, and was
working in Rochdale. I can’t remember who contacted
me first but I think it was either Tadhg Meehan or
Seamus Gray. Either way, they coaxed me into
transferring to Brendan’s. Tadhg who lived out that
way, would pick me up for matches in the Mercedes
and drop me off. I would learn more in those journeys
about horse racing than in the rest of my life. I also
was a keen runner and kept myself fit by running
training principally, so never really joined in with the
Brendan’s training sessions, probably missing a lot of
the craic on that score.
On moving across to Altrincham in 1980, I became
very involved with the Trafford Labour Party and in
1982 became the Labour candidate for the Knutsford
constituency. In 1984 I became a Labour councillor
for the Clifford ward in Old Trafford. This year Tony
Lloyd became MP for Stretford. This year was a
double celebration both by winning of the election and
the birth of my first daughter Sinead.
My playing career with Brendan’s lasted from 1977 to
1985. It petered out largely due to an increase in the
nagging back injury which finally hospitalised me in
January 1986, just after my second child, Fionnuala,
was born. This brought a sad end to my playing days.
The intervening eight years certainly bring back many
happy memories and faces, some dimmer than others.
Amongst my strongest memories though, seems to be
summer Sunday afternoons changing in a car at the
side of the pitch at Hough End in Manchester, with
car radios blaring out Sunday Sport from RTE
especially the Sunday game, followed by cheers or
groans around 5pm as Sean T. O’Ceallaigh started to
read through the day’s results.
I’d played against Brendan’s a number of times for
O’Neills and they were seen very much as the
premiere club in Lancashire – the boys to beat. I was
already familiar with well-known players such as
Westmeath’s Jimmy McKnight and Galway’s Colm
Coyne as well, of course, as Burkey himself and the
Beirne brothers, Gerry and Noel, from Roscommon.
In between times I played alongside a number of them
for St. Brendan’s. I remember Joe McErlean and his
brother Sean, Ray McLoughlin, Keiran McClone and
two Down players, former Down Minor Ray Morgan
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from Newry Shamrocks and the inimitable Jackie
Quinn from Saval. Another Down man who had just
hung up his boots when I had started playing with
Brendan’s, was Clonduff’s Brendan Hamill, who
worked with Tadhg and Joe McErlean out at
Murphy’s in Ashton-in-Makerfield. Another strong
northern player I remember is Armagh’s Brian
McCamley, who I am sure had lined out for them as a
county minor. Martin O’Neill’s brother Shane, played
with me for a year at Brendan’s. He had been at St.
Malachy’s with me, about three years younger. He is
now a solicitor in Stockport, so far as I know. I also
remember Longford’s Noel Hickey playing goals for
quite a time. Liam Harkin I also remember. Another
player who stands out was Tipperary’s Pat Conway,
RIP. He had played at county level for them and was
also more than a passable hurler. Michael Conway
was just starting to play for Brendan’s in my last years
with them. He was always very quick and seemed
very young at the time.
I also remember a considerable number of the people
who kept the club going – Michael Mangan who
founded the club was a constant presence, as was
Tadhg Meehan and then Treasurer Tom Meagh.
When I joined I think Mayo’s Noel Fitzmaurice was
the Chairman, though if I remember rightly
Fermanagh’s Seamus Grey took over within a couple
of years. I remember one of Seamus’ nephews playing
for us at the time – I think it was Gerry, and I am sure
there were a couple of other brothers that came later.
Tyrone’s Michael Hughes was the Manager for most
of my playing years. Another County Down man who
was just finishing his playing career when I started
with Brendan’s, was Attical teacher, Sean White.
However, as I write this, the mists of time do
sometimes cloud over and I honestly can’t even
remember whether or not I played in the 1978 team
that won the County Championship and was
subsequently defeated in the Championship of Britain
final by London’s most famous team, the Kingdom of
Kerry. I certainly remember playing against the
Kingdom in my O’Neill’s days, being beaten by them
in Leeds around 1975 in the Championship of Britain.
Looking back at those years though, I would say my
most memorable experience was winning the British
Seven A-Side in 1979 and consequently going to
Kilmacud for the famous pre-All Ireland Sevens. How
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things have changed – nowadays teams go down the
day before, at the very least the evening before and
the total drink ban is rigorously enforced.
I think we left Manchester on the night boat train to
Holyhead late on the Friday evening and arrived
about 7am the next morning. B & I at the time
provided around a dozen tickets for the squad and
management. In all though I seem to recall about two
dozen of us travelling and we had a memorable and
far from abstemious night. I recall a lot of singing and
storytelling and getting to a cabin, shared I think with
Ray Morgan, at about 3 am. When we arrived in the
next morning, somewhat dishevelled, we started to
look for taxis but there were hardly any around and
they were all rapidly snapped up by other passengers.
Then Colm Coyne came to the rescue. I think he knew
the bus driver, but whatever, he persuaded him to take
us all on his double-decker out to the Tara Towers
Hotel on the south side of the city. I think we all
contributed £3 a man, or thereabouts, and the CIE
driver put up the ‘Out of Service – returning to depot’
sign and off we went! He stayed with us for breakfast
and took us out and back to Kilmacud. I think he even
stayed at the hotel that night. Different times indeed.
We arrived out at the ground at 9.30am expecting
that, as we were coming from England, we would not
be playing immediately. To our horror we had the first
match at 10.00 a.m. against none other than
Crossmaglen Rangers! The best way of describing our
fitness to play, perhaps, would be Ray Morgan’s goal.
I managed to get the ball to him, he soloed past a
couple of men and netted the ball, turned around in
celebration and proceeded to leave his breakfast on
the ground. We did acquit ourselves well, but lost
narrowly. We then went on to draw with Kerry’s
Kerins – O’Rahilly’s and in our last match beat
Leitrim’s Aughnawillan. We had not been helped by
the mysterious disappearance that morning of three of
our best players – who shall be un-named, at least in
this book. Stories vary but I seem to recall them going
off to look for a taxi, though whether looking for a taxi
in a dock side pub at 8 o’clock in the morning is a good
idea, I leave to your judgement.
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The dinner was the weekend after the IRA had
bombed Manchester’s Arndale Centre. In my speech,
which was well-reported in the Manchester media, I
said that the bombing was not in ‘our name’, which I
think was important at the time for the Manchester
Irish Community. It was my last public statement on
Ireland.
One of the things I could really do with as I write this
piece is a photographic memory – I remember the
names and positions better than some of the faces, but
then sometimes a face comes back – or a game and I
can’t always put a name to the face. Maybe we should
put Burkey on ‘Google.’
As I finish it is impossible to avoid reflecting on the
years in between – Ireland’s at peace, thank God,
although Manchester now faces terrorist threats of a
different kind and unfortunately religious barriers
seem to be very much at the heart of it. Thankfully the
GAA seems to be thriving and is developing a
flourishing under-age structure, which is bound to pay
dividends to the future.
The thirty six years or so since I left Ireland seem to
have passed in no time at all. Nowadays with good
roads, much cheaper, more frequent air and sea links,
it is much easier to travel across to Ireland that when
I first came on the all night Belfast - Heysham ferry all
those years ago. Last year I must have been over a
dozen times, often with my youngest daughter Ciara.
I suspect the fifty years since Michael Mangan and his
companions started St. Brendan’s probably seem to
Michael to have passed just as quickly. What a
tremendous job they have done. And what roots they
and their like have put down

In January 1996 I was honoured to be invited to be
the Guest Speaker at the club’s Annual Dinner Dance.
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My involvement with St. Brendan’s started like many
young lads who play Gaelic football, through my Dad.
Playing soccer had become a bit of a bore so it was
time to give the game a go that my Dad had told me so
many stories about. I was 11 and my brother 9 when
we first went down to Hough End. We proved to be
naturals but with us both being soccer goalkeepers
handling the ball was never going to be a problem. My
earliest memories are of my Dad and Danny Grogan
setting up the goalposts for games. The posts at one
end would be adult size with the other set basically
two planks of wood shoved in the ground and a
crossbar then bolted on. I’ll never forget Danny
Grogan turning up for a game in a little van with these
lengths of wood on top and almost a full team in the
back!
It was great playing U-14 football and getting out onto
the big pitch. This was when I first met Tommy
Carragher, a great character who made playing for
Brendan’s so enjoyable. In those days there was no
such thing as fancy O’Neills kit bags, just Tommy’s
big brown suitcase. Chris Connolly was also involved
in that U-14 team which was towards the end of his
coaching career. Chris would always shout “take your
point, take your point” if one of us sped towards the
goal. Once the ball hit the net you could then hear him
say from the line “didn’t I tell you he’d score”
I played U-16, Minor and Under 21 football for
Lancashire and won three All Britain Titles, but it was
the success at the Minor International Tournament in
Cooley in 2003 that to date was my greatest
achievement playing football. That weekend saw
Lancashire and New York emerge as the two
contenders for the cup. The most special thing that
weekend wasn’t the success but instead it was the
incredible bond that was formed between all the
players and mentors. The team was made up of lads
from Lawrence’s, Anne’s Oisin’s and of course
Brendan’s. We were all representing Lancashire and
that filled me up with pride. The friends I made that
weekend are some of my closest friends today, and
that’s what Gaelic football is all about.
My first coaching role was in 2002 when I took part in
the counties new underage initiative which involved
us going into primary schools to teach football. I had
done a bit of coaching the previous year in Blackley
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with Dad, Michael Mangan and Damien Kerr but St.
Bernards Primary School was my first real taste of
coaching. My first day was petrifying, 25 kids were
standing looking at me expecting an explanation of
this crazy Irish sport they had heard about. I quickly
found my feet and we played our first game a few
weeks later against a very experienced St. Brendan’s
team, managed by my Dad. That game suspiciously
finished in a draw but then again I was refereeing and
a lot of dodgy decisions went St. Bernards way.
Playing at corner back for St. Bernards that day was
a young Tom Appleton. My proudest day as a coach
was in 2005 at the U-14 championship final between
St. Brendan’s and St. Anne’s. St. Brendan’s were
captained by Tom that day who gave a fine
performance. A hard fought game saw St. Brendan’s
emerge victorious at the final whistle.
Thanks to the influence of Fr Connolly and Kevin
Fitzpatrick the St. Bernards school team was soon
joined by St. Kent’s school team and found ourselves
competing against the strong clubs in Lancashire.
2005 was a particularly memorable year as we found
ourselves in the championship final against probably
the best underage St. Brendan’s team the club has
seen. Seeing the two teams in the final showed how
successful our underage structure actually was. This
was the result of 4 years hard work from the whole
club and hopefully the senior team will see the fruits of
this hard work in the coming years.
The St. Kent’s school team only lasted for 3 years. It
was only set up to accommodate the large number of
players in the club but it was one hell of a three years.
In those years we went on two trips to Ireland that
will not be forgotten for a long time. The trip to
Roscommon saw us play my mothers local club in
Ballintobber, then Glinsk and Ballymoe of Galway.
We also played my Dad’s and Johnny Ryans home
club Charlestown. Thanks to an always resourceful
Mary Mulhern we went up the road to see Crosmolina
play Breaffy in the championship and Mary, using her
great contacts managed to drag five of the Mayo
senior players led by James Nallen out of the dressing
room to meet the players. The then Mayo manager
John Maughan also paid us a visit, proving very
popular with the large Mayo contingent of the party
that travelled.
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The following year, at the request of the players and
parents we headed north for a trip that was to prove
even better than the first. We stayed in the famous
Canal Court Hotel in Newry. Keady and Banbridge
were the opposition that weekend but the best game
was against St. Patrick’s of Newry which was played
on the Down county pitch, Estler Park.
The following year the children from St. Kent’s and
St. Bernard’s all joined under the maroon and white
flag of St. Brendan’s, in a historic year that saw the

James, pictured with Damian Kerr
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club do a clean sweep of all underage football in the
county. The U-12 team also won the all Britain Shield
captained by Patrick Collins. I learnt a lot of lessons
that year as I saw how important it was to have so
many people involved at Underage, people such as
Mick Conway, Damien Kerr, Brendan Mulligan,
Brian Johnson, Liam Kelly, Martin Brady and
Michael Mangan. This tradition has remained to the
present day and long may it continue.

Brendan Mulligan - one of St. Brendan’s sucessful
underage managers

A R K I N

I first played for St. Brendan’s GAA Club at Junior
level in 1974 along with my brother Michael who was
already playing with the club for a number of years. I
captained the Junior Team in 1975 and we got to the
County Final where we were narrowly beaten by St.
Kent’s in a very close game at Hough End. I recall it
was watched by a very large crowd. My brothers
Kevin and Michael along with Michael Murphy and
myself were involved with a local soccer team and it
was a regular event for us to play soccer on Sunday
mornings and Gaelic football in the afternoon.” God,
we were fit in those days, but we never went out on a
Saturday night!”
The following five years were very successful years
for us. In 1976 we won the Durkan Cup final in Leeds.
We won three Lancashire Championships in 1978,
1979 and 1980. We were outstanding in 1979 as well
as our Lancashire title we won the B&I Sevens against
Hugh O’Neills from Leeds in Birmingham and on the
following Sunday beat them again in the Durkan Cup
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)

Final. We staged a great comeback in the second half
of this final when we overturned a half time deficit of
8 points and won by the same margin. We were very
unlucky to lose the All Britain Final to the Kingdom
that year. In 1980 St. Brendan’s fielded two teams in
Lancashire Seven a side Competition. Both teams got
to the final, which showed what a strong team we had
at the time.
These are only a few of my great memories with St.
Brendan’s along with playing with my good friend
Ronan Dirrane RIP who sadly died in July 2007.
My two sons Ronan and
Fintan are keeping the
link going, as they play
for current Senior team.
I wish to congratulate St.
Brendan’s GAA on a
great 50 years.
Page 199
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every position I have held ever since be it County,
Provincial or National level. My first few months had
an everlasting memory with me, as myself and fifteen
other players and the Secretary were suspended for
an offence that has been addressed elsewhere in the
book. I am sure that decision played a major part in
my career involvement with the Association as I
personally set out to prove that I and the Club played
the game for the enjoyment we received and not for
winning or personal gains.

I emigrated to England from Caltra in September
1961, and spent eighteen months employed doing
various work in London. I returned home initially for
good, but alas that didn’t last. I came back again in
June 1963, and commenced employment with J.
Murphy & Sons Ltd. where I spent all my working
life since. It would be remiss of me if I didn’t mention
my appreciation to the company and the owner John
Murphy who has been so loyal to me and many more
fortunate people, who have had the pleasure of
working for the company.
Prior to emigrating I grew up in the town land call of
Tycooley where the only recreation was playing
football & hurling, so it was only natural that I would
get involved someway with our games. I joined
Geraldine’s Club in London were my brother Seamus
was a player and later Club officer for many years
where I played some football.
My employment took me all over Great Britain where
I met thousands of people. Three people I came
across, on one of the jobs that I worked on, were
Michael Mangan, Pakie Murphy and John Clifford
in Ashton-under-Lyne. I suppose none of us knew at
the time, but their influence on me would completely
change my life. It was through them I got involved
with St. Brendan’s in January 1970, where I attended
my first Club meeting and finished up being elected
Chairman, a position I held with pride for three years.
I am sure that period in my life sowed the seed for
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I have been a member ever since and for close on
thirty years helped out in various capacities,
sometimes with no recognised position within the
Club, but I enjoyed every year picking up players in
various places all over the North West. I can recall
dropping off some players after a game at Brooklands,
going through Rusholme with John Clifford and
noticing a young lad jumping up catching branches,
as he was walking. It was obvious from his action that
he could be a footballer. We stopped and had a chat
and signed him. His name was John Gilmartin. He
later went back home and played for years for his
native County Sligo. On another occasion we got to
hear that there was a player or two interested in
playing football in De La Salle College through Owen
Tansey from Gurteen, Co. Sligo who played for the
Club but that was before they had their own team
competing in Lancashire competitions which they did
in the mid seventies.
Whilst I was there chatting up John Waterson in his
room in Harefield Hall of Residence in Heywood.
Oisins club who obviously got the same vibes called
the same Saturday morning. I didn’t know then who
the members of the Club were, but later I found out it
was Paddy Farry and one of the Connor brothers.
They were half way up the stairs as in those days’
houses rarely closed the front door! How times have
changed, all I could do was hide in the wardrobe as
John explained that he had committed himself to
another Club. John and Owen were great players for
the Club and were instrumental in Brendan’s getting
many great players through their contacts, just a few
to mention Jackie Quinn, Brendan Hamill, Kieran
McGlone and the Murphy brothers Tommy and
Michael from Armagh. I recall the night Joe
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McErlean joined the Club in August 1978. I arranged
to meet him at a phone box on Victoria Avenue. What
a good nights work, it turned out to be as his two
brothers Liam and Sean and Ray McLoughlin all
proud Derry men joined the club.. They were all good
players, but Liam in my opinion was the best. He
knew no fear. The harder they came the better Liam
played. He would go through a brick wall for the
team. The only way Liam played was to come straight
out of defence with no messing!
I had the pleasure of working with both Joe and
Liam. They must have attended one of the best school
in Magherfelt as I never met two people who could
calculate figures like they could. They rarely ever used
a calculator.
We had many great team managers during those years
and two stand out most of all, John Clifford from
Cork and Michael Hughes of Tyrone. John was in
charge when I joined. He was a brilliant player and
coach. He could get the best out of the players. He
knew a players strength and weakness and the lesser
talented ones. John would build them up in his team
talk and make them believe they were brilliant. In the
seventies, we had some outstanding players. Some I
have mentioned already plus Jimmy McKnight,
Brendan Burke, Patsy Conway and Colm Coyne.
Jimmy McKnight who could stop a steam roller. He
was so strong in defence. Coyne and Conway were
brilliant fielders and distributors’ of a ball and Burkie
could kick a score from anywhere with his famous left
peg “citog”. He won many a game for St. Brendan’s
when he was on song. I always said when doing
umpire that if Burkey had the ball you could look for
the white flag. One of the most talented players we
had at the time was Jackie Quinn but he hated
training. In his day he could outplay anyone. I recall
him playing against An Riocht in the All Britain Club
Final in 1979, which was the last game played at New
Eltham. He was simply outstanding. I often think to
myself if he had trained like the rest of the team what
might have happened, but you couldn’t criticise him
as he was brilliant that day what a football brain he
has. I recall that day very well as I collected Ray
McLoughlin in Preston, Brian McCambley & Ray
Morgan at Lancaster University and drove them to
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South London and back. I never thought of the
distance, but it was a long road home after losing.
In the early seventies Gerry & Noel Bierne from
Western Gaels, Roscommon and the late Ronan
Dirrane of Arran Islands joined the Club and what
service they gave over the years. We also had a great
goalkeeper called Sean White of Down. The Harkin
brothers from Clonmany, Donegal, Michael, Liam,
and Kevin were good soccer players and they gave
great service and were instrumental in getting quite a
few players from the soccer team to play for the Club.
The next goalkeeper on the team was Noel Hickey of
Longford. I cannot recall his first game, but I
remember many fine saves he made for the team
during his distinguished playing career. He was one
of the most reliable players. Fifteen minutes before
kick off you would see the Robin Reliant coming
around the corner, which was similar to the one made
famous by “Del Boy”.
Michael Hughes took over as manager in the eighties.
He was one of the straightest people I ever met or I
had the pleasure of helping. He worked closely with
Seamus Grey for years running the team. With the
breakup of the team in the early eighties and some
prominent players joining other Clubs, we pulled off
one of the Clubs most famous County final victories
against St. Peters in 1983 with a small squad of players
but with big hearts. This team included some of the
older players plus Liam McErlean, and the emergence
of the brilliant Patrick Murphy and Sean McColgan
on to the senior team. They were in my opinion the
best local talent ever to play for the Club. Micky
Conway from Mayo joined the club in 1980 and what
an impact he had on the team. Throughout he
produced many outstanding displays in midfield.
When Micky called “its my ball” no one else had a
chance, if they got in his way they usually came out
second best.
The following years Seamus Grey was instrumental in
the Club finding some outstanding players in Seamus
Breslin, Colm O’Neill, Mickie McCann, Adrian Mc
Guigan and Niall McCrainer. Paul Croke came over
from Tipperary to work for the same company as
myself and he joined the Club. This group with others
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I cannot recall, went on to play some outstanding
football in the eighties, winning the odd trophy on the
way, but most of all they provided the Association and
the Gaels in Lancashire and Britain with great
entertainment as did there opposing teams of that
time. Another player that I was directly involved in
getting to join St. Brendan’s was Norman Maloney of
Meath through a contact of mine from London and
what a talented player he was. Typical Meath mould,
tough as nails.
Whilst I have mentioned some players in my thoughts
I am sure I have missed out many others, but I must
mention some who have given their life to the running
of the Club, after their playing days, people like
Michael Mangan, Chris Connolly, Patsy Martyn,
Tony Mongey, John Madden, Nicky Duff and the
contribution by the late Sean Maye in the eighties. In
the recent years the Club is very fortunate to have
Damien Kerr & Kieran Gleeson. The Club have
always been to the forefront in the promotion of
underage since 1976, and to all those people who
helped in any way, we as current members must
appreciate the work they have done and are still doing
in the promotion of our Irish culture through the
playing of our National Games in our adopted
Country.
I had the honour of being elected to a few positions
on the Lancashire County Board including six years as
Chairman, and twelve years as Treasurer. I got
involved with the Provincial Council of Britain whilst
I was Chairman of the County over thirty years ago.
I was a delegate until I was elected Treasurer in 1984
and served in that capacity until 1999 when I was
elected Secretary, a position I have held since. I also
had the privilege of being the Central Council of
Britain delegate for four years in the eighties. Being
involved in our Association meant a lot of travelling
throughout Britain and Ireland and I have always
considered GAA people as friends.
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Championship in Croke Park, where six of my
nephews were members of the winning team. They are
of course the Meehan brothers who have all played
for Galway in different grades.
I must pay tribute to my wife Eileen who I met in the
Carousel Dance Hall, Manchester. We got married on
St. Patrick’s Day 1973 in St. Patrick’s Church in
Wigan without her understanding and support, I
couldn’t have given so much of my spare time to the
Association, needless to say she fed many a hungry
player and washed many of the dirty kits, like many of
the fellow Club members spouses have done over the
years.
People often say to me how or why are you involved
with the GAA. They must owe you a fortune and my
reply is the GAA owe me nothing! I am proud it’s an
amateur voluntary organisation. The only ones we
owe anything to is its founder members and the many
people who have kept it going over the past 125 years!
Again a big thank you and gratitude for the amount
of pleasure I have enjoyed over my lifetime. I only
wish it could start again and I would do the same, but
hopefully better.
The one thing that has helped more than anything else
to keep this Club going over the past fifty years is the
rivalry and friendships given by the opposing Clubs
within the County. Without their contribution to the
association there would be no Gaelic Games played in
the North West England. I say to each and every one
of you involved today, please keep up the good work
and hopefully the association will continue to go from
strength to strength in the coming years.

I have attended many sporting occasions during by
lifetime, but I have no hesitation in naming the most
enjoyable experience. It was on the 17th March 2004
when I was present to see my home Club Caltra win
the AIB All Ireland Senior Football Club

With Dermot and Therese Walsh and Seamus Grey
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’I have a dream’. These words, spoken in 1968 by Dr.
Martin Luther King, remain the seminal words of a
generation, and 40 years hence that dream has
unbelievably become reality with the election of
Barack Obama as the next President of the USA.
When great men have dreams great things happen. In
1884 a group of great men sat in Hayes Hotel in
Thurles, Tipperary and transformed their dream into
reality, creating an organisation, which would protect,
against all adversity, the culture and dignity of their
native sports. The GAA was formed and to this day
stands tall and remains an inspiration and a shining
example of how to safeguard a culture’s inherent need
to retain their identity.
Dreams are a human need. We dream of the future,
we dream of the past. We dream to achieve the
impossible.
Fifty years ago the founders of St. Brendan’s, in the
spirit of the forefathers of the GAA had the foresight
and determination to form a GAA club which has
thrived, and become ‘part and parcel’ of Irish life in
Manchester. You only have to touch this club and it
stays with you forever. Each person at the club,
throughout their lives will, at least once, proudly
pronounce, “I used to play for St. Brendan’s’.
I was a member of St. Brendan’s through the late
1970’s and the 1980’s, involved both on the pitch and
in the committee room. It was a glorious time to be
part of the GAA in Lancashire. I had arrived in
Manchester from County Derry, rarely having had
contact with people from beyond the neighbouring
counties of Tyrone and Antrim. Now I was meeting
and socialising, on a daily basis, with people and
players from the length and breadth of Ireland, Derry
to Cork and Galway to Dublin, most of whom remain
good friends to this day.
We all had our own dreams at that time. Every
Sunday, dreaming of another win at Hough End.
Dreaming of beating Oisin’s in the Lancashire final,
of trouncing Young Irelands in Leeds, of playing An
Riocht in the All Britain final, of winning the All
Britain Sevens and subsequently playing in the All
Ireland Sevens at Kilmacud Crokes in Dublin.
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I look back with pride and glory in the realisation that
all these dreams came true.
But, as mother used to say ‘Dreams can be contrary’.
They can sometimes play tricks on the mind and make
you believe something happened that was clearly
impossible. I seem to remember once dreaming that
Jackie Quinn had passed a ball instead of trying to
solo the length of the pitch. Clearly that could not have
been true. It’s about as realistic as my brother Liam
making a clean and fair tackle, or Jimmy McKnight
ducking out of a skirmish with Paddy Johnson.
Thinking back it makes me smile to remember some
great Brendan’s players that I have had the privilege
to play alongside. As well as Jackie and Jimmy, there
was of course Michael Conway, Colm Coyne and
Brendan Burke but above all Brendan’s provided me
with the opportunity to play alongside my two
brothers, Liam and Sean. There will be many who will
remember the defence that fielded for St. Brendan’s
in the All Britain final against An Riocht. Unusually
their surnames all began with Mc. There was myself,
John McCann, Jimmy McKnight, Kieran McGlone,
Peter McCoy and Brian McCamley. I remember
particularly our trainer at that time. He was John
Clifford, a great footballer himself. One night as we
finished our training session ahead of an important
game the following Sunday, John gathered us all
around him and instructed us, in his distinctive Cork
accent, not to have any ‘pints’ between then and the
match, and with the money we would save, we were to
go out on Saturday and buy a big steak. Now there
was a training regime well ahead of its time.
Although it gives great pleasure to reminisce about all
these players, it should be remembered that the GAA
is much more than football. It is also about
camaraderie, friendship and a sense of belonging,
which extends beyond players into their families and
social circles. It is essentially who we are.
It takes a lot of dedicated people and a lot of hard
work to maintain a club like St. Brendan’s and, as I
consider the driving force behind the club one man
will always stand out. I don’t think there could ever
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be a conversation about St. Brendan’s or Lancashire
or indeed the GAA in Britain without the name of
Tadhg Meehan being to the fore. He is the reason that
myself and countless others got involved in the GAA
in Manchester. He was, and remains, an inspiration to
all he comes in contact with. I don’t know if I dreamt
this or not, but I do recall an incident where Tadhg,
allegedly, was known to have hidden in a wardrobe in
De La Salle college when a couple of Oisin’s officials
had arrived unexpectedly to check on players who
were students there, and who they had signed. The
accusation was made that Tadhg was trying to poach
them. I couldn’t possibly comment on such a
scurrilous rumour.
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I would like to congratulate St. Brendan’s on
achieving a half-century of success. President elect
Obama will not still be President in 50 years time, but
we should all continue to hold and cherish the dream
that this club will continue to thrive for the next 50
years and beyond.
Joe McErlean

Joe, far right, with Brothers Liam and Sean, along with Gerry Beirne
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St. Brendan’s has been more than a GAA club for me
and I assume this similar view held by many people
who have joined St. Brendan’s down through the
years. I came to Manchester in the spring of 1997 from
Lough Egish in Co. Monaghan. I discovered that
there was Gaelic football played in south Manchester.
So one Sunday afternoon I travelled to Hough End
and the first person I met was Colm Coyne. While
Colm had played many years for Brendan’s he was
now involved with our great rivals St. Peter’s. Colm
informed me there was training on Tuesday night at
Hough End. To my disappointment when I turned up
on Tuesday evening there was no training. My love of
the game forced me to make another visit to Hough
End a few weeks later. I pulled in at the pitch and was
greeted with a strong Galway accent “do you kick
ball’’. While Patsy had discovered many great players
down through the years I was certainty not one of
them. Most lads when they arrive in Manchester they
tell you they have played county minor at home. There
is a great expectation for their first match and a lot of
occasions the performance doesn’t meet the
expectation. On one particular occasion I can
remember Patsy Martyn informing us that he had
found two footballers in the Irish centre in Cheetham
Hill. We signed them up and with expectation we
looked forward to our next match against John
Mitchell’s in Liverpool. The first lad was from Derry
a prominent Sinn Fein councillor son and the second
a loud mouthed Dub. Mickey Conway partnered the
Dub in the middle of the field. Been a typical Dub he
had a high opinion of himself. He greeted Mickey with
the words “anything in the air today I will take’’ you
stay on the ground and pick up the breaks. If there are
any frees to be taken left or right out as far as mid field
leave them to me. We were sure we had a cross
between Dara O Shea and Jimmy Keavney. The first
high ball came out around the middle of the field and
there was a big shout from the Jackine “my ball”. He
got nowhere near the ball and this pattern continued
for the next 10 minutes. At this stage Mike Conway
had seen enough and he informed the Dub to stay on
the ground and watch how a ball should be caught. It
wasn’t long before the Dub was moved to corner
forward and we discovered his free taking ability was
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no better. At half time he was replaced by the Derry
man and things went from bad to worse. If the Dub
was poor the Derry man was worse. It wasn’t long
before he was removed also. To add insult to injury on
the way home the Dub asked Eddie Gillic for the lend
of £50 to pay his rent. Been a Meath man feeling sorry
for the Dub’s he give him the £50. Sure enough the
Dub or the Derry man hasn’t been seen since. You
never know what you are going to get until they have
played their first match.
I joined St. Brendan’s at a difficult period with the
economy in Ireland picking up and no players arriving
from Ireland. Within months of me joining St.
Brendan’s both Peter Dillon and John Broderick had
moved to pastures new. These lads were a major
driving force behind St. Brendan’ training for a
number of years. Brendan’s had developed into a
family club as result of the great work of Michael
Mangan in establishing underage football in
Manchester. The foundation established by Michael
was carried on by Chris Connolly, Tommy Caragher
and the Swinford man Brendan Mulligan. For the
next decade through out Britain clubs went to the wall
while Brendan’s brought through their underage
talent. Over this period about half the teams has come
from the underage structure. This family atmosphere
has kept St. Brendan’s going during the difficult years.
I have held many positions at club, county and
provincial level but the highlight of my time with St.
Brendan’s has been the people I have meet. A lot of
them will remain friends for life.

Damian presents Tom Coen with a cup
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In 1987 my club Garbally Pearces came to
Manchester to play St. Brendan’s where our main
contact was one of the club’s most successful
managers, Michael Hughes. A coach load of us made
the journey and we stayed at various places across the
city. Five of us were welcomed into the home of
Michael and Mary Connor in Sale.
I played at left half back and our star player was
midfielder Pat McKeon who played for Tyrone in the
Ulster final against Galway in the All Ireland Semi
Final at Croke Park. Despite having a few drinks en
route we won comfortably against St. Brendan’s in a
very sporting game. We were entertained brilliantly
by our hosts and made some very good friends. When
we were leaving to go home to Northern Ireland our
coach broke down and we gained an extra day in
town. It was then that I met a beautiful lady called
Sinead Kennedy and we got on famously and kept in
touch when I returned home.
In March 1988 I decided to visit my sister Cathy and
brothers Dermot and Oliver who all lived in London.
I advised Sinead of my pending visit and decided I
would make the trip via Manchester. The re-arranged
route went on to change my life as I stayed in the city
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and Sinead is now my wife. St. Brendan’s was an
obvious choice of club for me and I played in 1988 ’89
and ’90. In 1991 Sinead and I went to Australia for a
year and I played for the South’s GAA Club in
Brisbane winning the Senior Championship and the
League. Upon returning to Manchester in 1992 we
were soon back to normal and I rejoined St.
Brendan’s. Initially I played as a forward but it was in
my usual half back position that I played when we
won the Canon Stritch in 1992 in Birmingham.
In August 2007 Sinead and I returned to live in
Garbally and we often talk about our friends at St.
Brendan’s GAA Manchester. Michael Mangan, Tony
Mongey, Jimmy McKnight and Mickey Conway are
all great servants to
the club, and do
sterling work for
newcomers.
St.
Brendan’s is a great
family club and I
would recommend
the “St. Brendan’s
Experience” to any young footballer leaving Ireland.
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1983 was a difficult year for St. Brendans. The
formation of a new club and defections to other clubs
reduced playing numbers in a dramatic fashion. This
loss would have been a mortal blow to most clubs but
not the boys in maroon and white. Fortified by this set
back they rallied the troops. Pubs, clubs and dance
halls were scoured looking for new talent but all to no
avail. So it was back to the drawing board. There was
nothing else to do except work with what was
available. Some of the more “experienced” players
were cajoled back to front line activity and Liam
McErlain was appointed captain. This was no empty
gesture as here was a man who led by example. Liam
was a man who led from the front and where he led
others followed. Jimmy McKnight was coaxed back
to training along with Pat Conway, Noel & Gerry
Beirne, Vinny Gilraine and Jerry Hughes. Into this
mixing bowl the names of Seamus Breslin, Patrick
Murphy, Sean McColgan and O’Shea were added.
These boys had yet to make an appearance at senior
level. This was their moment.
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most appalling conditions. Heavy rainfall throughout
the match turned the game into a lottery and the
greater guile and experience of the Brendans men saw
them hold out for an unlikely victory on a scoreline of
3:4 to 1:8. Who the heroes were that day escapes me
but you can bet your life the likes of McKnight,
McErlain and Mickey Conway were in the thick of
the action for the hour. Memories of the class of ’83
will stay with me for many a long day. The quiet
nature of Pat Conway, the robust Jimmy McKnight,
the educated left foot of Brendan Burke, the
developing skills of Sean McColgan and Pat Murphy:
and the sheer class of Jackie Quinn. Could you ever
get a better mix socially or on the playing field - I very
much doubt it!

Tony Nolan, a Longford piper, was discovered in the
Prince of Wales in Salford and was a tough
uncompromising character. Paul Lowery, who was a
fine rugby player with Wilmslow, threw his
considerable weight behind the task. A rare mixture.
The right ingredients but what would it turn out like?
It wasn't long before we would find out.
Noel Hickey, our goalkeeper, had his busiest stint for
some years. One league defeat followed another but
still the team kept plugging away. Seamus Gray, Kevin
Kilcoyne, Chris Connolly and Tadhg Meehan did not
become successful business men by turning their
backs on a problem. Face it full on.
The goal was set: “Boys, it has to be the
Championship.” Michael Hughes stepped up the
training schedule, advice was sought, plans laid and
. . . battle commenced. The hardened heroes of St.
Brendans took the Championship trail and before long
the goal was in sight. Victories in the quarter finals
and the semi;s saw us paired with a slick moving and
well organized St. Peters outfit. St. Brendans hearts
beat heavy on the week of the final when the news that
they had been dreading filtered through. St. Peters
had signed DERRY and Ulster Railway Cup star
Gerry McElhenny. The final itself was played in the

Jackie with Chris Connlly and their sons
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Hello there!
Well my time with St. Brendan’s starts back from
around 1997 when I moved over the road from the
Midway to the Ceili house when I was asked by Nicky
Duff, Brian Donaghy and the two Fitzsimons (Sean
and Kevin) who had been regular customer’s of mine
since years before to get involved with sponsorship.
I was pleased to sponsor the Senior Team back in 1998
with new jerseys. Since then I have never looked back.
The boys were always down after a game and
especially when the GAA was on. They supported me
very well all over the years even up to today.
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I must say to all past and present players. I want to
thank you all for the support you have given me in the
years I have spent here in Manchester. Maybe I could
see 50 years as well but may I thank you all and to the
players please keep going out to training and putting
the effort in as one day when it pays off it will be well
worth it!

God Bless you.

I am proud to be part of St. Brendan’s underage who
I sponsor now and its great to see the youth coming
out and what great players we have, not to mention
the coaches that are giving there time up every week
to train them

Kevin pictured with Michael Mangan at Schools Competition February 2009
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I came to Manchester in the springtime of 1977. I lived
with my first cousin Tommy Scahill in Oldham. I was
born in Newport Co. Mayo where I played for
Burrishoole GAA club.
I joined the Oisin’s GAA club in 1977 where I won my
first Lancashire Championship. I returned to Ireland
the following year to work in Galway, and joined the
Tuam Stars GAA club. In 1979 Tuam reached the
semi final of the Senior Championship and were
narrowly beaten by UCG. I had the pleasure of
playing with Brian Talty, Pat O Neill and Declan
Smith, all of who played Inter County football with
Galway.
I returned to Manchester in early 1980 and lived in
Chorlton. The Old Seymour pub was a place where a
lot of Irish frequented. Needless to say it was there
that I became acquainted with John Clifford and
Brendan Burke. Both of them were prominent
members of St. Brendan’s GAA and whom I had
rubbed shoulders against at Hough End Playing
Fields on previous occasions. We had a long chat and
they must have impressed me by the Cork blarney and
the West Mayo banter, that a few nights later I signed
a transfer form with Tadhg Meehan and Jimmy
McKnight. The following Sunday Pat Conway RIP
who had also just transferred from St. Kentigern’s and
myself travelled to New Eltham London to watch St.
Brendan’s play The Kingdom London in the All
Britain Final which was delayed from the previous
year. This was the start of a very successful playing
career for me.
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I won my first Lancashire Championship in 1980 and
my last in 1996. St. Brendan’s won many Lancashire
Championships, Leagues, Wolfe Tone, Seven a side
Competitions and two Canon Stritch titles during the
eighties and nineties. The high light of my playing
career with St. Brendan’s was when I captained the
team when we won the B&I All Britain 7 a side in
Birmingham in 1989 where we qualified for the All
Ireland 7 a side competition at Kilmacud in Dublin on
the All Ireland weekend September 1989. I was also
fortunate to be picked as one of the All Britain team
who played Wexford at the opening of Pairc na
hEireann in Birmingham in 1989.
When my playing career was over I got a lot of
enjoyment out of being involved with the underage
development. It was a proud moment for me when my
son Colm captained the under 12 team who won the
All Britain 7 a side in Birmingham in 2005. St.
Brendan’s had been beaten in the final of this
competition in 2003 and 2004
I have many great memories playing with St.
Brendan’s. I played with many great players, at venues
all over Britain and in Ireland. I made lifelong friends
through St. Brendan’s GAA and on behalf of my wife
Mary, children Ashling, Sinead and Colm I hope to
look forward to many more happy years involved with
the maroon and white.

Michael pictured as captain of
team with Joe Cahill after winning
Wolfe Tone Cup at Hough End
against St. Peter’s
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I arrived in Manchester in August 1976, in the middle
of the most glorious summer in living memory. I was
all of 23 years old, ready to conquer the world. My
original stopping off point was in Fallowfield, right
next door to Platt Fields.

boots as I spent a considerable time on my back with
my feet waving in the air. From now on I would be
facing hurlers from Galway, Kilkenny, Tipperary, not
to mention Laois and Offaly who were still a cut above
many Antrim hurlers.

Back in Belfast I had won a few college medals and
county minor and junior championships, and played
at Fitzgibbon level, but always as a goalkeeper. I had
brought my hurls with me, and immediately began
pucking about in Platt Fields.

We won that 1976 championship, although I was
carried off in the second half having been steam rolled
by a man called Richie, a whirling Dervish of a hurler
from darkest Munster. More about him later. I then
discovered I was playing for a team called St.
Michael’s. To complicate things it turned out that St.
Michael’s were really St. Brendan’s, but they had been
forced to change the name of the hurling for
“administrative” reasons. (Something to do with a
“Donnybrook” I think).

I quickly met a friend, a Wexford man, and he joined
in, and provided a bit of background on the GAA
scene in Manchester, not to mention the charms of the
“Carousel” in Longsight.
One of the funniest things to happen in those early
days took place in Platt Fields. We were knocking the
ball about, when we began to hear pinging noises, and
something like wasps flying past us. Next thing the
Wexford man shouts “someone’s shooting at us”.
Naturally, having recently left the green pastures of
Andersonstown in West Belfast, I simply couldn’t
believe this. But he was right; someone was “shooting”
at us with an air rifle. We quickly outflanked the
perpetrator and what happened next was straight
from the words of the song “Arthur McBride”, the bit
about trusty shillelaghs’ and all that. A fine start to my
new, peaceful life in England.
Having discovered “The Irish Post” I learnt that the
Lancashire Hurling semi-final was to be played at
Hough End the following Sunday, and sure that was
only up the road. I went along to watch this and was
merrily slapping a sliothar about when a gentleman
approached me. The conversation was short. “Do ye
hurl, get stripped”.

Now there was little organisation and little or no
training, but there was some talent. The mainstays of
that era were the Brennan’s from Tipperary. Martin
was the dominant figure in the club, and he was the
first and only man I met in my career who actually
offered useful advice. Martin captained the team,
encouraged everyone, and offered valuable coaching
tips. Michael hurled his heart out at half back, and
Tommy Brennan was quite simply the best I ever
played with.
Now in the Fitzgibbon I had come up against Brian
Cody and Ger Loughnane, and I had played alongside
many who later represented Antrim and Ulster at
hurling. But Tommy was special.

Thus I found myself playing in a senior championship
semi-final, without any introduction to team mates or
mentors. This was the real GAA.

Now Tommy was as modest as he was talented, and I
had to look up the record books to discover his
pedigree. He had played in the All Ireland minor final
in 1962, when Kilkenny beat Tipperary for the third
year in a row. He was also at corner forward for the
Premier County when they won the first U21 title,
beating Wexford in 1964. Although now in his early
thirties, Tommy still had the speed and skill to test
most defences.

And of course being from Belfast I considered myself
to be a wizard, and played at corner forward. The first
day was alright as I got quite a few scores, but the
tempo increased after that.

Eddie Butler from Kilkenny also graced the St.
Michael’s team, a stocky Delaney from Laois was
brilliant at centre half back, and John McCann a
fellow Andersonstown Gael was in the full back line.

I have long argued that the main difficulty in
developing hurling in Antrim is geographical, we are
so far removed from the hotbeds of the game. Hence
we think we have very good players, until they come
against a stronghold in a minor semi-final when they
are 18, and discover they still have a lot to learn.

Now a big problem with the Irish in England in those
days, especially in the building trade, was that some
people were simply known by their county name. One
of our better forwards was always simply “Galway” to
me, and I don’t think I ever knew his name. So we had
a “Limerick” and an “Offaly” in our side as well. I
know the old memory is going, but honestly some
names you never learnt.

Well the same thing happened to me. I quickly
discovered that players from traditional strongholds
didn’t stand on ceremony, and at one stage I
considered carrying advertising on the soles of my
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Perhaps my absence from the St. Brendan’s clubhouse
somewhere out Northumberland Road way if memory
serves me right, didn’t help. I think I was only in the
club rooms twice, possibly because I lived miles away.
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I had quickly moved from Fallowfield, and I was now
gentrified living in High Lane, on the edge of the Peak
District, albeit in a flat above a shop.
We won the championships again in 1977 and 1978,
and by 78 I was wisely back between the posts in
comparative safety. We played against clubs
representing Warwickshire in the British
Championship and I still maintain to this day that the
corner back called O’Brien from Limerick who made
my life a misery in one of those games, is the same
O’Brien who played corner back for the victorious
Limerick team who won the All Ireland in 1973. If he
wasn’t, he should have been.
I even lined out in goals for the county team, and to
this day take great delight in saying that I played
senior inter county hurling.
Our main hurling rivals in Manchester then where I
think Oisin’s and a club called Eire Og. The demonic
Richie mentioned earlier was an inspiration for
Oisin’s, and certainly took no prisoners. However
when we assembled in a pub in Ardwick Green on the
Sunday night to celebrate that first championship win,
the boul Richie arrived with a bottle of the real stuff to
fill the cup. A true gentleman was Richie, and there
were many like him. I suppose I didn’t attend enough
“social” functions to establish real friendships.
On the football front St. Brendan’s had a fine side,
although there were a number of useful teams in those
days. De La Salle College had a number of county
players, and St. Kentigern’s, Oisin’s, St. Peter’s I
think, and a team called Harps contributed to a well
contested championship.
The mainstays of the team were two Galway lads, one
a strapping mid-fielder complete with 1970s “Afro”
perm, and the other a stocky little forward. Yet again
names escape me.
I didn’t play as much football, because when you are
5 feet 7 tall, weighing eight and a half stone, it can be
dangerous going on to a Gaelic pitch without a hurl in
your hand. Amazingly enough however, I was
instructed to utilise my physical attributes to “win
hard ball” and then feed our corner forward Shane
O’Neill. I believe Shane is still a solicitor in the
Manchester area, his older brother Martin went on to
achieve some fame in a different sport.
My lasting memory is that once again someone turned
out to be a born coach, and changed my football life
one Sunday afternoon. I hadn’t played a football
match for about a year, and when I turned up was
greeted with the words, “We are OK now, here’s
Paddy”. Someone showing confidence in me was an
unknown, certainly in Belfast, and certainly in
football. He quickly told me to play centre half
forward, because “You can think”.
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This opened up a whole new world for me, and I
discovered I no longer needed to be a useless solorunning up blind alleys wizard, but could provide
simple passes to colleagues, and direct the flow. Hence
my claim on many a GAA web site’s “blogs” that Brian
McGuigan reminds me of me in my heyday. Mind
you, I was playing for our second team, and won a
Junior Championship, although I never did receive
the medal.
In my short three year career with St. Brendan’s/
St. Michael’s we won three Lancashire senior hurling
championships, and I treasure those medals as much
as I would a Cork county championship medal. We
also won various leagues and other competitions, at
football and hurling.
However, I actually only received one medal. Martin
Brennan was always saying he must remember to give
me such and such a medal, but always forgot. I
reckoned Martin probably ended up building an
extension to his home to store everyone’s medals, as I
was not the only player to avoid functions when these
things were given out.
Alas I succumbed to the various delights the city had
to offer, and began playing a serious amount of
traditional music in hostelries like “The Clarence” and
“The Little Western” in Rusholme, “The Ducie” in
Ancoats, and a number of dens in Levenshulme and
Longsight. My sporting career was put on hold, not
to be resumed until 1990 when at the young age of 37
I made a comeback when we started a hurling side in
Antrim Town, as I had returned to Ireland on the same
day Alex Ferguson arrived in Manchester. I don’t
know if the two are connected.
Those were great days at Hough End, totally
disorganised when you never knew who or what was
going to turn up, but the lads who played and ran the
clubs were as dedicated as anyone in the parishes at
home. On holidays at home I always maintained that
with a bit of training our sides in Manchester could
have competed with the best in Antrim at the time, and
I still maintain that. There were always talented
players in Manchester, but just not enough of them.
The depth was not there, but that did not detract from
the effort the sides put in.
I will always remember the people I met and played
with, and wish St. Brendan’s every future success as
they continue to play a leading role in the GAA in
Lancashire.
You will always be in my heart.
Paddy McGinley
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I attended the 1983 All-Ireland Final with my Dad
and brother Noel. We watched the infamous final
from the Nally Stand. The “Twelve Apostles” or
“Dirty Dozen”, depending upon where your loyalties
lay, won by 2 points. At that time I was an ardent
supporter of Dublin football encouraged in no small
way by Paddy Cullen who is to this day is a good
friend of our family. Also watching that day from the
Nally Stand was a coach load of underage players
from Aughmaullen GAA, Co. Monaghan. Present
amongst them was Damien Kerr although I didn’t
discover this until 20 years after that final.
Damien and I mentored the 2003 Feil Peil na nOg
team from Lancashire. Brendan Mulligan, Adrian
Sweeney and John Kelly (St. Annes) were the other
Lancashire representatives at what proved to be a
very successful tour, with Lancashire winning their
first ever Feile title, as division 5 champions. Our host
club was Headford Co. Galway and as always they
had entered into the spirit of Feile with gusto and
enthusiasm. Their hospitality was first class. We were
met upon arrival by a large delegation of club officials
and their Under 14 team. A spontaneous game of
football erupted as soon as we opened the doors of
both minibuses. Accommodation was sorted out and I
was paired with Damien. We were told we would be
staying with the great Seamus McHugh captain of the
1983 Galway team. Relishing the prospect Damien
immediately outed me as a Dublin supporter. Primed
by a few locals, we followed Seamus to his house just
outside Headford anxious for a first hand account of
the final we had both attended 20 years previous.
We received the Cead mile Failte at McHugh’s and
were fed the minute we arrived. Our urge to discuss
1983 was encouraged further when we realised Mrs
McHugh was a Dub herself. After skirting around we
told him how we had both watched the match from
the Nally stand that day. Seamus seemed reluctant at
first before opening up about the frustrations suffered
by Galway on the day. His recollection of the game
was poor and we drifted on to other sporting
occasions. Seamus a tee-totaler dropped us into the
village to meet the local committee and furnished us
with a key to get back in later.
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We were greeted by our friends from earlier in the
evening, eager for news of our post mortem on the 83
final. Disbelieving that we dared mention it they
proceeded to inform us that nobody in the locality had
spoken to Seamus about the game for the previous 20
years. The awful thought dawned on us that we were
set up to wind up our host. Our late return to the
McHugh household was further complicated by our
key not working. It simply wouldn’t open the lock. A
large bay window next to the door had a small corner
panel just big enough for Damien to squeeze through.
Silence was paramount as the entire family were
asleep. I stood on the window ledge and lifted Damien
through head first. All was going well until he became
entangled in the window spike. With both of Damien’s
legs kicking for relief the little window was sent flying.
Instinctively I released my grip of him and caught the
window. Damien’s belt gave way and he crashed to
the floor. He groaned but didn’t move. The porch light
came on as I fixed the window back in place. My
anxiety at Damien’s condition clouding what might be
said to a pair of eejits over from England waking the
whole place up in the middle of the night.
To my relief the door was opened by a confused
Seamus who was apologetic that he had fallen asleep
in front of the television watching the video of the
1983 final. Seamus said it was the first time that he
had seen it and he was prompted dig it out especially
for us. He had kindly waited up for us and had just
woken. As Seamus scanned the driveway enquiring if
I’d returned alone Damien appeared behind him
holding his head and looking a little dazed. I took this
as my cue to ask what it was like to mark the great
Barney Rock. We all retired to the living room to
reminisce on an historic sporting occasion.
Kieran Gleeson

Kieran pictured with Damian Kerr and
Dermot O’Neill
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I came to St. Brendan’s in the early eighties and played
in the Championship team twenty four years ago. I
played my early football with Tuam Stars until my
local parish Killererin started underage football. I
attended Tuam CBS and in my final year 1980 was
part of the winning team who beat St Jarlaths for the
first time in the schools history. I scored the winning
goal and was referred to in the local paper as the blond
bombshell. Later on we won the Connaugh title but
was beaten in the semi final by St Pats of Derry.
I got a summer job working with my brother Willy at
the end of my minor career in Ashbourne Co. Meath.
We both played for the Donaghmore GAA club. This
was the second county that I had played Club football
in. I remember going to Croke Park to watch the All
Ireland Hurling Final that year.
After completing my leaving certificate I enrolled to
do an Agricultural Technican Course in Waterford. I
played in the Colleges senior championship and
although we didn’t win any major titles, I had now
registered my third county to play club football in. I
returned to Galway to complete my studies and
captained the colleges senior team to the final of the
inter colleges championship and of course this was
something I had always dreamed of – the chance to
play in Croke Park. We were beaten by an Ulster
team.
When I finished third level college in the summer of
1984, the economic outlook was really bleak for a lot
of graduates; it was around that time Charles
Haughey our Taoiseach had said “we are all living
beyond our means”. With job prospects being so
bleak, my brother Christy suggested going over to my
cousin, ‘small Johneen’ (Geraghty), in Manchester.
John had emigrated in the early 1970’s to his brother
Danny and sisters Bernadette, Kathleen and Julie. I
worked for John’s employer, a Cavan man Brian
Keegan, and I lived in Longsight with John and his
partner Kathleen Harrington, who originally hailed
from West Cork, where I now reside. My cousin John
has since deceased and is still a great loss to everyone.
John introduced me to Jimmy McKnight from St.
Brendan’s, GAA Club, who in turn asked me to join
the club. I really was not expecting to play gaelic
football in Manchester and it was a pleasant surprise
to think I could play our national game in another
country. I was impressed by the organisation and the
standard of football played, which was a credit to the
people involved in the GAA in Lancashire. I played
on the championship team of 1984, which I’m glad to
say we won. That team also had a number of seven-aside tournament successes which were great fun. I
remember a seven-a-side game, in Leicester, where
one of our players, who was wearing an earring, lost
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a piece of his ear. With no ‘doctor in the house’,
someone had the bright idea of sewing the ear back
with fishing-line, which actually worked. Our team
training sessions were a bit unusual in the winter
months. Due to lack of lighting on the pitch, our
training took place along the grass verges under the
public lighting. Having no transport of my own, my
girlfriend offered to drive me to training night after
night. She had great patience and always waited while
this mad group of Paddies were put through their
paces by our trainer and manager Brendan
Burke(Burkey). I vaguely remember the night we
won the championship and on going to work the
following Monday I got a ribbing from my boss Brian
Keegan. He said it was no big deal winning a
championship medal as he reckoned he could easily
buy championship medals in his local pub
(Springbank)! I will always remember this
championship as it was my first and only senior county
championship winner’s medal and represented the
fourth County in which I played. My family also has
strong links with St. Brendan’s as brother’s Eugene
and Christy played occasionally for St. Brendan’s in
the 80’s
After leaving Manchester I returned to find
employment in Co. Clare and there I played with
Bodyke (Lubin Dige) and did a asmall bit of hurling
with Scarriff in East Clare. This was my fifth county
to play county championship football in. I developed
itchy feet after two years in Clare and went south to
Cork and joined St Finbarrs Hurling and Football
club. This was my sixth and final county playing
championship football. I played for the Barrs at
Junior, Intermediate and senior level under coaches
like Jimmy Barry Murphy and John Allen.
Off the field I met my wife Colette from Bantry, who
over the years has being a fantastic support even
though she could not stand the game! We lived in
Douglas in Cork City, until I left Apple Computers
(before the invention of the iPod) in the late 90’s. We
moved to Durrus just outside Bantry and I worked as
the General Manager of a Canadian software
multinational firm which was based in Clonakilty,
West Cork. I subsequently made a career change and
moved into the public services area, working for
number of years in South Kerry (Sneem) as a
Community Development Manager. I later
transferred to Cork as a Business Adviser for the
County Enterprise Board.
We have four children; Aoife, Eoin, Niamh and
Clodagh, none of whom seem that interested in the
GAA. To be honest I don’t push them as no one
pushed me, but I still found the game which has given
me fond memories and friends in some six places.
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There surely isn’t enough time for me to recall every
great memory I have of my time with St. Brendan’s,
for that matter there isn’t enough time for me to
divulge some of the more painful ones. I would
however like to share with you firstly some of my
thoughts on what this club means to me, and no doubt
the many other men and women who have had the
pleasure to be part of this great club.
What first comes to mind when I think of St.
Brendan’s is the mix of players who have become great
friends over the year, both Irish and English born lads,
playing side by side and often drinking side by side.
It’s a very unique situation to have such diversity. And
it brings me to probably my finest moment with the
club.
I had not long been playing junior football with the
club after many years of successful underage teams.
And it was my first real experience of first team
football. We had made the final of the junior league
and championship in 2002 and were to play Oisin’s in
both.
Looking back on it now, there were not too many
people who gave us much chance of winning either.
Oisin’s having had a great year, had built an extremely
strong squad of players, and were looking to round it
off by sweeping both junior titles.
None of this however was going to prevent us from
going out there and giving it our all, I mean this was a
final. We were in large a young team bar a few old
heads, including Eamonn McManus, Kevin Madden
and Sean Guinan.
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We took to the field of play with no fewer than 10 of
the starting 15 player Manchester born and bred, this
brought some men on the sideline to comment on the
great structure and underage policy which has and
will forever be the cornerstone of this great club.
We produced a brilliant performance, and it is a credit
to the work of many men and women who had worked
hard over the years bringing through a hard working
and talented set of lads. The victory that day will live
long in the memory, although the celebrations are now
a bit hazy, I fear.
I can only hope that with the club returning to senior
football in this its 50th year, prosperous times are just
around the corner. And with them many more titles,
and friends to be won.
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Heading from the maritime Mayo to the madness of
Manchester some three years ago this city soon
proved to be a home away from home. I moved over
with two best friends and having grown up on Gaelic
football this was something we were going to really
miss. 2006 proved to be a good year for Mayo football,
which turned in to many of our Sundays assembling at
various Irish venues watching the green and red. It
was a nice homely feeling to be in an Irish club full of
GAA Jerseys and folk standing to our national
anthem.
Last year I was invited to attend the St.Brendans
annual general meeting where I was welcomed in to
the club and asked to help out with the coordination of
the 50th anniversary publication. I was honoured to
be a part of this and the Monday evening meetings
began which meant no more Coronation Street for me.
Having played Gaelic football myself at club and
county level I could see the clubs dedication at St.
Brendans from day one. In my time as a player at
home in Mayo, I always felt I would prefer a club
medal any day over a county medal. Club Football to
me is closer, its what you grew with and its what really
makes you the player you become.
In my year with St Brendans, I have witnessed all the
signs of a strong and historic club demonstrating
pride, passion and honour. My Dad John Burke
played with St.Brendans for a short while and often
speaks of the talent that has passed through the club
over the years, of course this includes his own brother
Brendan.
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank
St.Brendans as a club for making me feel so welcome
and at home since joining the club and long may it
continue.
Slain go foill
Aisling Burke

Aisling, with nieces Shannon and
Katelynn, gearing up for the Connacht
Final 2008.
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I think it’s safe to say I was always going to play for St.
Brendan’s given my Dad’s service to the club. At an
early age I would spend my Sunday’s out at Hough
End supporting St. Brendan’s, great crowds would
gather as the club would win yet another
championship.
At an early age I was sent to the garden to practice my
skills, luckily for me by the time I was old enough to
play I had already been taught the basic skills years
before. I can still remember my first game, it was
against a much older Oisin’s team, the majority of our
team were only 7 or 8 and for everyone of us who
played it was our first game, Oisin’s won the game
comfortably but we did show some promise. Our
second game was against Shannon Ranger’s from
Bolton; there wasn’t much in it as we were beat by a
couple of points. I can still remember vividly to this
day Jackie Quinn coming on the pitch and throwing
a bottle of lemonade over trying to cool me down by
mistake, I remember the jersey sticking to me for the
rest of the game.
That was our last defeat for over two years, you
wouldn’t dare lose (especially with my Dad and
Jackie Quinn on the line) it wasn’t the Brendan’s way.
“Take yer points”, “pick it up” and ’aim for the
crossbar’ were the regular comments from the sideline.
We would win back to back championships and
leagues, it was the same again at u12’s, I cannot
remember getting beat. We would beat St. Lawrence’s
at Turn Moss in 1991, the next year we would beat
Oisin’s at Hough End by 5-12 to 0-0. The next year
would see us having a crack at the All Britain. After
winning 2 games comfortably we would meet Parnell’s
of London. Unfortunately due to a mixture of bad luck
(we scored 2 own goals) and that our opponents
appeared to have a number of so called u14’s with very
well developed facial hair we were beat by a couple of
points.
More underage success would follow, unfortunately
there weren’t as many games it was only ourselves and
our great rivals St. Lawrence’s who had any teams
from the U14’s upwards. I was lucky enough to always
get a few extra games for the teams above me, can
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even remember playing in minor match in Bolton
when I was about 9 when they were one short.
Our half time team talks would be legendary, it was
always good cop bad cop. Tommy Carragher “boys,
yer’s are playing great stuff”, my Dad “Tommy wud
ya stop, what are ya on about”.
I can remember many trips to various parts of the
country, I remember many trips to Liverpool and
Bolton in my Dad’s minibus in the early days, he
would often have to stop to lay the law down. There
would be the many trips to Yorkshire, the only
transport available would be my Dad’s car and
Tommy Carragher’s Westshield van. You should see
the looks on the faces of our opposition as they would
see 15 lads get out of the back of a van with no visible
signs of any seats
As soon as I was 16 I was allowed to train and play
with the junior and senior team. The last 10 years have
been very lean by St. Brendan’s standards but we’ve
still had our moments.
I can remember the Junior Championship final in
1999, Seamus Grey gave a rousing team talk that still
lives on, it was probably one of my better games that
day, I was lucky enough to get a few scores as we beat
St. Lawrence’s out at Hough End, another Junior
Championship would follow the next year against St.
Lawrence’s.
In 2002 once again we would make the Junior
Championship Final, it was a very good day for the
underage system in the club as 10 Mancunians who
had all come up through the ranks would start that
game with many more on the bench. We went on to
beat the hot favourites Oisin’s by 1-14 to 0-3.
St. Brendan’s has brought me many great days so far
and I’m sure I’ve been lucky enough to go on so many
trips with the club, I’ve been to Parnell’s of Dublin,
Ballyfarnon in Roscommon, Cullyhana in Armagh
and various trips to Dublin on All Ireland weekend.
Having parents from Galway & Cork I’ve had many a
great day at Croke Park, have seen them play each
other twice on All Ireland day, needless to say my
Mother had more to smile about on both occasions.
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Mark pictured with Brendan Burke January 2009 – do you think they are on Facebook or writing a book?

Who could forget the boat sailing to Dublin in 1999
where Kieran Gleeson told all the lads about this card
game they would play in Limerick, it was similar to 25
but Kieran didn’t seem to be to sure of the rules, sure
he was making it up as he went along. Now it was no
surprise that an hour later Kieran had cleaned up and
taken everyone’s money off them!
I won’t name the clubman who got so fed up of
waiting in a queue for a burger in Dublin that he
decided to go behind the counter and make his own.
The trip was famous for the antics of one supporter
who caused chaos wherever he went. After spending
the whole Saturday drinking he was in such a state
that he was seen outside a nightclub mistaking a
lamppost for a woman, seeing a bloke serenade a
lamppost for 10 minutes telling it he loved her is one
of the funniest things I’ve ever seen.

The most important thing about this club is how many
people have given up their own time for free just to
enhance the enjoyment of others, Without these
people we would have no club.
Something that goes unnoticed is the people behind
the scenes, I know my own mother like I’m sure many
other women in the club spent many an evening
washing the kits.
It’s been a fantastic 50 years for the club with a lot of
success, I’m sure Michael Mangan didn’t realise all the
honours the club would win all those years ago. I
would like to think that I will be around in another 50
years to see the club celebrate 100 years!

Brendan’s abu
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I first got involved with St. Brendans GAA Club on
the steps of the Carousel in 1984. Before this my
leanings was towards the Oisin’s GAA scene.
One of my earliest memories of Hough End was when
I first met Seamus Grey. I didn’t know who he was,
but believe me, he knew me and everybody belonging
to me. We had a great chat on the sideline on that
afternoon and he even gave me a copy of the
Fermanagh Herald. Our conversation was interrupted
when a player came running off the field holding his
hand. Seamus duly shouted that I was a nurse and
proceeded to take him over to me. I took one look at
this hand and never saw the like of it before. One of
his fingers had come out of joint and I manipulated it
back into place while two people held him. He broke
loose from the lot of us and ran back onto the field into
action again - Typical Sean Mc Colgan!
Being a St. Brendans WAG certainly do not match up
to Victoria, Cheryl or Colleen. You start off washing a
pair of togs and a pair of socks and then advance to
washing a full team kit. Now my son Colm also plays
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the game so I am still washing kits after twenty years.
Over the years I have like many others of the St
Brendans WAGs have accommodated players in my
home and who were all extremely grateful particularly
the student lads. Many of these past players have
returned to Ireland or even travelled further afield,
but have always kept in touch with us. We have had
some great characters and valued friends.
Our daughters Ashling and Sinead danced with the
Lally School of Irish Dance for many years. They
always looked forward to performing on the night of
the dinner dance. This is always a great social
occasion.
This year’s dinner dance is extra special as it is the
50th anniversary of the club. I am proud to say that I
was part of the committee that over the past year have
been involved in the preparations for this event. I have
enjoyed being part of the team and I would like to
wish the club all the best for the future and look
forward to many more years supporting the maroon
and white of St. Brendan’s GAA club.
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I first met Tadhg Meehan when I attended College in
Manchester in 1970. It was a Saturday morning when
I was approached by Tadhg and Michael Mangan.
They were scouting for fresh talent to add to the
mighty St Brendan’s Club. Tadhg in his Galway
accent had me charmed into joining the Club without
a second thought
. My association with Tadhg and the Club members
was to be a love affair, which greatly enriched my
personal development as an individual. I can honestly
say being associated with St Brendan’s made my stay
in Manchester a very rewarding one. I have happy
memories of those days. I like many others who knew
him treated him with total respect he was always
smiling, and an inspirational force to all our Club
members. His energy and passion for the game was
boundless. In my life few men compare to the
example, charm and charisma, which influenced my
life to this present day he still brings a smile to me.
Tadhg was on the sideline as our inspirational 16th
man.

A L F

C
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TA D H G
( D O W N )

Of course we all know of the legendary legacy of the
Meehan clan talents in Galway GAA football in recent
years. It comes as no surprise, having known Tadhg
that the love and passion for our national game was
fostered in his nephews.
Without Tadhg’s leadership skills all those wonderful
years for me and so many other young Irish exiles
would never have been the same. He greatly enriched
all our lives and will always be a part of our spiritual
heritage in those formative years he was an example
for all of us to follow. Tadhg’s talents and leadership
skills have been recognised and utilized by the
Provincial Council of Britain for many years now and
no doubt for some years yet to come.
You taught us all what true friendship really meant.
Your friend for life
John Waterson.

During my third year in Manchester Tadhg invited me
to share his flat. He got me a job within the Green
Murphy Co. I was bodyguard to Patsy O’Neill from
Armagh delivering the wages in cash every Thursday
to the workers. About this time I was introduced to
Eileen a charming, girl who was later to become
Tadhg’s wife. One think which greatly impressed me
at the time was that Tadhg was a non smoker and he
proudly wore his pioneer pin.
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Treasurer

1959 Michael Mangan Roscommon

John Walsh Sligo

1960 Fr Emmett Fullen Derry

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Michael Ryan Tipperary

1961 Fr Emmett Fullen Derry

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Michael Ryan Tipperary

1962 Fr Emmett Fullen Derry

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Michael Ryan Tipperary

1963 Fr Emmett Fullen Derry

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Michael Ryan Tipperary

1964 Fr Emmett Fullen Derry

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Michael Ryan Tipperary

1965 Fr Emmett Fullen Derry

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Larry O’Brien Galway

1966 Larry O’ Brien Galway

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Chris Connolly Galway

1967 Martin Boran Kilkenny

Anthony Fletcher Dublin

Patrick O’Reilly Cavan

1968 Martin Boran Kilkenny

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Joe Lagan Derry/
Joe Garvey Roscommon

1969 Tony Connolly Kildare

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Joe Garvey Roscommon

1970 Tadhg Meehan Galway

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Tom Killeen, Galway

1971 Tadhg Meehan Galway

Michael Mangan Roscommon

Tom Killeen, Galway

1972 Tadhg Meehan Galway

Michael Mangan Roscommon

P J Mc Gowan, Donegal

1973 Noel Fitzmaurice Mayo

Sean White Down

Tom Killeen, Galway

1974 Noel Fitzmaurice Mayo

Sean White Down

C Connolly, Galway

1975 Owen Tansey Sligo

Sean White Down

C Connolly, Galway

1976 Sean Reilly, Offaly

Sean White, Down

Tony Mongey, Meath

1977 Noel Fitzmaurice Mayo

Sean White, Down

Tony Mongey, Meath

1978 Noel Fitzmaurice Mayo

Sean White, Down

Tony Mongey, Meath

1979 Noel Fitzmaurice Mayo

Joe Mc Erlean, Derry

Tom Meagh, Mayo

1980 Seamus Grey, Fermanagh

Joe Mc Erlean, Derry

Tom Meagh, Mayo

1981 Seamus Grey, Fermanagh

Rita Mitchell, Galway

Sonny Mangan, Roscommon

1982 Seamus Grey, Fermanagh

Rita Mitchell, Galway

Sonny Mangan, Roscommon

1983 Chris Connolly, Galway

Rita Mitchell, Galway

Sean Maye, Sligo

1984 Chris Connolly Galway

Liam Mc Erlean, Derry

Sean Maye, Sligo

1985 Chris Connolly, Galway

Liam Mc Erlean , Derry

Sean Maye, Sligo
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Secretary

Treasurer

1986 Jimmy Mc Knight Westmeath

Jackie Quinn Down

Sean Maye, Sligo

1987 Brendan Burke Mayo

Chris Connolly Galway

Sean Maye, Sligo

1988 Luke O’Connor Sligo

Una Madden Sligo

Sean Maye, Sligo

1989 Luke O’Connor Sligo

Una Madden Sligo

Sean Maye, Sligo

1990 Seamus Grey Fermanagh

Nicky Duff, Meath

Sean Maye, Sligo

1991 Seamus Grey Fermanagh

Nicky Duff, Meath

Sean Maye, Sligo

1992 John Mc Tiernan Roscommon

Nicky Duff, Meath

Sean Maye, Sligo

1993 John Mc Tiernan Roscommon

Kevin Fitzsimmons Down

Sean Maye, Sligo

1994 John Clifford, Cork

Kevin Fitzsimmons Down

Sean Maye, Sligo

1995 Tommy Carragher, Armagh

Nicky Duff, Meath

Jimmy Fitzpartick, Roscommon

1996 Seamus Grey, Fermanagh

Susan Delaney, Kildare

Jimmy Fitzpartick, Roscommon

1997 Seamus Grey, Fermanagh

Susan Delaney, Kildare

Jimmy Fitzpatrick, Roscommon

1998 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Jimmy Fitzpatrick, Roscommon

1999 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Jimmy Fitzpatrick, Roscommon

2000 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Jimmy Fitzpatrick, Roscommon

2001 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Seamus Grey, Fermanagh

2002 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Edward Gillic, Meath

2003 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Chris Connors, Mayo

2004 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Chris Connors, Mayo

2005 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Chris Connors, Mayo

2006 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Dermot Mc Anenly, Tyrone

2007 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Dermot Mc Anenly, Tyrone

2008 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Dermot Mc Anenly, Tyrone

2009 Kieran Gleeson, Limerick

Damien Kerr Monaghan

Dermot Mc Anenly, Tyrone
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Michael Mangan came to Manchester in
1957 as a seventeen year old boy. While
most young Irish boys arriving here quickly
got employment and started spending
money freely and enjoying themselves with
all the freedom that went with it. Michael
was certainly no different to the rest of us
except that he joined the Legion of Mary
and took on the role of helping newcomers
and guiding them on their chosen path.
At the tender age of nineteen years, Michael
started the St. Brendan’s GAA Club and
here we are 50 years on, we still see him still
heavily involved in the running of this very
successful club. Michael is still playing the same roles
within the club with the same enthusiasm as ever. This
man’s energy and outlook knows no bounds. In the
mid seventies Michael started youth football here in
Lancashire and while it took a lot of time coaching the
young lads of Manchester, the art of Gaelic football, he
still found time to visit people in the local hospitals or
in their homes and look after their well being in his
own caring way.
In the mid nineties Michael bought a greengrocery
shop in Moston, and when people came in, and say
that they were going to buy new furniture or electrical
items, Michael always asked if the old stuff could be
reused. He often collected this furniture and
distributed to needy people through the various
charity contacts. Michael always remained humble
about his charity work. On many occasions he would
be seen in his van in certain areas and when asked
what he was doing he would say “Ah just dropping
something off to some one” but in fact he was often
transforming some aged person life for the better, and
making sure they kept their independence.
Sister Margaret opened a charity shop in the
Didsbury area and Michael found time to help her as
there was a lot of very good furniture being discarded,
and this was a godsend for many pensioners and poor
families within the inner city of Manchester.

Michael has not got his Bus Pass himself but he still
thinks he is thirty. While most people put their feet up
and relax, he has taken on even more tasks. Each
Wednesday Michael takes an old aged person out for
lunch at Asda and helps him do his weekly shopping.
Michael attends to the gardens of his local clergy and
goes to Bolton on a regular basis to do a priest’s
garden.
He has a great memory and can tell the whereabouts
of almost any player who has played Gaelic football
for St. Brendan’s. He has fulfilled every role with in
St. Brendan’s Club, even to the tune of spending many
a Sunday morning clearing pools of water from the
pitches following some of Manchester famous
rainfalls. Along with fella Gael Joe Cahill from the
Oisin’s GAA club they often stood back and could
hear the players say how well the pitches looked
considering all the rain that has fallen.
Michael Mangan has done trojan work within the
Irish community here in Manchester. From his first
day arriving in the city of Manchester to this present
day he has touched the lives of so many people. He
has never had a bad word for anybody and has the
unique ability to see only good in everyone he meets.
Everyone involved with Lancashire GAA, The Irish
Community and thousands of aging folk can say with
one voice the words of Sister Margaret Morgan
“Thank God for Winn and Michael Mangan”
By Noel Hickey
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1 St. Brendan – The Man Himself
2 Foreword from the GAA President,
Criostoir Ó Cuana
3 Michael Mangan – How it all Began
4 Fr John Ahern – St. Brendan’s GAA
Golden Years
6 Message from the Chairman, Kieran Gleeson
7 Brendan Burke – Chairman of the Book
8 St. Brendan’s Great Times
10 St. Brendan’s – The Future
12 St. Brendan’s – Down Memory Lane
14 Our Sponsors
15 50 Years of St. Brendan’s by Shannon Duff
16 St. Kentigern’s and St. Brendan’s
17 1959 The Start of the St. Brendan’s Story
19 1960
20 1961
21 1962
22 1963
23 1964
24 1964 – Where are they now?
25 1965
26 1966
27 1967
28 1968
29 1969
30 1970
31 1971
32 Rule 27 (The Ban)
33 1972
34 1973
35 1974
36 1974 View from the Goalmouth
37 1974 Article and Brendan Burke Medals
38 1975
39 1976
40 The Birth of the Underage
41 1977
43 1978
45 1979
47 1980
48 1981
49 1982
Over the Hill by Patsy Martyn
51 1983
53 The Class of Eighty-Three
54 1984

59
61
62
64
66
70
72
74
75
76
77
78
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
88
90
92
95
95
96
97
98
99
100
104
107
108
109
110
112
114
115
116
118
119
120
123
124

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
Niall McGee’s Poem
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009 and Ready for the Next 50 Years
Team of 2009
Pictures from the 2008 Dinner Dance
Colm Coyne (Galway)
The Day Corkie Crossed the Brook in
Brooklands, Chris Connolly
Noel Hickey (Longford)
Patsy Conway RIP (Tipperaray)
Michael Reid (Meath)
Hurling – Tommy Molloy (Kilkenny)
Jimmy McKnight (Westmeath)
John Clifford (Cork)
Lancashire U-14 Division Five Exploits
by James Mulligan (Manchester)
Michael (Mickey) Connor (Mayo)
Anthony (Tony) Mongey (Meath)
Seamus Breslin (Fermanagh)
John Broderick (Mayo)
You Can’t Sign for Them
Brendan Burke (Mayo)
Brendan Carroll (Stack) (Kerry)
Norman Maloney (Co. Meath)
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126 Colm Conway (Manchester)
127 Suzanne Delaney now Dillon (Kildare)
Peter Dillon (Wicklow)
128 Fionnbarr Diamond (Derry)
129 Fr. Charles Antony Doran (Manchester)
First President of St. Brendan’s GAA
130 Nicky Duff (Manchester)
132 Fr. Emmett Fullen (Derry)
133 St. Brendan’s GAA Club 1959-2009
Golden Jubilee Fr. J, T. Cribben (Mayo)
135 Sean Guinan (Offaly)
136 Michael Hughes (Tyrone)
137 Tom Killeen RIP (Galway)
138 Bill Malone (Kerry)
Kerry and Canada
139 Sean Maye RIP (Sligo)
140 Gerry McGinn (Tyrone)
141 Ciaran McClorey (Down)
142 Mickey Murphy (Manchester)
143 Packie Murphy (Wexford)
145 Brian Murphy (Mayo)
146 Luke O’Connor (Sligo)
50 Years St. Brendan’s GAA Manchester
147 Jackie Quinn (Down)
150 Dermot Walsh (Sligo)
JackWalsh (Sligo)
151 Martin McConnell (Tyrone)
152 Edward Gillic (Meath)
154 Jacqueline McTiernan (Manchester)
“Stay Well Away From That Ball”
157 Sean White (Down) Reminiscences
158 Fergus Burke (Manchester)
Bill Kielty (Down)
159 The Tour by Gerry Beirne (Roscommon)
161 Seamus Grey (Fermanagh)
162 Bernard Potts (Manchester)
163 Patsy Martin (Galway)
164 Colm Woods (Co Armagh)
165 Vincent Gilraine (Co. Roscommon)
166 Gary Hickey (Manchester)
Memories of a Young Supporter
167 The Friends of our Youth by Olly Farrelly
(Meath)
168 Gurteen Calling by Owen Tansey (Sligo)
170 Brian Johnston (Down)
171 Hough End to Croker via Corfu
by Neil Collins (Co. Down)
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172 Marooned in Manchester
Anthony Carolan (Meath)
175 Michael Mangan (Co. Roscommon)
176 P. J. McGowan (Donegal) and St. Brendan’s
178 Martin Melarkey (Fermanagh)
“Up St. Brendan’s” by John Gilmartin (Sligo)
179 Willy Cassidy (Co. Derry)
180 John Fitzpatrick (Roscommon)
181 Brendan Devlin (Co. Armagh)
St. Brendan’s and the Devlins
182 Kevin Madden (Manchester)
183 Martin Brady (Co. Roscommon)
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185 Kieran (John) McManus (Co. Fermanagh)
186 Gerry Linehan RIP (Co. Cork)
187 Johnny Madden (Galway)
188 John McTiernan (Co. Roscommon)
189 Dermot McAnenly (Tyrone)
191 Kevin Fitzsimmons (Down)
192 Liam McErlean (Derry)
194 Tommy Hurst (Mayo)
195 Sean Rogers (Co. Down)
198 James Mulligan (Manchester)
199 Liam Harkin (Co. Donegal)
200 Tadhg Meehan (Galway)
203 Joe McErlean (Derry)
205 Damien Kerr (Monaghan)
Brendan”s a Home From Home
206 Brian Donaghy (Co. Tyrone)
207 Jackie Quinn Co. Down)
208 Kevin Fitzpatrick (Fermanagh)
209 Michael Conway (Mayo)
210 Patrick McGinley (Antrim)
212 A trip to the West,
by Kieran Gleeson (Limerick)
213 A Man of Six Counties
by Joe Burke (Co. Galway)
214 Jonathan Plant (Manchester)
215 Aisling Burke (Mayo)
216 Mark Connolly (Manchester)
218 Mary Conway (Fermanagh)
219 My Memories of Tadhg (Down)
by John Waterson
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